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TOPGEAR PORTFOLIO 
Available exclusively 

at WHSmith,TopGear 
Portfolio is a collection 

of the best images  

from our archive
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and again (and again) on Dave
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Convertibles used to be the cars that purists 

looked down on: wobbly show-offs bought by 

people more interested in being seen than driving. 

You might just about get away with a roadster 

designed from the outset to be roofless, but there 

was still a condescension about soft-tops, a coupe being the ‘driver’s choice’. 

These days it’s somewhat different. With new materials and stiffer 

chassis – not to mention parallel development, rather than lopping the top 

off an existing car – convertibles and spiders suddenly have advantages. 

They drive barely differently from their hard-top brethren, yet they allow 

for that full-on 4D experiential performance, the removal of the roof 

allowing a greater assault on your senses from engine and environment. 

They add that visceral exposure without removing the driving pleasure. 

Things have definitely changed. 

Mind you, not many old-school convertibles were acidic hypercars 

generating in excess of 650bhp. The stars of this month’s cover are,  

and they both cope with those faintly scary power outputs with barely  

a shimmy. They are the current zenith of the roofless genus. But the 

Corvette Z06 Convertible and Lamborghini Aventador Roadster are  

so much more than that: few cars talk (or bellow) about their country’s 

exhibitionist side more vividly. 

The Z06 may be a high-ranking member of Team America, but it was 

born and developed on the racetracks of Europe, including Le Mans and 

the Nordschleife. Below its aggressive exterior is a wealth of technology 

aimed at destroying the lazy European stereotype that America can’t do 

proper-handling cars. And it does. It’s an attitude-changer. 

The Lamborghini Aventador Roadster, on the other hand, is the ultimate 

expression of no-constraint Italian hypercar design: flamboyant, excessive 

and with looks that can, and will, literally stop traffic. A proper supercar with 

a preposterously wonderful V12 that would be more appropriately named 

the Eventador. Fancy some hypersonic wind in the hair? The celebration of 

these two fabulous exhibitionists starts on page 124.

Enjoy the issue,

CHARLIE TURNER EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

@TopGearEditor
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Meet the 526bhp Startech Pickup.  
Are we looking at the greatest modified 
Range Rover ever?

Well, it’s different.

Peter Cavellini

It’s awesome. Ugly, rubbish, but that’s  

what makes it awesome.

@Peterson

I love this, just the price is the question.  

If it’s below £100k then I’m on it.

@Dawid God

Strange Rover.

@knosvoti

Burn it now.

@William Rehbock

Is this the Range Rover Aztec?

Puma

Seriously TopGear. Are you trolling us? 

Because if so, it’s working.

InsomniacRyan

To answer your question in the headline: no.

Kristian

Where’s the rest of this fire truck?

Parttimetourist

It’s pretty, but you can barely fit a cooler  

in the back of that.

WookieJebus

Some say… #Charcoal #Pastel Avalonprand DVD & popcorn. Partying hard Hiddles-hooligan 

G O  O N L I N E  A N D  S U B M I T  YO U R  P I C T U R E S

@David_Simister

Reading the  

first ever issue of  

@BBC_TopGear 

magazine. 

Petrolhead nostalgia!

Dullish via Tumblr 

Some say he’s a 

Norwegian bus stop

@_jaynevintage

Great day at 

Beaulieu Motor 

Museum, really 

enjoyed the  

TopGear exhibition
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I have an exam tomorrow and I’ve 

been watching @BBC_TopGear 

specials on DVD for two hours 

instead of preparing

 @ERBSENZ AHLER

T W E E TS  &  S T U F F

TopGear appreciation Tweet!

@SARAH_ELSISI

This went past on the street  

in NYC and no one batted  

an eyelid. Very cool

@MIKEHALLEY

Can you hire Charlie Sheen?

@FCA07

Having a @BBC_TopGear marathon

@MRSHOWARD23380

F RO M  TO P G E A R .CO M I just played the new Race The Stig 

game. It’s great for kids or easy 

playing fun for adults 

@TOMCHILTON_
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RICHARD’S BEEN ON A MISSION TO  
COLLECT A LAGONDA IN DISTRESS. AND  

HE’S TAKEN JAMES ALONG FOR THE RIDE TOO

“I PUT MY RIGHT FOOT 
ON THE ACCELERATOR. 
BUT IT WAS THE BRAKE, 
BECAUSE THE BRAKE  
IS ON THE RIGHT”

T

he plunge has been taken and, 

more than endure it, I enjoyed 

it. I’ve owned my vintage 

Lagonda for some months 

now, written about it in these 

pages, in fact. It’s a glorious 

old thing with a supercharged 

engine, headlamps that threaten shipping, a gigantic 

steering wheel you could hang chairs and paying 

passengers off, all that sort of thing.

Having bought it at auction, I awaited its arrival 

with the anticipation of a kid on Christmas Eve. 

And it did not disappoint, sailing into my drive  

on the back of a trailer. I admired and cherished 

every blemish and scar its 80-year life had etched 

onto its massive frame. I cleaned it, sat in it and 

rehearsed the many moves involved in starting it. 

Only I’ve never actually got around to driving it. 

What with one thing and another – and there have 

been a few – the poor old thing has lounged about  

in the shed waiting patiently to be shown the light  

of day. And shown the light it was, this week. 

One of those awkward confluences of timings and 

company meant I could not hide from a visiting James 

May that the Lagonda was ready for collection. And, 

in one of those insane moments when you say the 

thing you’re trying not to say, I suggested we got a taxi 

over there and drove the old girl back. I figured I was 

safe in making this bold challenge because, despite 

appearances and his own considerably advanced age, 

James May is gloriously grumpy when it comes to  

old stuff. But, to put the icing on this day’s turd cake, 

James unexpectedly replied that he’d very much like 

to go and do it. No choice then. Gotta go.

It was at the workshop because I had uncovered 

some minor bodgery around the wiring at the 

battery, and I sent it away to Rob, who specialises in 

ancient cars. It sat now on his ramp. He went through 

the many procedures involved in coaxing it into life, 

and I nearly jumped out of my socks when the thing 

started and sat there making car noises. Rob backed 

it off the ramp, turned it around, parked it and 

wished James and me good luck on the way home.

I knew what to do to start it; I’d read the handbook 

and practised the moves. But I’d practised them 

alone. As when engaging in other things more 

commonly practised alone, I would rather have been 

without company at this point. And certainly without 

the company of James May. With shaking hands, I 

tweaked the controls to set the magneto and fire up 

what limited electrics are on board, gave a couple of 

pumps on the fuel primer, retarded the ignition, hit 

the button and, blow me, it started up again. 

Once it’s running, it operates like pretty 

much any other car. The wheel operates 

the steering, the clutch is worked with 

the left foot and the horn is in the 

centre of the steering wheel. The only 

deviations are that the gearlever is on 

the right... and one other thing – a slight 

one – the accelerator and brake pedals 

are swapped over, so the accelerator is in 

the middle and the brake is on the right. 

I pulled away and realised from the noise as I  

went for second that it’s a crash gearbox. I lifted my 

left foot off the clutch and put my right foot on the 

accelerator. But it was the brake, because the brake  

is on the right. We were going slowly, the brakes are 

not carbon-ceramic and James didn’t notice. 

We hit the road. I concentrated on where the 

brake is. Which is on the right. We gathered speed. 

And we gathered it especially well going downhill. 

There was a bend at the bottom of the hill. I saw it, 

but was only really aware of my right foot, twitching 

and jerking over the pedals. My foot was, I think, 

having a nervous breakdown. People talk of the 

“body brain”, the idea our body thinks and processes 

events unconsciously, reacting and moving under its 

own control. I instructed my foot, sternly, that the 

brake is on the right. And we made it through our 

first bend. James, at the critical moment, reminded 

me the brake is on the right. I thanked him for it. As 

the miles passed, I grew more accustomed to driving 

something which sounded and felt like a runaway 

furniture shop. But above all else, I concentrated  

on where the brake is. Which is on the right. 

We made it home. And both enjoyed our drive 

immensely, having taken turns at the wheel, from 

where James turned out to be irritatingly skilled at 

seamless gearchanges but needed, I felt, a number 

of reminders along the way about where the brake is. 

I’ve taken the car out on my own since that drive. 

Which went OK, but for the lack of a passenger to 

remind me where the brake is. As familiarity with the 

machine grew, I entered the dangerous period 

where you stop thinking consciously and 

allow the body brain to do stuff for you: 

dangerous in this instance because my 

right foot was feeling around the middle 

pedal, assuming it to be the brake. 

Which it isn’t: the brake is on the right. 

So I concentrated on commanding 

my inner voice to chant over and over 

again that the brake is where it is. Which is 

on the right. Unfortunately, this worked in the 

same way as when I am given directions. I tell myself 

to listen because this man is telling you where to go 

and you need to know. By which time he has finished 

and all I’ve heard is my inner voice telling me to listen. 

The answer is, probably, customisation. The 

steering wheel of the Lagonda is large and has room 

for a sign, which I am going to have made featuring  

a simple phrase... “The Brake is on the Right.” 

FOR MORE TOPGEAR 

TELLY GOODNESS, 

CLICK ON  

TOPGEAR.COM
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“ I DON’T MIND HAMMOND 
BEING ANNOYING WHEN 
THE FLIP SIDE IS THAT  
I DON’T END UP IN THE 
BACK OF A TRACTOR”

here is nothing more 

important in life than  

where the brakes are  

on a car. It may not seem 

that way now. You may  

be burdened with other 

pressing concerns, ranging 

from cash flow to physical ailments, but there 

comes a moment when these are academic.

That moment is the yawning one between  

the car going along and the car being the way you 

fervently desire it to be, which is stationary. Then 

your debit card pin number, your YouTube log-in 

details, the results of your scan, the problems with 

your central heating – everything else in the 

thousands of years’ worth of human experience 

and understanding, in fact – is immaterial. All  

that matters is where the brakes are.

Normally, on a car with a manual ’box (such as 

this), the brakes are in the middle. But they are not. 

That is the throttle. The brakes are on the right.

I don’t think Hammond’s been quite emphatic 

enough about this. But how could he be? He’s only 

written a column. Thousands of volumes have 

been produced on the history of civilisation, but 

nothing in any of them is as important as where 

the brakes are, which in this case is on the right.

Or do I mean the left? No, they’re on the  

right. Absolutely. Sorry about that, but they’re 

definitely not where they’re supposed to be, and 

that’s the problem.

I can drive a car and ride a motorcycle. I also 

have a chainsaw. I never get any of these things 

confused, because they’re completely different.  

I never try to drop the chainsaw down a couple  

of cogs and power it into a left-hander, and I’ve 

never instinctively ridden the 500 Four into the 

woods and attempted to chop logs with it. Each of 

these machines comes with a bespoke and deeply 

internalised set of operating skills that never 

bother each other. Good.

But change one thing... Everything else  

about driving Hammond’s ’Gonda is pretty much 

like driving a car. The steering steers left and right, 

the gearbox is cussed but still works broadly like 

one, the road rushes past underneath, lambs 

gambol in the fields and life is wonderful. But  

who gives a toss? Where are the brakes again? 

Wrong! That thing in the middle will only  

make it go faster still. The brakes are, in 

fact, on the right.

A van pulled out of a lay-by in 

front of us while I was driving. That’s 

when I discovered that I’d been 

using my lumbering conscious brain 

and not the animal one that is our 

acquired instincts. But in that moment 

of mild panic, the latter took over and 

stamped on, well, the throttle, because 

that’s in the middle, where the brakes should  

be. Turns out the brakes are on the right.

It was great to have a passenger, and I’m glad 

we were there for each other. Not for camaraderie 

or any of that stuff, but because whoever wasn’t 

driving could devote himself to repeating, at every 

bend, junction or hazard, that simple, sometimes 

screamed mantra: the brakes are on the right.

This is a duty that neither of us neglected  

for an instant, because there is a delicious new 

terror in being the helpless passenger in a car 

being driven by a man who may have forgotten 

that the brakes are on the right. To be honest, 

Hammond became quite annoying, but he is 

annoying anyway, and I don’t mind him being 

annoying when the flip side is that I don’t end  

up in the back of a tractor because I’ve forgotten 

where the brakes are. They’re on the right. People 

constantly telling you to put the bins out becomes 

wearisome. But someone constantly reminding 

you of something that will save your life in the 

next few seconds is OK by me.

I’m sure I was annoying too. Hammond –  

odd, this – became quite ballsy with his driving  

at one point, and I wondered if he’d remembered 

that the brakes are on the right. I told him. He 

took it well, given the circumstances. It’s his car, 

after all. Trouble is, I was in it as well.

Look; you might think we’re devoting far  

too much space to this simple instructional  

fact, but trust me. The time you’ve  

spent reading these two columns  

is nothing compared with the 

screaming eternity that seems  

to pass in that instant when you 

need the brakes more than you  

need to breathe and you’ve  

forgotten where they are. ON  

THE ****ING RIGHT.

Of course, you may think it’s irrelevant  

to you. What are the chances that you will  

ever end up driving Richard Hammond’s 

Lagonda? Extremely slim, I’d say. But it is,  

ipso facto, better to know stuff than not know  

it, and if you find yourself behind its wheel,  

you need to know, above anything else in the 

world, where the brakes are.

They’re on the right.

T

WE’VE HEARD RICHARD’S SIDE OF THE STORY,  
NOW IT’S TIME FOR JAMES TO HAVE HIS SAY.  

JUST REMEMBER, THE BRAKE’S ON THE RIGHT...

FOR MORE TOPGEAR 

TELLY GOODNESS, 

CLICK ON  

TOPGEAR.COM



BREITLING.COM

In the lead role: John Travolta, movie legend and aviation afi cionado. Guest star: the legendary North American X-15 

that has smashed all speed and altitude records and opened the gateway to space. Production: Breitling, the privileged 

partner of aviation thanks to its reliable, accurate and innovative instruments – such as the famous Chronomat, the 

ultimate chronograph. Welcome to a world of legends, feats and performance.



WELCOME TO MY WORLD

CHRONOMAT 44
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT NEW CARS THIS MONTH

Thought the Cactus was strange? You ain’t seen nothing yet TURN OVER 

Citroen Aircross Concept
B I G  T H I S  M O N T H
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Citroen’s hybrid Aircross 
concept hints at a crossover 
for 2020. The Cactus just 
got spikier  B Y  P A U L  H O R R E L L

f you spot a bit of C4 Cactus about 

this Citroen Aircross concept, then 

the designers have done their job. 

The Cactus has become the fuel for 

Citroen’s creative engines, the 

embodiment of the characteristics 

they will pour into every new car they 

launch from now on.

“The Aircross shows what we can  

do with the spirit of Cactus. That’s the 

future of Citroen,” boss Linda Jackson 

tells TopGear. “We have to be different. 

For Europe, all our cars will fit this 

strategy. It’s an SUV because that’s such  

a big segment now.” She lists the new 

Citroen keywords: it expresses optimism 

through its design, humanity through  

its comfort, and smartness through its 

passenger-focused tech.

furniture design than the world of cars, 

but the bench look has given way to  

deep arms. The wraparound headrests 

have embedded speakers so everyone  

can have their own entertainment. The 

dash is horizontal and spare, the screens 

mounted above it as per the Cactus, but 

they’ve a neat new trick: the second screen 

can slide across to face the passenger.

Its overall form is all about boxiness. 

Well, a boxiness that’s been softened. 

Like it’s been pounded by ocean waves, 

part-way from block to pebble. “We 

wanted it to have volume,” says Malval. 

“That gives lots of interior space. Others 

do coupe SUVs, but we wanted to be honest. 

It’s got a vertical, weighty rear end.”

The boxiness is broken up by some 

strong metallic shapes. The one around 

But it doesn’t look exactly like a big 

Cactus. Design chief Alexandre Malval 

explains. “We were worried about 

repeating ourselves. Each car has to have 

its own identity. Look at Citroen’s history 

– the 2CV or DS. They all looked different 

but were innovative and comfortable. We 

want to keep our freedom.”

So you can find things from the Cactus 

– and the C4 Picasso, come to that – but 

re-expressed. The floating roof is there, 

but with different graphics. The LEDS are 

still above the headlamps but the nose is 

more detailed because it’s a bigger and, by 

implication, more expensive car. Airbumps 

have been reimagined, appearing as 

aluminium honeycomb sill protection.

Inside, the door armrests and pulls use 

luggage motifs, the seats still owe more to 

I
Lights announce 
they use ‘full LED 
technology’. Ooh

Red, Cross
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the rear-door window is proud of the 

glass, and funnels air around the tail. 

Behind the front wheel, another fairing 

also has a drag-reducing job, controlling 

air that has passed the wheels.

The concept was shown at Shanghai. 

Makes sense. A quarter of Citroen’s sales 

are in China, and they’re well known there, 

having started building in 1996. And China 

is an SUV-hungry place. They also like big 

cars there, and the Aircross is about as big 

as Citroen currently plays. Plug-in hybrids 

and petrol engines are important in China 

too, so the Aircross obliges. The rear 

wheels have a 95bhp electric motor; the 

fronts a 218bhp, 1.6 turbo petrol. Between 

is a battery pack with a 20-odd mile range.

Malval calls this a “true concept”, to 

distinguish it from the “teaser concept” 

they showed of the Cactus just months 

before the production car’s launch.  

He refuses to be drawn on whether 

anything like this will be built at all,  

but we know Peugeot and Citroen 

and DS will move more into crossovers  

of different sizes, and we also know that 

while Citroen does well with the C5 

saloon in China, it’s a flop here. 

Jackson agrees that big-car buyers  

are changing into crossovers all over  

the world, and by implication that a 

crossover is Citroen’s only hope of  

selling a biggish vehicle in Europe,  

and maybe soon in China too. “My  

aim is to keep customers and find  

out what they’ll move into.” In all 

likelihood we’re looking at it. Expect  

the fully baked version in 2020.

Second screen can
slide across to face
front passenger

“ A quarter of Citroen’s sales 
are in China; the company  
is well known there”

Citroen has form bringing 

apparently outlandish concepts 

to production, 2013’s C4 Cactus 

concept (left) reaching the road all 

but unchanged. Don’t bet against 

the Aircross doing the very same

FROM CONCEPT 
TO CACTUS

 Citroen announces that it’s to slash its 

model range. Then shows a concept car 

in a new part of the market. Apparent 

contradictions. What gives? Well Citroen’s 

(and Peugeot’s) ranges are sprawling yet 

don’t tie together globally. There are cars 

that sell only in China or South America. 

Excluding vans and the Toyota-shared C1, 

Citroen sells 14 silhouettes around the 

world. It plans to cut that to seven, but sell 

them worldwide. Conformist dead wood will 

go – boss Jackson admits that likely includes 

the C4 hatch – to make way for interesting 

stuff in booming segments, which includes 

crossovers of more than one size.

GLOBAL MODELLING 
STRATEGY

WHAT’S THE FUTURE HOLD  

FOR CITROEN, THEN?

Wraparound
headrests = happy

media bubble

Cabin looks more
like designer
furniture showroom



Could Peugeot’s petrol-electric 4WD concept reach reality? 

THE
KNOWLEDGE

THIS MONTH’S  

IMPORTANT NEWS,  

IN BITE-SIZED MORSELS

1

2

3

4

The new Mazda 
MX-5 starts at £18k
Want a MkIV MX-5 in your life? 

You’ll need £18,495 for the 129bhp, 

1.5-litre naturally aspirated version. 

The 158bhp 2.0-litre costs £850 

more. Still a whole lot less than the 

Toyota GT86. And most other cars

This is a 1,350bhp 
electric ‘megacar’
Faintly harrowing Toroidion 1MW 

hails from Finland, promises a 

MEGAWATT of battery-powered, 

4WD propulsion. Chances of 

production? About as limited as its 

likely range between charges, we’d say

Bentley could build 
an SUV-convertible 
Bentayga 4x4 could be followed by 

a BMW X6-style SUV-coupe, and 

even a convertible variant, Crewe 

boss Wolfgang Dürheimer tells TG. 

“People are looking for new ideas, 

eye-catchers,” he says. Well, yes...

Audi R8 doesn’t make 
a good retro Skoda 

Ambitious designer Petr Novague 

reskins first-gen Audi V8 sports car 

to resemble iconic Skoda 130 RS of 

the Seventies. Result is neither iconic 

nor, frankly, fit for publication in a 

wholesome family magazine

eugeot has a grand history of 

yes-build-it-now concept cars. 

Sadly, its record of actually 

building said concepts is rather 

less grand. But the 500bhp 

Peugeot 308 R Hybrid concept 

– despite its lofty headline power figure – 

looks barely a tax disc away from the road.

Yep, 500bhp. That’s more-than-

BMW-M4 power, from a Golf-sized hatch. 

Such go comes courtesy of a very plausible 

hybrid arrangement: Peugeot’s 1.6-litre 

four-cylinder turbo, augmented by a pair of 

electric motors. The former generates – as 

it does in Peugeot’s RCZ R – 270bhp, all 

sent to the front wheels. The two e-motors 

– one on the six-speed gearbox up front, 

the other on the rear axle – each add a 

further 115bhp, fed by a lithium-ion battery 

that can be recharged from the mains.

With torque of 538lb ft, this 4WD hot 

hatch is fast. Zero to 62mph takes 4.0secs, 

with top speed limited to 155mph. Economy 

is rated at 94mpg, with CO2 emissions of 

70g/km. But we all know how wonky such 

tests are when it comes to plug-in hybrids. 

Still, the powertrain is far from Parallel 

Universe Vapourware. Same story inside, 

where, unusually for a French concept,  

there’s no mention of telepathic heating 

knobs, or an abacus in place of the steering 

wheel. It all looks decidedly... real. As does 

the fact that, if you’re feeling especially 

sensible, you can drive the 308 R Hybrid  

on electric power alone, that battery clawing 

back power through regenerative braking.

Obviously you won’t drive the 308 R 

Hybrid in electric-only mode, because a) if 

you can have fillet steak, why choose Quorn, 

and b) it’s not actually real. Yet…

P
Further evidence 

Peugeot’s regained 

its hot-hatch mojo

Half blue, 

half black, all a 

very good idea

Hot hatch goes hybrid:  
it’s the 500bhp 308 R



Is the McLaren 540C  
a ruddy bargain?

The cheapest McLaren yet costs £126,000, but might just be the steal of the century. Here’s why

The 540C? Haven’t I seen this already?

You haven’t. Last month we showed  
you the 570S, the cheapest McLaren  
yet: a carbon-tubbed two-seater with a 
562bhp twin-turbo V8. But that car has 
now been usurped as the lowest-cost 
McLaren by this 540C: a carbon-tubbed 
two-seater with a 533bhp twin-turbo V8. 
Right. How much does it cost?

Prices for the 540C start at a relatively 
affordable £126,000. That’s £17,000  
less than the 570S, despite it giving  
away just 29bhp.
A £600-per-horsepower saving? 

Sounds good value to me.

Admittedly the 540C isn’t quite a 570S 
with the boost turned down. It has 
suspension revised for day-to-day 
comfort, tweaked visuals and a little less 

kit as standard. Even so, it’ll get to 62mph 
in 3.5secs, with a top speed of 199mph.
Sufficient, right?

Sufficient. But a sub-£130k price tag 
puts the cheapest McLaren into 
high-end sports-car, rather than 
supercar, territory, competing  
with the upcoming Audi R8 and  
Porsche 911 Turbo.
Even the 911 range isn’t this confusing.

True. Woking now offers no fewer  
than five two-seaters, ranging from  
this 540C to the million-quid P1. All  
are give-or-take the same size, use the 
same basic carbon-tub structure, and 
employ variations on McLaren’s 3.8-litre, 
twin-turbo V8 (admittedly supplemented 
with electric power, in the case of the P1) 
and seven-speed double-clutch ’box.

They all look quite similar, too.

We suspect it might irk the owner of a 
650S (that’s the Ferrari 458 rival – do keep 
up) that penny-pinching oiks can now buy 
a McLaren that borrows significantly from 
his car, yet costs seventy grand less while 
offering five-sixths of the power. But flip 
that equation around, and the 540C looks 
a mighty good deal: supercar tech (and 
speed) for sports-car money. If a £126k 
two-seater can ever be described as a  
steal, this could be it…
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Mc540C offers all the 

usual McCachet for a 

fraction of the McCost

540C

570S

650S
675LT

P1



As the Chinese market becomes the centre of the car 
universe, get ready for a whole bunch more SUVs

hina will likely be the biggest  

car market... forever.”

So says Mercedes sales 
chief Ola Källenius, reflecting 
on a 2014 in which Chinese 
customers bought over 18 

million cars. In the UK, we bought 2.47m. 
With growth looking even stronger in 
2015, China will this year or next surpass 
North America as the world’s biggest 
car-buying country – and then stay there. 

Consider that: no matter if and when 
China’s superheated economy cools, the 
forecasting boffins can’t see it ever being 
overtaken in terms of car sales. That 
makes China, in strictly numerical terms, 
the centre of the automotive world.

Such dominance matters to the rest of 
us, particularly the rest of us who reside 
on a chilly, windy island on the edge of 
the Atlantic. Though there’s no question 
Britain punches well above its weight  
in the car world, what our tiny nation 
desires to drive on the wrong side of the 

“CHow China 
will shape 

your next car

Also shown at the Shanghai show, 

the hybrid GTE concept shows off 

a sub-Phaeton saloon, to be built in 

China in 2016. Designed around 

the back-seat passenger, not driver

VW C COUPE  
GTE CONCEPT
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Källenius is keen to stress that Merc’s 
focus on SUVs isn’t merely a sop to the 
People’s Republic, noting that the rise  
of crossovers is a worldwide trend. True 
as that may be, you can be sure that, were 
it not for China’s voracious appetite, 
carmakers wouldn’t be pursuing 
crossovers with quite such fervour. 

So are we condemned to a future of 
SUVs, stretched saloons and nothing else? 
Thankfully not. Even in this era of  ‘world 
cars’, not every country will drive quite  
the same stuff. Ford doesn’t send its 
swimming-pool-length F-Series trucks to 
Europe, but we get its hot hatches. China 
may offer the biggest returns, but if there’s 
money to be made elsewhere, carmakers 
will keep trying to find a way to make it. 

And sports-car makers will keep 
making sports cars, because that’s who 
they are. China’s demand for Europe’s 
posh brands stems at least in part from 
the value it places on heritage and 
history. The 911 might not sell in the 
same numbers as the Cayenne, but it’s 
vital to Porsche’s identity. Porsche 
without the 911 isn’t Porsche at all.

China’s influence might have upsides 
too. The youthful demographic of its 
buyers means they’re even more tech- 
savvy than the rest of us, and won’t stand 
for last-gen infotainment in their new  
car. If that leads to the rest of us finally 
getting Android/Apple standards of in- 
car tech we’ve been promised for so long, 
being an irrelevance on the wrong side  
of the world might not be so bad...

“So, are we condemned  
to a future of SUVs, stretched 

saloons and nothing else?”

The strangest thing about this year’s Shanghai 

motor show was how... unstrange it all felt. A 

few years ago, Chinese shows were notorious for 

two things: flagrant copyright-breaching clones 

and absurd, pod-like concepts with names like 

the SeaBong Friend Cloud and Great Windy.

But the bad photocopies and strange design 

studies have (sadly) mostly vanished. We went 

expecting oddballs, and got mainstream. The 

majority of Chinese manufacturers – the BYDs, 

the Dongfengs, the Lifans, the Fotons – are now 

churning out entirely inoffensive, generic, cheap 

cars, all managing the neat trick of resembling 

almost every one of their competitors, yet 

remaining utterly forgettable.

You know what this means: the Chinese 

are coming. It won’t be long before these 

bland (and presumably very reasonably priced) 

offerings find their way to Euro and US motor 

shows, and from there onto our forecourts.

And they won’t be laughably rubbish. Just 

as Kia and Hyundai (and before them the 

Japanese makers) moved at pace from joke 

punchlines, through purveyors of faceless 

white goods, into credible rivals to Europe’s 

mainstream manufacturers, so China’s domestic 

brands will do the same, and quicker than we 

expect. We’re talking a few years, rather than 

decades, before Chinese brands land in Europe 

to out-Dacia Dacia in the cheap car wars.

Shanghai proved that Chinese 

manufacturers are no longer a comedy side-

note, but preparing to take over the world...

road will, as China rises, become ever less 
relevant, even to European brands. You 
might want mid-engined sports things? 
Tough. China’s not fussed.

China wants two things in particular: 
long-wheelbase saloons, and SUVs. Which 
is part of the reason why Bentley brought 
its upcoming Bentayga 4x4 to production 
ahead of, say, a smaller two-seater sports 
car, and why Merc has just unveiled this 
GLC Coupe concept in Shanghai.

It previews Merc’s upcoming BMW X4 
rival (a coupe-SUV spun off the C-Class 
platform) and sounds very much 
production-ready, a twin-turbo 3.0-litre 
V6 sending 362bhp to all four wheels 
through a nine-speed auto ’box. Merc 
promises the production GLC Coupe – 
likely to land next year – will be “the 
sportiest SUV there is”. It’ll face plenty  
of competition, not least from within: 
Mercedes alone will soon boast no fewer 
than seven SUVs in its line-up. BMW 
already makes five, with more to come.

Chinese market 
a big fan of 
circular wheels

GLC Coupe could get 
similar cabin to big-
brother GLE Coupe

SHANGHAI 2015: 
 

THE CHINESE
CHINA’S BIGGEST AUTO SHOW PROVED THE 

REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN. SAM PHILIP REPORTS
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PAUL HORRELL ON...

 
BACK IN THE DAY, NO ONE TOOK 

CHINA SERIOUSLY. THEY DO NOW... 

D
usk falls. My hotel room looks over the river at one of 
the world’s top-five tallest buildings. Its height is well 
disguised by the forest of other skyscrapers – many  
in outlandish shapes with disco night-lighting – that 
reach around it. The streets below are full of Mercedes 
and Audis and BMWs and Range Rovers, mostly the 
mid-to-upper-end stuff. I was off in another part  
of the city this afternoon and came back in an Uber 
cab, a plug-in hybrid that, from where I was sitting, 

ran delightfully smoothly.
It could be one of many megacities, but what makes Shanghai 

different is the rate of change. The land now sprouting that 
vertiginous skyline was just farms only 25 years ago. My 
sophisticated cab is locally developed and built, but only a few 
years ago we laughed at Chinese-badged cars. It’s a Roewe 550, 
what we call the MG6: they keep the good stuff for themselves 
and send us the one with a rattly diesel.

It would, of course, be asinine to generalise about a country 
3,000 miles across with 1.3 billion people and 56 ethnic groups, 
just from what it’s like in the centre of one of its hundreds of 
cities. Besides, Shanghai has always been an outward-looking 
trading port. But the fact is I’m feeling mildly deflated. I came 
expecting it to feel utterly and excitingly alien. But it’s not so 
foreign after all.

I can’t – admit it, you can’t – help but colour my view of  
a place from what’s on the roads. I remember, 25 years ago, 
landing in Japan and being blown away by the unfamiliarity  
of the vehicles. I didn’t recognise a fraction of them, even  
the ones with Toyota and Nissan badges. On the run in  
from Shanghai airport today, everyone seems to be driving  
the same stuff as you could spot on the M4 from Heathrow. 
Except for the shoals of VW Santana taxis, the legacy of VW 
presciently opening its first plant here back in 1983.

Even in the year 2000, hardly any private individual had a 
driving licence. Since then, there’s been an explosion of driving 
and car-making. Small wonder everything looks so new. China’s 
very first stretch of motorway didn’t open until 1988. By 2011  
it had a bigger network than the US Interstate system, and has 
70,000 miles open now, with 5,000 new miles being rolled out 
every year. Gulp. About 70 per cent of the new cars in China  

are sold to people who have never had a car at all. Another  
stat: there are 70 cars on the road per 1,000 Chinese people.  
In Europe, it’s about 500. Small wonder the manufacturers  
are avariciously eyeing a vast and continuing upside.

So, car-wise, China sits at the hinge of being emergent (read 
oddball) and emerged (read globally dominant). In annual car 
sales numbers, China has overtaken Europe combined, and the 
US too. It’ll get far bigger, and half of it – and all the profitable 
premium territory – is owned by familiar Western, Japanese and 
Korean brands. Small wonder these companies are all eyeing 
China with such determination, desperate not to miss out  
on that bonanza. They’re building new factories here faster  
than you can count. They don’t want the local brands, which 
currently hold half the market and are rapidly learning how to 
build perfectly good cars, to take a bigger slice. Sometimes they 
take decisions that look baffling from our viewpoint – why is 

VW bothering with a next-gen Phaeton, or Peugeot likewise with 
the 508, or even Rolls with an SUV? – and the answer is China.

By the way, there are top-end European cars, even surprising 
stuff like Maseratis and Astons, all over the country because 
there are newly made manufacturing billionaires in every city. 
But the reason that in Shanghai it’s almost entirely posh foreign  
cars is simple. Too many cars, too many jams. So, to staunch 
demand, the city issues only a limited batch of new number 
plates every month. They’re auctioned, and often their price 
tops £5,000. If you’ve paid that for the plates, you’ll be choosing 
something fairly tasty to sandwich between them.

The Roewe 550: 
a car worthy of 

praise, not jokes

“ China’s 
very first 
stretch of 
motorway 
didn’t open 
until 1988”
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MY OTHER CAR IS A... 
Kawasaki Ninja H2. Yes, we know it’s a bike

TOPGEAR ARCHIVE 
How Battling Beryl fought against Fifties sexism

MAY’S PUB AMMO 
Did you know Graham Hill was a rower? You do now
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Your Le Mans survival guide and othervital kit
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STORIES FROM OUR WEIRD WORLD, WITH ADDED BITS FROM THE TELLY BOYS

E D I T E D  B Y  D A N  R E A D

WE HAVE A GO IN THE WORLD’S FASTEST, ER, TANK TURN OVER

“Whatever you do,  
don’t call it a tank”



WORDS: DAN READ / PICTURES: SIMON THOMPSON

P L A N E T  /  D R I V I N G  A  T A N K

WE LIKE ALL THINGS EXTREME AT 
TG. BUT WE NEVER THOUGHT WE’D 
TRY OUT RADICAL WAR MACHINES...

THE WORLD’S 
FASTEST TANK*



Y

“ I was expecting  
a set of primitive  
pulleys and levers”

ou might expect us to start  
with the laser-guided robogun, 
which seeks and destroys 
distant targets all by itself.  
Or with the camouflaged 
sideskirts that can be covered 
with morphing heat cells  

that, when viewed by radar, make the whole thing 
resemble a cow. But nope. Instead, and because this  
is actually a sensible road test, we should start with 
the singlemost important thing about this £3 million 
Swedish hunter-killer: the ride quality.

It’s called the CV90 Armadillo, and it’s the  
first tracked vehicle ever to be fitted with active 
suspension. This means it can soak up lumps and 
bumps unlike any other tank, which in turn means  
it can travel 40 per cent faster over rough ground.  
Like a road car with adaptive dampers, the Armadillo 
continuously stiffens or slackens its suspension to 
better cope with the landscape, so instead of bouncing 
along it stays flatter and more level. And if you’ve ever 
tried firing a gun from a fast-moving tank, you’ll know 
why this is a good thing.

Made by BAE Systems in Sweden, in the same 
factory once used to make Alvis cars, the Armadillo is 
the newest addition to the CV90 range. But whatever 
you do, don’t call it a tank. It is, I’m told, an infantry 

fighting vehicle. It’s designed to move fast, lurk in 
forests, fight airborne enemies and protect those  
inside from bomb blasts that shorten your legs and 
send you into cardiac arrest before you even realise 
they’ve exploded. “Imagine 100 tonnes of TNT  
going off 10 centimetres under your arse,” says my 
ex-army instructor, who chose not to be identified 
here. “You’re looking at a force of 100,000g to 
300,000g, which can be slightly… uncomfortable.”

Whether it’s officially a tank or not, it has tracks  
on each side, there’s a gun on the top, it weighs 30 
tonnes and the armour is as thick as a dry-stone  
wall. So it looks quite tank-ish to me. And although  
it hasn’t yet been delivered to the first paying 
customers, they’re going to let me drive it.

To enter the cockpit, you must first climb up a 
three-foot ladder onto the bonnet, before lowering 
yourself down through a manhole cover. Your legs 
dangle through the hatch until your bum drops  
into the canvas driver’s seat, which is suspended  
like a baby bouncer (it’s designed like this to put 
plenty of fresh air between your backside and any 
incendiaries). And it’s here, in my tanky hammock, 
where I survey the controls for the first time.

I was expecting a primitive series of pulleys and 
levers, but apparently tank tech has moved on a touch 
since WWII, so anyone capable of driving a car has a 
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chance of operating one. There’s a pedal for the brakes 
and another for the throttle. The steering wheel is 
shaped like a square-bottomed ‘U’ with triggers on the 
top to work the windscreen wipers (I was hoping for 
missiles, but never mind). It has a 16.0-litre V8 diesel 
borrowed from a Scania lorry, which produces 810bhp 
and is positioned about a foot to the right of my head.

The rest of the instruments are a mixture of 
aviation-style dials and more familiar buttons with 

Massive engine can
be removed by two 

men in one hour

Hatch to combat
compartment. 
All aboard!

*P R O V I D E D  Y O U 
D R I V E  I T  O F F - R O A D 
–  B U T  W H E R E  E L S E 
W O U L D  Y O U  D R I V E 

A  T A N K . . .
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icons for the heaters and aircon. It’s a snug fit, not 
unlike the cockpit of a fighter jet, though today they’ve 
left the hatch open to help me see where I’m going. 
Thankfully, I won’t be alone, because the first thing you 
must know about driving a tank, is that you’re not really 
driving a tank. Sure, you press the pedals and turn the 
wheel and set 30 tonnes of heavy metal in motion, but 
the commander calls the shots. Sometimes literally.

Hold a button down, and the engine churns over 
(for the purposes of this road test, I should point  
out there’s a touch of clatter, but we’ve experienced 
worse). Prod the throttle, and the revs shoot up 
remarkably quickly for a giant turbodiesel, but  
with a 2,500rpm red line, it’s hardly frantic. Slide  
the gearlever into D, and the revs rise slightly before 
we creep away – as easy as that. This one’s fitted with 
rubber tracks, so instead of sounding like a clanking 
monster it actually moves along quite smoothly –  
the chuggy engine makes more noise than the  
tracks. I even sway gently in my seat.

The steering wheel has knobbly grips and the 
nodules press against my skin. Unlike a traditional 
steering column linked to a set of front wheels,  
which change their angle to correspond with your 
inputs, a tank steers via the transmission. In other 
words, if you move the wheel to the left, it reduces 

“ The 16.0-litre V8 has  
a touch of clatter, but 
we’ve seen worse”

P L A N E T  /  D R I V I N G  A  T A N K

Commander’s hatch
on top; driver’s one

down below

“Hey guys, I’m 
doing the robot.
 See? The robot!”



Weapons can be 
operated from this 
seat. Nobody move

The view from 
the top. Beware

 moose

Seek and destroy: 
gun can shoot 

down choppers

We had a great time cocking around in the Armadillo,  

but let’s not forget that this is a serious vehicle designed  

to save more lives than it takes. And while it might have 

much fancy tech, there’s no RAC behind enemy lines. “It’s 

a war machine,” says Dan Lindell, the CV90’s platform 

manager. “So it has to work, even if it breaks down.” 
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power to the left tracks and increases power to the 
opposing set. With one side moving faster than the 
other, it naturally turns towards the slower side.  
So, as I turn the wheel, the whole thing jinks to  
one side or the other. In neutral, and at full lock, it  
cuts power completely to one side and sends it all  
to the other, so you can do pirouettes on the spot.  
Tank donuts: probably the most fun you can have  
in a fighty war machine.

And so to the suspension. Deep in its guts, the 
Armadillo has many gyros and accelerometers and  
yaw sensors, all feeding into a ‘skyhook algorithm’  
so it can work out how much it’s pitching around. For 
example, if it feels its nose clatter a bump, it quickly 
tells the rear end, which braces itself for the impact. 
How? Look inside the tracks – there are seven wheels 
on each side. Each is attached to the chassis by a swing 
arm, like the back end of a motorcycle. In a passive 
system, the arm would do its own thing, but here it  
can be slackened to ‘swallow’ a bump, then locked  
off to stop the tank from rebounding. Stops it from 
diving forwards on the brakes, too.

It works freakishly well. My eyes and ears tell me 
I’m barrelling over jumps at 50mph, but my body stays 
on roughly the same plane across the obstacles. If I 
were operating a machine gun from one of the fighting 
hatches I would almost certainly miss the target,  
but by less than if I were being carried on ordinary 
suspension. In fact, I might not even need to pull a 
trigger – the options list includes remote weapons and 
anti-aircraft systems designed to shoot helicopters out 
of the sky, while the surprised pilot wonders how the 
hell that cow just fired a rocket. And that’s not a bad 
party trick, for a tank that isn’t a tank.

“ My eyes and ears tell me 
I’m barrelling over jumps 
at 50mph, but my body 
stays on the same plane”

Rubber tracks 
reduce clankiness
and noise

Short man fails 
to fire tall gun.
Probably best



THIS ONE IS CALLED THE RIPSAW EV-2, and – like  

the Armadillo – it has active suspension to help it ride over 

almost anything stupid enough to get in its way. It also does 

massive skids on ice.

Howe & Howe Technologies is the barmy company  

behind it, and it’s no stranger to making armoured cars and 

military-grade vehicles for just about anything, or anyone… 

including paranoid arctic villains seeking a quick getaway  

over a frozen pond.

Previously the company, based in America, has cooked  

up armoured fire engines that can scale the side of an erupting 

volcano then put it out, robotic micro tanks for SWAT teams, 

and even weaponised tracked wheelchairs for quadriplegic  

ex-wrestlers who like deer hunting.

Unlike the Armadillo, which has an electro-hydraulic 

damping system, the Ripsaw’s suspension is pneumatic. It 

weighs far less than a proper tank, so it might not protect  

you from the worst sort of IEDs, but it does have the benefit  

of a mid-mounted, supercharged V8 petrol engine making 

650bhp. So it shifts.

It also jumps, ploughs and drifts. When Doomsday comes, 

you’ll want one in your garage.

TYPICAL, ISN’T IT? YOU WAIT AGES FOR A TANK WITH FANCY 
ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION, THEN TWO COME ALONG AT ONCE

BEHOLD THE 
SUPERTANK!

Dancing on Ice 
meets Robot Wars.

Be afraid

Armadillo can 
happily tackle 

30-degree inclines
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A steep hill, 
or wonky trees. 

You decide



Cooper are acclaimed for designing and manufacturing some of the best off road 

tyres in the world. Tyres driven in world rallies such as the punishing Dakar rally and 

centre stage in this years FIA European rallycross championships. The same successful 

chemistry and technology can also be found in our superb range of passenger car 

tyres.  Tyres made for people who recognise performance, safety and quality, vital for 

maximising the total driving experience. Cooper tyres are the fitting choice for every car. 

www.coopertire.co.uk

www.fi aworldrallycross.com ROUND 1 | 24-26 April
PORTUGAL Montalegre

ROUND 2 | 1-3 May
GERMANY Hockenheim

ROUND 3 | 15-17 May
BELGIUM Mettet

ROUND 4 | 22-24 May
GREAT BRITAIN Lydden Hill

ROUND 5 | 19-21 June
GERMANY Estering

ROUND 6 | 3-5 July
SWEDEN Höljes

ROUND 7 | 7-8 August
CANADA GP3R

ROUND 8 | 21-23 August
NORWAY Hell 

ROUND 9 | 4-6 September
FRANCE Lohéac

ROUND 10 | 18-20 September
SPAIN  Barcelona 

ROUND 11 | 2-4 October
TURKEY  Istanbul

ROUND 12 | 16-18 October
ITALY Franciacorta

ROUND 13 | 27-29 November
ARGENTINA  San Luis

FROM THE ROUGH. TO THE SMOOTH.



EMAIL  
US YOUR 
QUERIES 
FOR 
UNCLE  
TG...
askuncletopgear 
@bbctopgear
magazine.com

Uncle
TopGear

Ask

OUR MYSTERIOUS AGONY UNCLE TRIES TO SOLVE 

YOUR DILEMMAS. SORRY IF HE GETS A BIT GRUMPY
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Morrison or Outen? 
Commercial vehicle 

choice is getting tricky
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Dear Uncle TG

My much beloved and recently 
departed great-uncle has left me a 
1933 Morris 10 saloon in his will. Do 
you have any idea how much it might 
be worth, for insurance purposes?
HK, Cirencester

 

“For insurance purposes”? When insuring  

a car like this, do remember to take out 

cover for fire, theft and accidentally selling 

it when you realise you could make a few 

quid off your dead relative’s stuff. 

Dear Uncle TG

Someone recently told me that  
my Volkswagen Polo and my 
neighbour’s Skoda Fabia are the  
same car. Is this correct? 
Jane, by email

No, this is not true. If they were the  

same car, you and your neighbour would 

constantly argue about whose turn it was 

to drive. And, indeed, to whose workplace 

you were going to drive. Fortunately, 

Volkswagen Group has thought of this  

and made two cars, meaning one each  

for you and your neighbour to enjoy.  

Dear Uncle TG

My six-year-old Ford Mondeo is 
behaving very strangely under hard 
braking. Is this a known situation? 
Kev, by email

My Great Uncle Meltonwheest used  

to behave very strangely under the 

influence of gin. The solution, we found, 

was to give him more gin. At least, it  

was until the incident. Now none of us  

can go back to Sweden. 

Dear Uncle TG

I often see people driving while 
holding their mobile phones in front  
of their faces. Since the phone is not 
being held in the normal manner, does 
this somehow exempt them from 
current British laws governing the  
use of a mobile telephone at the 
steering wheel?
Roger, Bristol

 

No. They are still liable to a) penalty 

points and b) an extra fine for being  

a grunting moron. 

Dear Uncle TG

I’ve had my Fiat Punto from new in 
2007 and it’s been faultless until  
last week, when the seatbelt warning 

beeper started going off even though  
I had my seatbelt fastened. Is there  
a way to mute it?
Jen, Macclesfield

The sudden, unexplained sounding of the 

seatbelt warning in an eight-year-old Fiat 

is a deliberate design feature. It is there to 

distract you from a much bigger fault that 

is about to happen. 

Dear Uncle TG

I need a van. What should I get?
Pete, by email

I’ve always liked Morrison. Reliable, if a 

little temperamental. Damme is strong, but 

rather over the top. Outen has merit too. 

Mind you, I always enjoyed den Plas. Stop 

me when you’ve had enough of this one. 

Behaving strangely 
while under the 
influence? Simply pour 
another drink then...
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RIVALS: 
HOLD 
TIGHT

2. Ducati 1199 Panigale R 

Italy’s answer to Japan’s best

3. MV Agusta F4 RR 

The only thing more exotic than the Ducati

1. BMW S1000RR
Bonkers Beemer has a healthy 190bhp

THREE OTHER WAYS 

TO SCARE YOURSELF 

TO DEATH

SPEC  
SHEET

ENGINE
998cc supercharged 

4cyl

TRANSMISSION 

Six-speed manual,  

chain-drive

PERFORMANCE 

207bhp

0–62mph in 2.5secs 

(estimated)

186mph (limited)

FRAME 

High-tensile steel trellis, 

single-sided swingarm

BRAKES 

380mm front;  

250mm rear

FUEL TANK 

17 litres

WEIGHT 

238kg

PRICE 
£22,000
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The H2 is based on 

the track-only H2-R,  

which has a faintly 

staggering 325bhp

TG TOP FACT
MY OTHER CAR IS...  

A KAWASAKI 
NINJA H2
ONE TO SWING YOUR LEG OVER

A bike so extreme, 
we’re featuring it in a 

car magazine

Hang on, this is a car mag…
Sorry, yes. But just look at this thing  

for a minute. It’s the newest Ninja,  

the fastest-accelerating street-legal 

motorcycle ever, a biker’s Veyron,  

and worthy of our attention.

Why’s it  so fast?
There have been plenty of 1.0-litre 

hyperbikes before, but, unusually, this 

one is supercharged. And ramming air 

into the engine results in much more 

power – 207bhp, to be precise.

Is that a lot?
Put it this way: it has the same output  

as a Golf GTI but weighs roughly one-

fifth as much. So TopGear maths says  

it should feel five times as fast. Which  

is partly why it has traction control.

What’s its top whack ?
As a result of a gentleman’s agreement 

between bike builders, top speed is 

electronically limited to 186mph. But,  

in theory, it’ll go all the way to 220mph+ 

if you can hang on long enough.

How about the 0–62mph time?
Makers rarely say, mainly because any 

half-decent hyperbike gets to 62mph  

in the time it takes to sneeze. Much 

depends on grip and skill, but 2.5 

seconds is about right.

Isn’t it  just a bit… terrif ying?
Even Kawasaki admits the H2... “isn’t  

for everyone”. So unless your name  

is Valentino and you can get your  

elbow down at silly speeds, you  

should probably leave it to the pros.



LIKE IT? YOU CAN WIN IT. 
For your chance to drive the Grand Tour and for more stunning images and information, visit topgear.com/myswitzerland. One winner. One 
guest. Seven days. Switzerland. 

Prize includes 2 x return fl ights with Swiss International Air Lines, an Audi Q3 for the duration of the trip courtesy of Europcar, 6 nights’ bed and breakfast, £500 to spend, 
plus a Grand Tour of Switzerland map from Hallwag. Must be taken in June 2015. Closing date is 25 May 2015. Entrants must be UK residents aged 25 and over. For full T&Cs 
visit topgear.com/myswitzerland. 

ZURICH

LUGANO

GENEVA

BASEL

LAKE LUCERNE REGION

To fi nd out more, visit MySwitzerland.com/grandtour. To book, call free of charge on 00800 100 200 30* 
*Local charges may apply

T   
he ingredients of a great road trip are deceptively simple. Take 
a car that gets your adrenaline rushing, mix in some agreeable  
company and a few nicely curving roads and you’ve got all 
you need for a decent little jaunt. But what happens when you 

combine those elements with the heart-stopping drama and unmatched 
beauty of an Alpine landscape? The Grand Tour of Switzerland, that’s what.
 Spread over 1600km of the most delectable tarmac, cobbles and mountain 

roads in existence, the expertly designed route has been precisely formulated 
to fl ing you straight into the heart of this thrilling country. And few places 
are as crammed with sights as Lucerne. 
  Approaching from the east, this ancient city languishes on the shores of its 
eponymous lake. Bursting with history and artistic tradition, it’s one of 
Switzerland’s more beguiling spots. The 14th century Chapel Bridge offers 
spectacular views of the mountainous surroundings, while the many 
museums host a wealth of treasures, including rare works by modernist 
heroes Klee and Picasso as well as more traditional pieces. Before you leave, 
make sure you indulge in some of the top-notch food and drink on offer.

  When you’re fi nally ready to pull yourself away, head for the sublime 
stretch of road that loops around the lake. Here you’ll get an excellent 
opportunity to brush up on your history of William Tell. Switzerland’s anti-
establishment folk hero hailed from these lands, and you’ll see plenty of 
tributes to him on the lake’s southern shores and at Rütli, the birthplace of 
the nation, as well as at the Tell Monument and the Tell Museum. 
  The imposing bulk of Mount Pilatus is everywhere you look in the area 
around Lucerne, so it’s high time you took the winding road towards it. Its 
colossal peaks dominate the skyline, and you can see why the region’s 
medieval inhabitants imagined it to be home to hordes of dragons. While 
you’re there, take a ride on the nation’s longest summer toboggan run or, if 
vertigo isn’t a problem, hop on the world’s steepest railway and ride to the 
top. The view is incredible, taking in 73 other mountain peaks (on a clear 
day). Just keep an ear out for leathery wings in the night.
  There’s so much to do and see in this unforgettable region. But when 
you’re fi nally ready, head back to the car and set a course for the open road. 
The next leg of the Grand Tour of Switzerland awaits.

The area around this ancient city is alive with personality, art and tradition – all 
linked together by some of the best driving on the planet
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Pat  
Devereux
A VOICE OF REASON IN THE LAND OF THE FREE 

PART 11: ESTATE CARS
P L A N E T  /  O N L Y  I N  A M E R I C A

hy don’t Americans buy wagons? 

The decline started during the 1973  
oil crisis, when everyone was looking 
for ways to save fuel. The shrinking  
of engines and body shapes was  

an obvious way of cutting consumption. And the vast 
land-yacht station wagon was one of the first things to  
go. The true sales rot didn’t set in until the Eighties. But, 
as you’ll see, oil is still at the centre of the downfall.
What happened then?

In 1984, Chrysler launched the first minivan. It may have 
lacked the estate’s style, but it more than made up for 
that with its easy-access seating, high driving position 
and usability. It also appealed to the maker as minivans 
are classified as light trucks, not cars, so they didn’t  
(and still don’t) have to conform to such tight emission 
standards. Under those rules, called CAFE, in 1984 a car 
had to average 27.0mpg, and a 2WD light truck 20.3mpg.
So the carmakers marketed the minivans harder?

Right. When an estate car based off exactly the same 
platform has to be more than 30 per cent more efficient, 
that’s going to cost a lot more to make. As it has to be 
lighter and/or more technically sophisticated, which adds 
expense and shrinks profits. So minivans might not have 
been very appealing to behold, but when they cost less 
and did more, the market wasn’t going to argue. 
That alone can’t have been enough to kill it off.

The minivan may have delivered the initial blow, but  
the knockout punch was the arrival of the SUV that  
same year, 1984, by Jeep. Being a 4WD, it could get away 
with an even lower average mpg figure (18.5 in 1984). 
Combine that with higher prices for the rugged, all- 
American styling, plus the ability to write them off 
against tax bills as work vehicles and you have a winner.

What happened?

More than 2.8m Cherokees were sold, and the SUV niche 
became a yawning canyon of vehicles. The other two big 
US carmakers joined in, with the Ford Explorer being the 
other obvious massive hit. Even our lot in Europe joined 
the party – Land Rover launched the Range Rover in the 
US in 1987 to an instantly warm reception, even before it 
had launched the mother Land Rover brand.
Did no US carmaker keep going with the estates?

There were a couple. The Buick Roadmaster and Chevy 
Caprice – the last two full-sized estates to be produced by 
US carmakers – kept going until 1996. Ford produced the 
increasingly ugly Taurus estate until 2005. And Dodge 
had a go with the splendid Magnum for three years, 

W

finally ending that experiment in 2008. Cadillac got us 
all excited with the CTS-V wagon, an all-time favourite, 
in 2010. But even that has now ceased production.
What about the European makers?

Volvo imported its big estates right the way through all 
these sales downturns and rapidly became the safe and 
sensible choice for middle-class families not buying into 
the minivan space efficiency or SUVs’ adventurous 
overtones. But even it killed off its last estate in the US, 
the V50, a couple of years ago. BMW has nothing. Audi 
sells the Allroad estate. Mercedes really is the last player 
with the E estate in regular and fabulous AMG form. 
So is that it, then – will they ever make a return?

They kind of have. With crossovers replacing SUVs – 
after the government stopped the mpg breaks for the  
big lummoxes in 2004 – the market is slowly getting 
more sensible. They know that SUVs use more fuel and 
handle worse than regular cars, but they still want that 
toughness and 4WD security for a reasonable price. 
But they aren’t buying estates, are they?

Yes, but only one in any numbers – the US-built Subaru 
Outback sells more than 10,000 a month. And it’s not 
hard to see why. It offers SUV-level ability with car-like 
performance and has estate-level carrying capacity.  
All for regular car money. So it’s no mystery – it is 
everything US buyers want in one car.

“ Minivans aren’t appealing to look 
at but cost less and do more”

DREAM  
DRIVES

WHICH BIT?
Between Medbourne  

and Uppingham

WHAT CAR  
SHOULD I TAKE?

Strip it back – take  
a Caterham 160

I STILL CAN’T FIND IT…
Bash this into your satnav: 
52.561629, -0.776960

B664
RUTLAND, ENGLAND

THE BEST ROADS IN THE 
WORLD BROUGHT TO YOU  
IN WORDS AND PICTURES

I APPEAR TO  
HAVE CRASHED…

You know the drill. 999 & 
your best “Sorry, officer.”

WHEN SHOULD  
I GO?

A warm summer’s eve.  
It’s the UK, after all...

Medbourne

Uppingham



www.nankangtyre.co.uk

Nankang Tyre UK @NankangTyreUK

A Supercar Track experience for two 
DGXOWV�LQ�0RQ]D�LQFOXGLQJ�UHWXUQ�À�LJKWV��
SULYDWH�DLUSRUW�WUDQVIHUV�DQG���QLJKWV�LQ�
luxury accommodation in Milan.

To celebrate the release of MAD MAX: FURY ROAD (in cinemas 

May 15) Nankang Tyre UK will be offering some very unique prizes 

to celebrate the partnership, with the top prize being a Supercar 

7UDFN�H[SHULHQFH�IRU�WZR�DGXOWV�LQ�0RQ]D�LQFOXGLQJ�UHWXUQ�À�LJKWV��

private airport transfers and 3 nights in luxury accommodation (min 

4*) in the beautiful city of Milan. Other prizes include MAD MAX: 

FURY ROAD merchandise sets, MAD MAX Blu- ray TM trilogy disc 

sets and Odeon cinema vouchers.

WIN

IN CINEMAS MAY 15

)RU�\RXU�FKDQFH�WR�ZLQ��YLVLW���
www.nankangtyre.co.uk/madmaxfuryroad 
DQG�IROORZ�WKH�LQVWUXFWLRQV�

      imum handling       imum performance

www.warnerbros.co.uk/madmax



A MONTH OF NONSENSE  
ON ONE HANDY PAGE!

 ...and in other 

NEWS
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THE DEAR LEARNER
North Korea claims leader Kim Jong-un 

learned to drive aged three. Presumably 

he was too chubby for a pram...

“I’m still 
driving my 
Ferrari. It’s 
a 458 Italia, 

and I just got 
the LaFerrari. 

It should be 
coming soon.”

Justin Bieber says 

he’s swapping 

his 458 for a 

LaFerrari. Sigh.   

“The pecking 
has completely 

ruined the 
back of  
my car”

Pride of jealous 

peacocks in small 

Devon village of 

Clyst St Mary 

mistake reflections 

of themselves  

in bodywork  

for potential  

love rivals.

“In 
appreciation 

of their role in 
this operation, 
I’m honoured 

to offer 100 
Bentley cars  

to the 100 
Saudi pilots.”

In a swiftly 

deleted Tweet, 

Saudi prince 

Al-Waleed bin 

Talal promises 

every Saudi pilot 

bombing Yemen  

a new Bentley.

BIRD IS THE WORD
Woman crashes car into 

guardrail. Tells police 

she was distracted by 

pet parrot pecking at 

her coffee cup 

TRACTOR
Juha Kankkunen sets 

tractor speed record  

at 80.88mph. Pah! 

We’ve gone quicker  

on a lawnmower

STABLE DIET
Pennsylvanian  

man rides a horse  

through McDonald’s 

drive-through. Gets  

the trots

REALLY CROSS
Luton lollipop man 

suspended after 

stopping fire engine  

that was en route to  

an emergency

This month: 
Quentin Tarantino
Car: Cadillac Coupe de Ville 
Verdict: Remember 

Reservoir Dogs? Mr Blonde 

had one of these. The only 

car with a boot capacity 

measured not in litres but 

policemen. It’s one, by the 

way. One policeman.

ANY RESEMBLANCE 
TO REAL-LIFE EVENTS IS ENTIRELY DELIBERATE

STRAINED RELATIONS
Man’s driving licence photo rejected  

by the DVLA... because he’s wearing  

a colander on his head.    

HONEYWAGON?
Lorry overturns near Seattle, spilling its 

load of 13.7 million bees onto the road. 

Police deploy stingers.

DOG’S LIFE 
Sheepdog called Don ‘takes control’ 

of tractor. Rolls onto M74 motorway. 

Crashes into barrier. Don unharmed. 

INFESTED
Man suspects car is infested with bed 

bugs, so douses it with surgical spirit. 

Smokes cigarette. Fire occurs. 



*Nothing fi ghts spots
 like Freederm Gel.

*

Freederm Gel’s unique formulation contains Nicotinamide.

It targets infl amed spots and pimples to help reduce redness

and spot size – and can even help stop those that are starting 

to form. Find it in all good pharmacies and supermarkets.

freederm.co.uk Contains Nicotinamide. Always read the label.
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N E X T  M O N T H :  D A Y T O N A  B E A C H  I N  T H E  F I F T I E S

AN UNSUNG TRAILBLAZER 

FROM YESTERYEAR

From 
the TG 

archive

1. WHO
Beryl Swain

2. WHAT
Racing the TT

3. WHERE
Isle of Man

4. WHEN
1962

WORDS: DAN READ   IMAGE: GETTY

I

n 1962, Beryl Swain 
entered the Isle of Man 
TT Race. Ten years 
earlier, she’d met and 
married motorcycle shop 

owner Eddie Swain. But she wasn’t some 
ordinary Fifties housewife. “Not only 
does she hold down an office job and run  
a home,” said a hopelessly chauvinistic 
Pathé film at the time, “But she has an 
unlikely hobby… and she’s good at it.”

The hobby, of course, was racing bikes. With Eddie as her mechanic, 
she mixed it with the best of ’em at circuits around Britain, and even 
bounced back from a hefty crash and concussion. But, as the archive 
report put it, “It wasn’t enough to stop Battling Beryl”, who found her 
niche in the 50cc class – the one she’d enter in the TT.

And so off she went, all seven-and-a-half stone of her, over the 
mountain course on her Italian-built Itom, eventually ending up in  
22nd place in a field of 25 – not a bad effort for a rookie on a tiny bike  
with skinny tyres. In fact, she was hooked, and cheerfully announced  
she’d be back the following year.

But unfortunately it was never to be, as her TT appearance had  
upset the male establishment. They revoked her race licence and  
banned women from entering again until 1978, on the grounds that  
the event was too dangerous for females.

So she went to work for Sainsbury’s, while the men she beat were 
allowed to continue...

They called it the ‘King of the 
Road’. And they weren’t far off. 
With its vast 7014cc Cobra Jet 

V8, this was the quickest Mustang 
you could buy back in 1968. 
Ford rated it at 335bhp, but 

many suspect the real figure is on 
the exciting side of 400. Then 
there’s the torque. All 440lb ft 

of it. If you want the ultimate MkI 
Mustang, this is surely it. This one 

is a three-speed auto with just 
12,160 miles on the clock, and 
one of just under 300 cars that 

teamed the big-block V8 with the 
factory-fitted aircon. With so few 

miles, and the fact it was rebuilt by 
a judge at the Mustang Club of 

America, this Highland Green car 
– number 3794 – might just be 

the best one around. All the parts 
are period-correct, and there’s a 

stack of paperwork, too. We would.

Engine: 7.0-litre V8
Year: 1968

When: 5 June,  
Mecum Auctions

Estimate: $225k–$275k

THIS MONTH’S TOP LOT

Blink
& you’ll buy it

Shelby GT500KR 
Fastback 
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HISTORY’S 
FINEST STORIES, 
RESCUED FROM 

THE DUSTY 
CORNERS OF 
OUR VAULT



LIKE IT? YOU CAN WIN IT. 
For your chance to drive the Grand Tour and for more stunning images and information, visit topgear.com/myswitzerland. One winner. One 
guest. Seven days. Switzerland. 

Prize includes 2 x return fl ights with Swiss International Air Lines, an Audi Q3 for the duration of the trip courtesy of Europcar, 6 nights’ bed and breakfast, £500 to spend, 
plus a Grand Tour of Switzerland map from Hallwag. Must be taken in June 2015. Closing date is 25 May 2015. Entrants must be UK residents aged 25 and over. For full T&Cs 
visit topgear.com/myswitzerland. 

To fi nd out more, visit MySwitzerland.com/grandtour. To book, call free of charge on 00800 100 200 30* 
*Local charges may apply

F   rom the historical and artistic leanings of Lucerne, with its 
famous lake, to the lively, lovely towns and highlands of Bern-
Bernese Oberland: driving the Grand Tour of Switzerland 
affords you some pretty epic sights. Brace yourself on the next  

and fi nal leg of the tour for a glut of unreal experiences. Starting with 
Emmental on the eastern border of the region.
  If there’s a place that epitomises Switzerland, this is it. Famous for cheese it 
may be but in summer, views of rolling green hills set against distant snow-
capped mountains are par for the course. And while we’re using golfi ng 
terminology, Emmental strikes an albatross with a trio of attractions – 
gorgeous vistas, traditional Bernese farmhouses and the Gantrisch Nature 
Park characterise this well-known region. Make a point of stopping to see 
Trachselwald Castle. Now a tourist attraction, the former defensive stronghold 
was used most recently (up until the 20th century) as a prison.
  Next stop is Bern, the Swiss capital. The Unesco-protected old town, the clock 
tower (Zytglogge), the cathedral, top museums and shopping in the arcades 
make it an outstanding cultural centre. But the Bear Park is perhaps its oddest 
draw, with real-life bears and legendary bear pit – still in use by the fuzzy beasts 
– which you can also go into yourself. Although perhaps not at the same time.

  Around this point, you’ll be about ready to tackle the Bernese Oberland. 
Make sure you do Interlaken, specifi cally. Sitting between two lakes (Thun 
and Brienz) at the foot of three mountains (Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau), it’s 
got stunning good looks in spades – and opportunities for hiking, biking, 
paragliding and canyoning (which involves jumping down waterfalls). And 
if playing a round against a mountainous backdrop’s your thing, practice 
your backswing at one or other of two golfi ng greens here.
   Next, it’s time to take on the Jungfrau region right next door. Head up 
to the highest railway station on the continent at Jungfraujoch – Top of 
Europe – just for the hell of it. Take your pick of the rest of the region’s 
peaks – Schilthorn stands out as a key location from On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service, the only Bond fi lm to feature the suavest of the Bonds, 
George Lazenby. And make sure you don’t miss a visit to Adelboden, 
Lenk or Kandertal – three of the most authentic and beautiful villages in 
the whole of the Bernese Oberland.
  Finish up in Gstaad for your fi nal call of the Tour. Slow the pace and enjoy 
the great food amid the village’s chalet-style architecture. Maybe even grab 
a massage while you’re here before heading home feeling fully charged – 
and super relaxed.

Explore the Bern-Bernese Oberland region by car and combine hardcore driving 
experiences with some unique pit-stops – all set against a dramatic landscape

ZURICH

LUGANO

GENEVA

BASEL

BERN-BERNESE OBERLAND
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After a five-year project costing  

$115 million, Freightliner has come  

up with a hybrid lorry that could save  

truckers up to 10,000 gallons of  

fuel per year. On a 312-mile test  

in Texas, the SuperTruck managed 

12.2mpg… more than double the  

average big-rig’s economy.

According to a new poll of 

2,484 people in the UK, 

Britain’s most iconic vehicle 

is the Supermarine Spitfire, 

followed by the London 

bus. Here are the results in 

full, with each vehicle’s 

percentage of the vote...

B E S T  O F 
B R I T I S H

PA D D L E  S H I F T E R

Before driving grand prix cars for a  

living, Graham Hill was a strokesman  

for the London Rowing Club. He once 

raised funds for a new clubhouse by 

repeatedly driving a Morris Oxford  

head-on into a wall until it crumbled,  

and later incorporated the colours of  

the club’s cap – dark blue with white, oar-

shaped tabs – into his helmet design.

SPITFIRE  30%

LONDON 

ROUTEMASTER BUS  24%

JAMES BOND’S 
ASTON MARTIN DB5  17%

LONDON BLACK CAB  15%

ITALIAN JOB MINI  10%

OTHER  4%

Thrust 2 – in which Richard Noble 

set a land-speed record of 633mph 

in 1983 – had a single Rolls-Royce 

engine positioned down the middle 

of the car, with the driver’s cockpit 

to one side. In order to avoid 

lopsided weight distribution,  

an identical cockpit was mounted 

on the other side. However,  

with nobody willing to insure a 

passenger as Noble intended,  

the spare seat was eventually  

filled with sacks of spuds, which 

acted as ballast.

S P U D  M I S S I L E
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Bloodhound’s cockpit is surrounded by 

ballistic panels to protect driver Andy 

Green from supersonic debris. To make 

sure the carbon composite sheets are up 

to the job, engineers blasted them with 

projectiles producing a force equivalent 

to a strike from a 2,000mph cricket ball.

TOPGEAR TOP TIP

The reason a ‘trailer’ is so called is because it is designed,  

utterly, to ‘trail’ behind your car in a dynamically passive state.  

The expression ‘reverse a trailer’ is a bit of a misnomer, because, 

once you’re pushing it along, it becomes something else, and 

you enter a world of deep misery compounded by the forces 

of darkness. Here’s a handy duffer’s method I learned from a 

caravanist many years ago:

Equal amounts of trailer in each mirror means you are 

going in a straight line.

Alternative method: 1) Unhitch trailer  2) Push trailer into 

required location  3) Reattach car

If you want to make a tight turn, reverse the rule. To get 

more trailer in your left mirror, move your left hand up. 

Remember, though, that there comes a point when the 

arc described by the car and trailer is tighter than the 

turning circle of the car, so you will have no choice but  

to drive forwards and start again.

reverse a trailer
How to... 

C ATC H  M E  I F  YO U  C A N

It’s generally believed that the world’s 

longest police chase happened in 2002 

and went on for 620 miles. It began after  

a bank robbery in Wrestedt, Germany  

and ended two days later in Rivne, Ukraine. 

Despite being pursued by over 20 police 

cars and many helicopters, the robbers still 

managed to stop for petrol in Poland.

G O O D 
N E W S !
Thanks to a recent 

change in the law, 

drivers overstaying 

their time in a 

metered parking 

bay now have a 

10-minute grace 

period before 

getting a ticket. 

Also, councils will 

no longer be able 

to use cameras to 

enforce bus lanes.

£189,416
The cost of driving for 

all those years. 

THAT INCLUDES:

£80,808
ON FUEL

£57,795
ON NEW OR USED CARS

£5,777
ON ROAD TAX

£5,890
ON SERVICING

£3,771
ON BREAKDOWN COVER

£2,659
ON MOTs

£2,008
ON TYRES

£153
ON AIR FRESHENERS

The average ‘driving lifetime’  

of a British motorist

1

2

3

4

5

Look in the door mirrors, not over your shoulder. If  

too much trailer is present in the right-hand mirror,  

move your right hand down. You will overdo this and see  

a lot of trailer in the left mirror. Move that hand down.

First, line up your car/trailer rig, roughly, with wherever 

you imagine your trailer is going to end up. Now put  

your hands in the ‘quarter to three’ position on the 

steering wheel.



DRIVE IT NOW
FROM ONLY £13,995

MG3 From £8,399

GET MORE MG FOR YOUR MONEY. Go fi nd your dealer at mg.co.uk

NEW MG6 Fuel Consumption mpg (l/100km): Urban: 52.3 (5.4), Extra Urban: 68.8 (4.1), Combined: 61.4 (4.6) 
CO2 Emissions 119 g/km. MG3 Fuel consumption mpg (1/100km): Urban: 37.7 (7.5), Extra Urban 57.6 (4.9), 
Combined: 48.7 (5.8), CO2 Emissions 136 g/km.
Models shown – NEW MG6 DTi-TECH TL in Passion Red at £17,995. MG3 3FORM SPORT in Stuck on Blue with White Trophy Stripe at £10,203.  Metallic paint an optional extra at £395. On the road price of £8,399 applies to the MG3 3TIME with no optional extras. 
3R�XLI�VSEH�TVMGI�SJ���������ETTPMIW�XS�XLI�1+��7��3R�XLI�VSEH��386�TVMGIW�MRGPYHI�:%8�[LIVI�ETTPMGEFPI��ZILMGPI�½�VWX�VIKMWXVEXMSR�JII��HIPMZIV]��RYQFIV�TPEXIW�ERH����QSRXLW´�:ILMGPI�)\GMWI�(YX]���±*VSQ²�TVMGIW�WLS[R�I\GPYHI�STXMSREP�QIXEPPMG�TEMRX��EGGIWWSVMIW�
ERH�KVETLMGW�TEGOEKIW��*YIP�GSRWYQTXMSR��ZEPYIW�WLS[R�EVI�FEWIH�SR�SJ½�GMEP�)9�XIWX�½�KYVIW�ERH�EVI�XS�FI�YWIH�EW�E�KYMHI�JSV�GSQTEVEXMZI�TYVTSWIW�ERH�QE]�RSX�FI�VITVIWIRXEXMZI�SJ�EGXYEP�HVMZMRK�VIWYPXW��*SV�QSVI�MRJSVQEXMSR�SR�1+��ERH�1+��TPIEWI�ZMWMX�QK�GS�YO

The new MG6 really is an MG to shout about. It is our best MG6 yet, 
EX�NYWX�E�JVEGXMSR�SJ�XLI�TVMGI��7XEVXMRK�JVSQ�NYWX����������XLI�EPP�RI[�1+��
GSQIW�IUYMTTIH�[MXL�MRGVIHMFPI�ZEPYI��0)(�HE]XMQI�VYRRMRK�PMKLXW����²�
%PPS]W��IEW]�EMV�GSRHMXMSRMRK�ERH�SRI�SJ�XLI�PEVKIWX�MRXIVMSVW�
MR�MXW�GPEWW�EW�WXERHEVH��8LIVI�LEW�RIZIV�FIIR�E�FIXXIV�XMQI�XS�KS�PEVKI��
so why not test drive the new MG6 today?

3V�JVSQ���������XLI�1+��LEW�PSXW�SJ�I\GMXMRK�I\XVEW�MRGPYHMRK�HMWXMRGXMZI�
0)(�HE]XMQI�VYRRMRK�PMKLXW�ERH�97&�%9<�MRTYX���;MXL�SZIV�SRI�QMPPMSR�
TIVWSREPMWIH�GSQFMREXMSRW�XS�HMWGSZIV��]SY�VIEPP]�[MPP�KIX�QSVI�1+�JSV�
]SYV�QSRI]��

THE NEW MG6
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VSSL FLASK LIGHTHEIMPLANET WEDGE
This is Heimplanet’s newest effort – a 

two-person tent that does away with 

awkward poles in favour of an inflatable geodesic 

exoskeleton. So it’ll blow up in no time, and pack 

right down into a rucksack when it’s time to move 

on. €449.00; heimplanet.com

Carrying beer can be a bulky business, 

especially if you need a free hand for  

torches, etc. So why not fill this flask with something 

a bit stronger – it also doubles as a flashlight, so 

you’re killing two birds with one, er, vessel. $55 
(production starts soon); search on Kickstarter

It burns wood and turns fire into electricity.  

So it’ll charge your phone while you cook 

breakfast on the grill, which – at 33cm in diameter 

– should fit several sausages. Just 30 mins of 

charging over a lively flame should give you five 

hours of talk time. £359.95; wildstoves.co.uk

BIOLITE BASECAMP

SURVIVAL

GUIDE

LE MANS

It’s the middle of the night and you fancy nipping down to Arnage to watch some hot-and-heavy braking 

action. But it’s miles away and the woods are muddy. Which is where this comes in – it’s a pedal-electric 

hybrid mountain bike with a Yamaha motor making 52lb ft of torque. The motor assists your legwork, so 

it feels like you’re getting a constant push along. A 4–6 hour charge should give you 80 miles or so of range, and 

when the battery’s flat you can rely solely on manpower. This is the entry-level, hard-tail version, but it comes with 

disc brakes as standard, so you can haul it down from big speeds on the Mulsanne... £1,850; fullycharged.com

HAIBIKE SDURO HARDSEVEN SL



C60 TRIDENT PRO 600 – Swiss made dive watch with automatic mechanical  
movement, unidirectional rotating ceramic (ZrO2) bezel and water resistance to  

60 bar/600m. Available in 38mm and 42mm case sizes, five dial/bezel combinations  
and four strap styles.

S W I S S  M O V E M E N T                                     E N G L I S H  H E A R T

Trident_ redefined.

THE NEW    T R IDENT    

E X C L U S I V E L Y  A V A I L A B L E  A T  christopherward.co.uk



Everything you’ll need  
in a French forest

S T Y L E
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1 Aether Polar trench. Bin that sweaty cagoule and try this instead. It’s weatherproof enough for the campsite and good-looking enough to wear when you’re  

not tenting. $795; aetherapparel.com 2 Porsche 917 Gulf T-shirt. A simple tee with a subtle reference to one of the finest Le Mans cars ever. Check out  

the website for other endurance-inspired designs. £15; unlap.co.uk 3 Persol PO9714S 96/4E Crystal. No Le Mans style guide is complete without a pair of 

Steve McQueen’s favourite sunnies. They might look the same as the ones he wore, but they feature new colours and frame/lens tech, and they’re now foldable 

and therefore less snappable. Approx £130; persol.com 4 Vulpine cotton rain trousers. A pair of weatherproof chinos that should keep your legs nice and  

dry without the sweaty scrunchiness of regular waterproofs. £139; vulpine.cc 5 Osprey Atmos AG65. It’s a backpack with a trademarked ‘AntiGravity’ 

suspension system, capable of making 20kg loads feel like a lot less. Comes in a couple of sizes so you can choose the one that best suits your bodyshape. 

£180; ospreyeurope.com 6 Ridgemont Mesa oiled suede shoes. They’re tough and useful without looking all clumpy. Like the trench coat, you might even 

wear them in the course of normal life. £89; shopuk.ridgemontoutfitters.com 

Le Mans  
Survival Guide: 
Part Two

3

1

4

2
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NEW BR 03-94 Chronograph · Automatic · 42 mm · Bell & Ross UK : +44 (0)207 629 6464 · londonboutique@bellross.com · e-Boutique : www.bellross.com 

Bell & Ross Boutique – Units 48-49 Burlington Arcade – London – W1J 0QJ Ӏ Download the BR SCAN app to reveal exclusive content  
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It’s a showy, macho thing, designed to pull 

showy, macho people away from similar 

creations costing five times as much. Though at 

three-and-a-bit grand, it still ain’t cheap. Approx 
£3,399; tagheuer.com

It might look like a stone-cold Seventies 

classic, but this new Accutron – with its 

ultra-high-frequency quartz movement – is  

as modern as they come (it runs at 262kHz  

versus a 32kHz in a standard quartz). £399; 
watchshop.com

Armin Strom isn’t just a watchmaker, he’s a 

‘master skeletoniser’. In other words, he puts 

the bones on show... masterfully. This is his latest 

piece, made for people who do Gumballing – the 

only humans who a) will like it, and b) can afford it. 
£TBC; gumball3000.com

TAG HEUER CARRERA CALIBRE 
HEUER 01

BULOVA ACCUTRON II UHFARMIN STROM X GUMBALL 3000

If you possess meaty wrists, and provided they are yours, this is one for  

you. It’s called the Timeburner and it’s basically a wearable engine. A big, 

thumping engine like you’d find in an old motorcycle. The movement – 

instead of driving hands as it would it an ordinary watch – is geared to a crankshaft 

and conrod, which push and pull a piston, just like they would in an actual engine. 

The piston then pumps through a time scale, which juts along your wrist and replaces 

traditional minute markers on the face. The hour markers spin on a disc beneath the 

dial, visible through a cutout section so you can actually tell what time it is. Each one 

is handmade by a man in Germany. £5,377; timeburner.ch

MIKI ELETA TIMEBURNER

Crank it
WATC H E S

A watch with  
an engine



STRENGTH &
SUBSTANCE
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TRIAL 

#1

To help them create the oils of tomorrow,
Castrol have begun exploring the future, today



topgear.com/feeltheedge

TRIAL 

#3

TRIAL 

#2

he development of a next generation, 
high performance oil is a hugely 
exacting process. Th e multiplicity 
of research and development 
programs is the result of many 

years’ expertise but Castrol is continually looking 
to push the boundaries of what they do, aiming 
to develop the best performing oil possible.  

As part of the development of Castrol EDGE 
with TITANIUM FST™  they devised a unique 
series of global tests known as Titanium Trials, a 
wholly original concept with the ambition and 
sophistication to match the oil itself. Th e idea was 
simple: construct a set of high adrenalin challenges, 
designed to put the strength of the product to 
the ultimate test, using some of the most extreme 
performance cars on the planet, driven by some of the 
biggest names in world motorsport. Behind the Trials 
lay an ambition to demonstrate man and machine 
in sync, everything working together to prove that 
the addition of Castrol EDGE with TITANIUM 
FST™ to your engine leaves you free to simply enjoy 
the thrill of the drive, whatever car you might own.

#1 TITANIUM STRONG BLACKOUT
Th e inaugural Trial – called 

Blackout – took place in 2014 
when four internationally 
renowned drivers, including 
the legendary Ken Block, 
engaged in a remarkable test 
of car and driver. In total 
darkness, a driving course 
was marked out using only 
light beams before the drivers 
were asked to push the limit of their cars – powered 
by Castrol EDGE with TITANIUM FST™ – to 
prove both were titanium strong. With help from 
major manufacturers – and featuring Block in his 
astonishing 650bhp, WRC-spec Fiesta ST – the test 
makes for truly jaw-dropping viewing and a video of 
the Trial can be enjoyed at castroledge.com/blackout

#2 TITANIUM STRONG VIRTUAL DRIFT
Th is year’s Trial has just launched, taking the 

concept of #1 to the next level. What Blackout started, 

#2 continues and, as an exercise in industry innovation 
and dramatic execution, is one of the boldest 

challenges ever undertaken on four wheels. Take 
a look at the website from 26th May to fi nd 

out more, and watch the drama unfold…

#3 TITANIUM STRONG BLOODHOUND
And there is more. A closely guarded 

secret right now, the trial that will then 
follow will be the Titanium Strong 
Bloodhound Trial. It will feature the current 

Land Speed Record Holder, Andy Green, and his 
new, 1,000mph-chasing record car, Bloodhound SSC.

So why would Castrol go to such lengths? By 
putting some of the most extreme drivers in the 
world in the ultimate performance cars and setting 
them extraordinary challenges, Castrol’s engineers 
can push the boundaries of development to the max, 
resulting in a product that is now recommended 
by manufacturers across the globe. Th ese world 
fi rst initiatives genuinely help demonstrate that 
Castrol’s strongest oil – Castrol EDGE with 
TITANIUM FST™– is Titanium Strong.

T
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E D I T E D  B Y  O L L I E  M A R R I A G E

p81p76p72p68

VAUXHALL CORSA VXR
D R I V E  O F  T H E  M O N T H

Small hot hatches just got more mental. Hurrah  TURN OVER 

JAGUAR XE 
Jag takes the fight to the 3-Series. About time too

RENAULT ESPACE 
The best-looking people carrier? Discuss

AUDI RS3 
Driven on track, not on ice lake. Interesting

TWIN TEST 
270R vs 270S in Caterham dogfight. Chocks away
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SPECS  1598cc 4cyl turbo, 202bhp, 180lb ft      37.7mpg, 174g/km CO2     0–62mph in 6.8secs, 143mph     1368kg     £17,995 (+£2,400  for PP)

Front-drive Corsa 

VXR is ferociously 

fighty but fun

Zero to hero in  

under seven seconds 

thanks to 202bhp 

R

Overboost function 

takes torque from  

180 to 207lb ft

IN DETAIL
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emember that wacky 
relative who’d always ‘steal 
your nose’? A hilarious act 
when you’re three years 
old. But when you’re 21, 

and, **spoiler alert**, blatantly aware that 
they haven’t pilfered your proboscis, you 
wish they’d bring a bit more than that one 
trick to the family barbecue.

The previous-gen Corsa VXR was that 
relative. The later ones fitted with a face- 
warping Drexler mechanical limited-slip 
differential were peaches – TG Award-
worthy, in fact – but, ultimately, a bit of  
a one-trick wonder.

Well, we bring good news. Vauxhall’s 
second proper crack at a go-faster Corsa is 

more homogenous, mature and well-
rounded. But, crucially, still fun. 

Powering the front wheels is the same 
1.6-litre turbo engine from the old car,  
but with new air filters, intercooler and a 
reworked Remus exhaust (previously only 
seen on limited editions) now standard.

The headline stats are 202bhp and  
180lb ft of torque. Deploy a gratuitous right 
foot, and an overboost function sees that 
torque swell to 207lb ft for 11 seconds. 
That’s enough to see off 0–62mph in 6.8 
seconds and on to a top speed of 143mph: 
slower than a Clio RenaultSport but, 
importantly, faster than a Ford Fiesta ST.

Overall power output may not have 
changed, but a quick look at the chassis 

reveals a comprehensive nose-to-tail 
revamp. Sitting 10mm lower with trick 
dampers from Koni, plus all-new bushes, 
uprights, a stiffer rear suspension set-up, 
plus different anti-roll bars, and, for the 
first time, a two-stage ESC system, it’s  
a serious shopping list.

Proves a spirited companion too. 
Thanks to a remap and slightly raised red 
line, torque has been spread thicker from 
1,900rpm to 5,800rpm. This means you’re 
not fighting lag, and, as you’re in a juicier 
power band more often, there’s no need  
to scurry through the new shorter-throw 
but slightly stodgy gearbox.

It’s not all good news. Yes, the engine 
delivery is responsive, but it doesn’t will 
you on and ask for a thrashing. In its stride, 
at 5,000rpm, it drones, not sings. Plus 
there’s dreadful tyre roar from the 18in 
wheel/Pilot Super Sport combo that’ll be 
fitted or optioned on pretty much all cars.

At higher speeds on fissured roads, the 
Corsa feels impressively confident: thank 
the trick Koni dampers for that. Unlike the 
Astra VXR – which employs FlexRide 
damping – to save weight, little brother 
Corsa has dampers that vary mechanically 
rather than electronically. There’s an extra 
valve in the damper housing that opens 
when things get overly busy and bumpy.  

Trick and treat
GM’s hot hatch gives its rivals a serious headache  B Y  R O W A N  H O R N C A S T L E

VAU X H A L L  CO R SA  V X R

On the hunt for 
a show-off 

place to park

SNAPSHOT
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Badging, big
arches, spoiler. It’s

hot hatch 101

308mm Brembos
come as standard
PP cars get 380mm

So, around town, the ride is seriously firm. 
Go a bit quicker on bumpy stuff, and the 
valve opens up, softening the ride but 
without compromising body control.

But to get the most out of the car you 
have to spec the optional Performance 
Pack. It’s a commitment that’ll relieve  
you of £2,400 but morph your car into  
a de-badged version of the Nürburgring 
Edition that won a TG Award back in 2011.

There’s no extra power, but you do 
receive a more sporting damper set-up, 
larger, more powerful 330mm four-pot 
Brembo brakes (they’re 308mm as 
standard), 18in wheels, plus, best of all, 
that voodoo diff sandwiched between the 
front wheels. Your forearms will be the first 
thing to notice the difference, as the car is 
innately more mechanical and a bit fighty. 
But good fighty… if such a thing exists.

Feeding the throttle provides a more 
visceral, lairy driving experience as the diff 

VERDICT

A hot hatch 
that’s no longer 

a one-trick 
pony. Shame 

the one to have 
is expensive

8/ 10

locks up and sniffs out grip like a traction-
happy truffle hog. Once found, it’ll 
slingshot you around corners at a heroic 
rate. It’s brutal and massively addictive. 
Unfortunately, any feedback trying to 
telegraph itself from the front-driven 
wheels is lost in the plump, squidgy flat- 
bottom steering wheel. With the ESC in 
Competition mode, there’s adjustability,  
so you can twerk the rear end and then  
use the diff to dig down and pull the  
front around for a tighter line. Fun, that.

At 1,368kg, it weighs more than its 
predecessor. And the stubby, pugnacious 
looks that pleased the drive-through car 
park community so much have also been 
watered down. But the tell-tale hot-hatch 
hallmarks remain: overzealous VXR 
badging, swollen arches, a curvy rear 
spoiler, the option to wrap the grille and 
mirrors in carbon effect (£150) and a 

peculiar monobrow faux airvent thing.  
It all forms a more mature package. 

Pricing is competitive. Starting at 
£17,995 – £1,000 cheaper than the old one 
– the VXR works out around £400 cheaper 
than the equivalent-trim Fiesta ST-2. You 
can, of course, have a base Fiesta for 
£17,395 – although almost no one does.

With the recommended Performance 
Pack taking the VXR’s price to £20,395,  
the Corsa is quite a bit more expensive 
than its Blue Oval adversary. Having said 
that, if you’re into track days, the PP Corsa 
better suits your needs. And, with the Clio 
RenaultSport going soft, automatic and 
laggy (at least until the arrival of the 220 
Trophy in a few months), that performance 
end of the diddy hatch spectrum is 
currently Vauxhall’s for the taking.

So watch out, Renault, as Vauxhall’s fast 
department may have just stolen your nose.

THE RIVAL

FORD FIESTA ST 
Easier to live with 

day-to-day and 

offers up kicks 

without the need to 

wring its neck

Reworked Remus
exhaust now
comes as standard
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aguar insists that the 
slightly grumbly diesel and 
quality glitches we spotted 
three months ago during 
our XE pre-production 

drive have been eliminated. Now that we’ve 
driven the real deal, including a first go in 
the 237bhp, 2.0 4cyl turbo, and an extended 
run in the 178bhp diesel, the clouds of doubt 
have finally parted. The XE is a corker. 

It’s also that rare thing: a clean-sheet 
piece of design and engineering. There’s 
nothing reheated, rebooted or facelifted 
– there’s an all-new platform that’s 75 per  
cent aluminium, new engines, and a new 
multi-link rear suspension that can absorb 
vertical and lateral loads without getting 
remotely flustered. It also weighs roughly 
20kg less than the equivalent BMW 3-Series. 

Yes, the XE makes a major case for  
itself as a company car, with class-leading 
emissions figures, residuals and insurance 
groupings. But jaded 3-Series and C-Class 
owners should know that it’s also the best 
all-rounder in the segment based on the 
criteria TG most values: entertainment.

Better still, the 2.0-litre, 237bhp turbo 
(from the Focus ST – there’s also a 197bhp 
version) could be the pick of the range. It 
doesn’t sound especially inspiring, and can 
be a bit vocal when it’s being stretched. But 
it’s so refined at a steady-state motorway 
speed that you’d scarcely know there were 
any fast-moving bits of metal upfront at  
all. In passively suspended Comfort or  
Sport spec, the XE has that oiled, slickly 
engineered feel that used to be the 3-Series’s 
principal USP. Jag guys have an unscientific 

but useful ‘50-metre-feel’ metric, and the XE 
nails it. All the control weights are spot-on. 
Even the indicator stalk has a slick action. 

We also tried the 178bhp Ingenium 
diesel, with a manual gearbox, in both 
Comfort and Sport set-up. Refinement has 
been improved, and although we prefer the 
auto (it’s a £1,750 option on this model), the 
manual ’box is perfectly good. You have to 
work harder to liberate the sports saloon 

within, but it’s definitely still there. The XE 
resists understeer, has peerless mid-corner 
balance, and its electric power steering is 
the best I’ve tried. It rides well and manages 
to be nimble, supple but controlled all at  
the same time. These are all qualities 
exemplified in the supercharged 337bhp,  
3.0 S, whose braking system incorporates 
torque-vectoring to disguise the absence  
of a proper diff. On the road, at least.  

Problems? Not many. The cabin is 
arguably the only significant letdown. It’s 
clean and functional, and real effort has 
gone into future-proofing the infotainment 
system. But the nav is horribly glitch-prone, 
and some of the interior plastics betray the 
beady eye of the bean-counter. The XE is 
also notably spec-sensitive, and does not 
look good in Mars-bar beige chocolate. 

Prices start at £26,990 for the 2.0 SE 
petrol, £29,775 for the 161bhp diesel, rising 
to £44,865 for the 3.0 S. Battle is joined. 

 1999cc, 4cyl turbodiesel, RWD, 178bhp, 317lb ft      67.3mpg, 109g/km CO2     0–62mph in 7.8secs, 132mph     1550kg     £30,275

Top cat
Hurrah! A decent 3-Series rival from Jag  B Y  J A S O N  B A R L O W

SPECS

J

JAG UA R  X E

THE RIVAL

BMW 3-SERIES 
The 3 has owned this 

territory for so long, 

it should have 

evolved into a higher 

life form by now.  

XE runs it close

VERDICT

XE needed to 
be good to have 
a prayer in this 
sector. At long 

last Jag has 
delivered.

9/ 10
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eople like the S-Max.  
It and the Galaxy (also 
new this year) account for 
more European sales than 
all other big MPVs 

combined. Taxi fleets buy the Galaxy, and 
human beings buy the S-Max. Both are 
based on this year’s Mondeo platform. And, 
in case you’re wondering why Ford doesn’t 
have a position in the ever-growing big 
crossover market, it soon will have, with 
the Euro diesel version of America’s Edge. 
That’s mechanically much the same too. 

Hardly anyone buys the petrol engines. 
You need torque for a vehicle like this – it’s 
fairly lardy – and you get that from the 2.0 
diesel, especially the 150, 180 and 210bhp 
versions. I tried the 180 and it’s pretty 
civilised. You can also add a quick-acting 
paddleshift transmission and even 4WD. 
The handling is more than decent, with an 
easygoing progression about its reactions, 
even if the steering isn’t as engaging as  
I remember the old one being. The 
emphasis is on a terrific, smoothly 
damped and expensive-feeling ride, and 
isolation from small bumps and noise. 

New tech includes a speed limiter that 
reads signs and slows you up when the 
limit drops, then frees you up when the 

limit rises. To override, just mash the 
accelerator. You can add other cameras, 
radars and ultrasound detectors to help 
avoid a range of crashes and scrapes. Do 
try not to negate their efforts by playing 
with your phone, eh? The instruments  
are a neat TFT set-up configurable to  
your liking, and the standardisation  
of a big colour screen mid-dash means 
navigation is a cheap option.

The cabin is well up to snuff in quality 
and materials, which it needs to be, as the 
S-Max has always played as an alternative 
to more conventional but premium-brand 
machinery. It’s far better-looking than 
any other big MPV – not that there’s 
much competition in the UK where we’re 
denied the new Espace (see over).

Of course, the dipping roofline denies  
it the space for seven adults plus luggage, 
but that’s seldom what people need. They 
carry seven only when it’s a short trip  
with kids’ friends or grandparents. What 
matters is this space is versatile, and the 
second row very comfy and spacious.  
And the driver’s happy.

P

Having a big colour
screen as standard
means nav is cheap

F

7/ 10

VERDICT: The mid-sized MPV of choice, 

balancing dynamics to comfort to value.

Ford C-Max 
B Y  P A U L  H O R R E L L

SPECS

acelift time for the C-Max, 

and it gets pretty much what 

you’d expect: nip ’n’ tuck 

outside and in, chassis tweaks and  

better engines.

The visual remodelling amounts to 

the smooth face we’ve seen on most 

new Fords – that mouth looks pretty 

surprised, but in a happy way. Inside,  

the dash buttons have been cleaned up 

and – at last – it comes with a bigger 

central screen. The storage spaces and 

cupholders have had a rethink too.

It used to be the best-driving mid-

size MPV. The steering is a bit more 

precise now, and the ride is more pliant 

and quiet. New opposition, the more 

expensive and less versatile BMW 2 

Active Tourer, handles more nimbly  

but has a hard ride.

Ford has also swapped out the 1.6 

diesel and petrol engines for 1.5s that  

do the same job with – in official tests  

at least – less fuel. The 105bhp diesel  

is rated at 99g/km CO2. The only one 

Ford had at the test event was the 

petrol, and it’s a real honey, torquey  

and free-revving. Guess what? It’s not 

coming to the UK. So the pick is 

probably the 125bhp 3cyl Ecoboost.

Need seven seats? The Grand 

C-Max has the same changes, but they 

can’t disguise its bloated proportions..

    998cc, 3cyl, 125bhp, 125lb ft 

     55.0mpg, 117g/km CO2 
    0–62mph in 11.4secs, 116mph 
    1391kg 
    £20,695

VERDICT

More useful 
than a big 

estate, and 
good to drive. 
Ideal way to 
avoid SUVs.

8/ 10

 1997cc 4cyl diesel, FWD, 180bhp, 295lb ft      56.5mpg, 129g/km CO2      0–62mph in 9.7secs, 131mph   1726kg  £29,945

SUV-dodger
How to sit high and still stand tall  B Y  P A U L  H O R R E L L

F O R D  S - M A X

THE RIVAL

LAND ROVER 
DISCO SPORT 

The car of the 

moment. Not quite  

so roomy, and slower 

and thirstier. 
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rdinarily, we don’t fill our 
pages with cars you can’t 
buy in the UK. Not beyond 
an occasional sampling of 
America’s latest wheeled 

oil-rig fire. But the Espace? That’s a 
European household name, a transporter 
of generations. And four decades after it 
basically invented the MPV segment in 
Europe, the Espace has not only ditched 
the van-with-windows look, it’s shunned 
the UK too. No right-hand drive this time, 
and no UK sales. Mon dieu.

In fairness, such has been the rampant 
success of the crossover that the last 
Espace was guillotined in 2012. Renault’s 
bosses insist image-savvy UK buyers 
simply aren’t interested enough in seven- 

seat people carriers to justify tooling  
the new one for right-hookers. We’ll get  
a seven-seat SUV (think Kia Sportage-
fighter) spun off the same all-new  
platform in a few years instead.

Except, the new Espace doesn’t look 
like a regular people carrier, does it? It’s 
swallowed some crossover Viagra and 
gained wider wheelarches housing rims up 
to twenty inches across. Ground clearance 
is up 40mm to 160mm, and the glasshouse 
is critically narrower, tastefully outlined in 
a sinewy chrome pinstripe. Forget the old 
Ford S-Max’s token gills – if there’s any 
MPV you could potentially label attractive, 
it’s the quasi-SUV Frenchie.

The interior is impressive. And clever. 
There are still seven (very comfortable) 

Espace oddity 
R E N AU LT  E S PAC E

Large menu icons 

make toggling 

through menus a joy

Multi instruments can 

work out time behind 

car in front. Like F1!

O

Screen so good, you’ll 

barely use cheapo 

rotary control

IN DETAIL

SNAPSHOT

Cabin is a curate’s 
egg of good design/
good-in-parts quality

SPECS  1618cc, 4cyl turbo, FWD, 197bhp, 192lb ft       45.5mpg, 140g/km CO2     0–62mph in 8.6secs, 131mph     1609kg     £34,000 (est)

seats, and although they can no longer be 
removed for an impromptu picnic, the 
second and third rows are electrically 
stowable. Boot-mounted keypads and the 
ace 8.7-inch dashboard touchscreen let you 
pick ’n’ choose the combination you’d like 
auto-folded. Or, flatten the lot, and there’s 
a ballroom of cargo space. The rear two are 
only suitable for children, but there’s more 
room than, say, a Landie Disco Sport back 
there. No sliding doors, though, so watch 
those parking dings. It takes a while to put 
your finger on exactly why this Espace 
‘feels’ less spacious than its father, but 
eventually the finger of blame points 
toward the stylists. Chunky pillars and 
trimmed windows ruthlessly eclipse the 
light expected in an MPV. The optional 
full-length glass roof is a must-have for 
casting light on Renault’s best interior ever.

The build quality’s sadly suspect in 
places – trim panels in our test cars 
creaked when braced against – but the 
overall design is lovely. The floating centre 
console and free-standing tablet-like screen 
reek of modernity. Tesla-aping portrait 
touchscreen design is surely a future trend 
in car cockpits, and the Espace nails it:  
the Android-like menus are intuitively 
arranged and respond swiftly to our 

Space commander or space cadet? B Y  O L L I E  K E W
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Clearance up 
40mm to 160mm.
Good-looking SUV

impatient jabs. If lethargic infotainment is 
enough to almost ruin life with our Range 
Rover Sport lifer, it’s a major factor in 
enjoying life aboard the Espace. Good 
thing too. Despite throwing l’évier cuisine  
at the Espace’s drivetrain and chassis, and 
scooping out 250kg of flab versus the lardy 
old model, the result is an unresolved, 
disjointed drive.

Four-wheel steering. Tri-mode 
self-levelling suspension. Five driving 
modes. Variable steering weight, dual-
clutch transmission response and engine 
mapping. Options to dial back the aircon 
for improved performance. We’re not 
listing a Maybach or Nissan GT-R’s specs 
here. All of these are talents offered by  
the new Espace. What a pity that, rear- 
axle steering excepted, the on-paper  
ideas are superior to the execution. 

If you’re going to offer Comfort, 
Neutral and Sport suspension settings, 
(one of the former two surely redundant, 
the latter patently absurd), they must 
provide clear distinction. Not here. 

Whatever you prod on the touchscreen,  
the Espace clatters over ridges and cats’ 
eyes with a shudder. Larger undulations  
are dealt with adeptly on cushy damping, 
but the car will pitch laterally on its springs 
like a yacht bobbing in a harbour. Enough 
to feel seasick? No, but the Espace isn’t as 
car-like and composed as Seat’s Alhambra 
or Ford’s S-Max.

Don’t misunderstand – I’m not upset 
the Espace isn’t ‘fun’ to drive. It needn’t  
be. But its confusing array of ‘modes’ just 
upsets what could’ve been a pleasantly 
comfy compromise. And the Espace is a 
substantial car – marginally wider than a 
Ford Galaxy – so could sorely do without 
its steering’s alarming dead spot around 
the straight-ahead. 

The RS Clio-pinched 197bhp petrol 
engine and more appropriate 1.6 diesel 
make a decent fist of shifting the Espace, 
but both are hamstrung by recalcitrant 
twin-clutch gearboxes. And our hatred for 
the aerospace-inspired gearlever knows no 
bounds – pilots would refuse to even taxi if 
they had to manage controls this illogical. 
It’s one of few features we wish had been 
left behind in the Initiale Paris concept  
car, which has bequeathed its name to the 
top-spec Espace and a plush new line of 
kitted-out, posh-priced Renaults. Sounds 
ambitious. No word on if or when they’ll  
be on sale in the UK, though…

VERDICT

Love the design, 
hate the over-
complication. 
New Megane 

needs this 
interior

6/ 10

CITROEN 
C4 PICASSO 

Wins on commodious 

cabin, loses with 

hateful laggy 

touchscreen

THE RIVAL

6/ 10

4/ 10

Engine 1849cc, 4cyl, FWD, 148bhp, 258lb ft 

Performance 61.4mpg, 119g/km CO2, 0–62mph  

in 8.4secs, 120mph  Weight 1521kg  Price £13,995

MG6

TG’S ONE  
MINUTE EXPERT
Got 60 seconds spare? Read these

• After four years  
on sale, MG’s Ford 
Focus rival has had  
a facelift. Both inside 
and outside, however,  
it still looks like it 
belongs squarely 
in the last decade.

• But then it starts at 
£14k, while a mid-

range £16k car gets a 
touchscreen media 
system and heated 

leather seats.  
But beware 

depreciation...

• The sorry old 
petrol has gone, 
so it’s now diesel 
only. It’s not very 
refined, but it’s 
smooth and strong. 
The meat and bones 
of the 6 are solid.

• It’s the final 
flourishes where  

it lags furthest.  
In a huge, talented 
class, it’s distinctly 

unremarkable, and a 
nearly new Golf or 

Focus remains better. 

Engine 998cc, 3cyl, FWD, 67bhp, 66lb ft 

Performance 65.7mpg, 99g/km CO2, 0–62mph  

in 13.0secs, 96mph  Weight 835kg  Price £7,999

SUZUKI CELERIO
• Forget the silly, 
vegetable-like name 
and old-biddie-
approved Wagon R. 
The dinky Suzuki 
Celerio is a car with 
refreshingly simple 
appeal for all.

•  Its complete lack 
of styling will throw 

enthusiasts straight 
off the scent. But 

that’s good: it allows 
it to be honest, 

uncomplex 
transport.

• The emphasis 
is on ‘value’, not 
‘cheap’. A Dacia 
Sandero costs less, 
but even a £7,999 
base Celerio gets 
DAB, Bluetooth and 
aircon. Thumbs up.

• Fun may be in 
short order, but its 

narrow shape, 
accomplished ride and 
keen, tax-free 1.0-litre 
triple make it an adept 

thing in which to 
traverse towns.
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hat’s this, then?

Skoda’s brand-new  

Rolls-Royce rival, the  

third-generation Superb.

Rolls-Royce rival?

Indeed. See, apart from the Phantom  

and Ghost, the new Superb is – to our 

knowledge – the only car to secrete not 

one, but two umbrellas within its doors. It is, 

quite simply, the most rainproof car you can 

buy for the cash. If you and a passenger 

want to stay dry on the walk from driveway 

to front door, it’s this or a Roller.

Any other Rolls-like qualities?

Size. Though admittedly not quite of 

Phantom LWB dimensions, the Superb is 

vaster than ever before: 3cm longer and 

5cm wider than its really-not-very-small 

predecessor, with more space inside too.

It’s customary in reviews of big cars  

to note there’s “room for one six-footer 

behind another”, but in the Superb you 

could squeeze another in the rear-seat 

footwell for good measure. It’s truly 

cavernous inside, a cabin in which you  

could lose a small child for several weeks.

Larger it may be, but the Superb  

is lighter than its predecessor too. 

Employing the VW Group’s MQB 

underpinnings, it has shed some 75kg.

What engines can I have?

Diesels start with a 118bhp 1.6 TDI, and  

rise to a 187bhp iteration of VW’s familiar 

2.0-litre turbodiesel, which officially returns 

62.8mpg and 119g/km of CO2.

Petrols? 

There’s a 1.4-litre TSI in 123bhp or 148bhp 

flavours, or a 217bhp 2.0-litre. If you truly 

hate residual values, you can even have  

your Superb with four-wheel drive, and the 

276bhp 2.0 TSI from the Leon Cupra ST.

How does it drive?

While it can’t quite match the (admittedly  

rather pricier) Mercedes S-Class for 

unruffled, whispery progress, the Superb 

does a fair impression of a top-drawer 

German limo, wafting along serenely  

and generally making a decent fist of 

keeping the outside world at bay.

Get too enthusiastic and you’ll discover 

plenty of tyre squeal and not much in the 

way of feedback, but that’s not really what 

the Superb’s about. It’s about spiriting away 

many miles with minimal stress, especially 

with the (optional) adaptive damping left  

in its softest mode.

Should I buy one?

Option wisely, and there’s not much out 

there that offers such space and refinement 

for your cash. That the Superb looks tidy, 

goes nicely and offers plenty of tech only 

sweetens the deal. And just think how much 

you’ll save on annual umbrella expenditure…

 1968cc, 4cyl turbo, FWD, 187bhp, 295lb ft      62.8mpg, 119g/km CO2     0–62mph in 7.7secs, 145mph     1555kg    £28,720

VERDICT

Looks good, 
drives smartly, 

surprisingly 
affordable. If 
the massive 

shoe fits, why 
not wear it?

8/ 10

Skoda Superb 
Bigger, better, faster, lighter. It’s all good  B Y  S A M  P H I L I P

SPECS

An ideal environment 
for a quick game of 
hide and seek

W

Q & A
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VERDICT

Beautifully 
built speed 

capsule lacks 
the finesse and 

brio of a true 
hot-hatch great

7/ 10

The world’s only remaining five-pot 
motor (so Audi claims) refuses to go  
gently into that good night, warbling a 
passable impression of an R8. The £1,495 
Sports Exhaust ups the overrun fireworks, 
and neither set-up depends on digital 
augmentation, either. It’s raw induction 
growl and turbo watooosh.

It’s emphasised by how mute the  
rest of the package is. Make no mistake,  
the RS3 is hilariously fast and has made 
strides in ride comfort (now taut rather 
than intolerable). I’d no longer call the  
RS3 a blunt instrument, but its steering  
is devoid of feedback and interaction,  
and its chassis remains unresponsive  
to changes in throttle and brake pressure 
through corners. 

The RS3 is so brutally competent, you 
as the driver are just there to point it where 
you want it to go, not to be titillated along 
the way. It’s a shame, because it means that 
in the VW hot-hatch hierarchy, our money 
would still go on the Golf R (which, if you 
turn the page, you’ll find is now available  
as an estate). On ice, it was an enigma, but 
ironically, the RS3 is cold in the real world.

  2480cc 5cyl turbo, 362bhp, 343lb ft    34.0mpg, 189g/km CO2   0–62mph in 4.3 seconds, 174mph   1520kg   £39,950

Red inserts are in
danger of making nice
cabin rather tacky...

e had an Audi RS3 at  
our Swedish ice-lake  
test (issue 268). It did  
OK there, sliding about 
happily enough to make  

us anxious to drive it on dry tarmac. And 
here we are, in the 362bhp RS3 on winding 
roads and on track – though Ingolstadt 
needn’t have bothered with the latter.

Why? Because despite its seamlessly 
rapid-fire seven-speed twin-clutch gearbox, 
55kg diet versus the old RS3, a McLaren-
style brake-steer system on the rear axle 
and the supposed ability of all 343lb ft to 
meet up at the rears for fun ’n’ games, the 
RS3 is far from a circuit natural. 

How could it be, when the glorious 
five-cylinder engine (and it really is 
glorious) and gearbox are north of the  
front axle? Understeer only arrives after 
prodigious grip limits are breached, but 
even with the wider front tyres and clever 
Haldex differential doing their stuff, the 
RS3 only does traction or nose-plough. 

On the road, if you’re approaching 
understeer, you need your head testing. 
The RS3 devours roads with point-to- 
point pace, and gives a sense that the  
rear tyres aren’t just along for the ride.

W

Boozy Quattro
Thirsty five-pot stars in otherwise clinical RS3  B Y  O L L I E  K E W

AU D I  R S 3
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Mazda2 1.5 Skyactiv-D
WHAT SHOULD I KNOW?
That only a piffling five per cent of UK Mazda2 sales will  
be this 1.5 diesel – the only turbocharged version planned. 
Other numbers are the healthy 162lb ft from 1,400rpm 
torque output, and claims of 83.1mpg and 89g/km CO2.

SHOULD I CARE?
If you like genuinely fun-to-drive, good-value cars that  
are also cheap to run, then yes. Our test car refused to  
dip below 56mpg. Pretty good, considering  
this new 2’s lightweight, agile chassis begs to  
be chucked around like a Hot Wheels toy, so 
you’ll rarely fancy hypermiling. The zesty petrol 
remains our favourite, though.

Audi Q3 1.4 TFSI SE S tronic
WHAT SHOULD I KNOW?
Just about the cheapest path to Q3 ownership: for a base 
price of £26,275, you get a new 1.4 petrol TFSI engine with 
148bhp, 2WD, auto ’box and clever cylinder tech that 
switches from four to two under light throttle.

SHOULD I CARE?
For the ultimate budget Q3 you could go cheaper  
still and spec a manual – worth considering. That  
diddy petrol unit (with a claimed 50.4mpg and  
128g/km CO2) copes admirably with 1.4 tonnes 
of SUV to haul, but add a few passengers and 
the S tronic isn’t as smooth as it could be. Or 
you could save up for an Evoque.

THE RIVAL

MERCEDES 
A45 AMG 

Less mature than 

RS3, thanks to laggy 

turbo, slow  ’box and 

boneshaker ride

6

Vauxhall Corsa 1.3CDTi
WHAT SHOULD I KNOW?
Know this: the parameters by which this diesel supermini 
beats the one below are mpg (+2.5mpg), CO2 (-2g/km),  
a dash more cabin and bootspace, and price – over £500 
cheaper spec-for-spec.

SHOULD I CARE?
If you care in the slightest about driving, go for the Mazda 
below – the gruff Corsa can’t compete with its slick gearshift 
and engaging chassis, even though it’s far 
improved over the old car. We’re sure this frugal 
Vauxhall will give years of service – it just feels 
like a white good compared to the Mazda, which 
has been set up by people who like driving.
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o here’s a thing. Given the 
choice, more TG staffers 
would rather own a Golf R 
than a BMW M4. This is 
not, as it may seem at first, 

utter heresy. The Golf is just that good.  
And it’s not an impractical thing by any 

stretch of the imagination – especially the 
five-door – but the clobber that comes with 
a couple of young children is enough to fill 
the boot of a standard hatch twice over. 

That’s where this comes in. The Golf R 
Estate is analogous to the hatch in all but 
body style. There is the same 2.0-litre turbo 
four – a heavily revised version of the one 
from the Golf GTI with a modified cylinder 
head and a bigger turbocharger. That 
means 296bhp and 280lb ft. 

That it’s lugging around an extra 79kg 
or so hasn’t had much of an effect on the 
stats. Zero to 62mph takes 5.1secs – 0.2sec 
slower than the hatch. The 155mph top 
speed remains. The Haldex all-wheel drive 
can channel up to 100 per cent of drive to 
the rear if you get really out of shape, and 
the XDS Plus torque-vectoring system 
means you can carry high speeds through 
bends. From point to point, little is quicker. 

In real life, it maybe feels one or two per 
cent slower and less wieldy than the hatch. 

The (mandatory) DSG smears through all 
six ratios with gay abandon, with a loud 
bwaaaaap as it swaps ratios, and if you lay 
on the power halfway through a bend, 
you’ll feel the electro-trickery dragging you 
around. Throttle-off and the back end 
comes into play. It’s still great at going 
quickly, and it’s pretty good at the day-to- 
day stuff, too. Quiet, refined, comfortable. 
That do-anything ability that so attracted 
us to the R hatch is still there in spades. 

But we already knew how much fun  
the R is. The big news is the boot which, at 
1,620 litres, is a bit bigger than a Mondeo’s 
and over 100 litres up on a 3-Series’s. And 
the price of this added space? Just £695 
more than the hatch. 

But there’s a problem, and it’s called  
the Seat Leon Cupra ST. It’s FWD and a bit 
down on power, but you can have a manual 
’box and at £28,505, it’s a whopping £5,080 
less than the Golf. To turn TG’s favourite 
hot hatch into a brilliantly effective family 
wagon for £695 is great, but is it worth £5k 
more than the excellent Leon? When we 
can get them together, we’ll let you know. 

S

Driving thrills and
space for the detritus
of modern life too...

Y
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VERDICT:  Chassis still remote, but drivetrain  

is miles more up ’n’ at ’em. Take note, Clio 200.

Volkswagen Polo GTI 
B Y  O L L I E  K E W

SPECS

ou could justifiably have 

labelled the old, DSG-only  

Polo GTI the most boring  

hot hatch around. Not any more. 

The revitalisation is mostly thanks  

to a new gearbox. Small hot hatches, as 

RenaultSport has become horribly aware, 

should not have paddles, so VW has 

U-turned on its DSG-only policy and 

gifted the Polo a 6spd manual (the DSG 

is now a £1,250 option). The shift is light, 

short-throw and positive, though typically 

VW-spec notchy from first to second. 

The complicated turbo and s’charged 

1.4-litre engine has been binned too, for a 

freer-revving 1.8-litre turbo job up 12bhp. 

Manual GTIs also enjoy way more torque 

– 236lb ft plays 184lb ft – because the 

DSG can’t handle the twist. However, 

because the DSG version’s lower overall 

torque is on tap over a wider rev range, 

and its changes are obviously swifter, both 

models record identically nippy sub-7.0-

second 0–62mph times. Pity the engine 

doesn’t shout its thrusty performance 

more throatily – it’s still too muted.

A Fiesta ST remains more alive 

beneath you in the bends, but the Polo  

is better damped across craggy roads.  

If only its steering gave more feedback.  

In fact, were the whole car 20 per cent 

more playful, the Polo would finally have 

assumed true mini-Golf GTI status.

    1798cc, 4cyl, 189bhp, 236lb ft 

     47.1mpg, 139g/km CO2 
    0–62mph in 6.7secs, 146mph 
    1272kg 
    £18,850

VERDICT

It’s just as good 
as the hatch, 
and only a bit 
pricier. Got 

kids? This is the 
Golf R to buy.

9/ 10

 1984cc 4cyl turbo, 4WD, 296bhp, 280lb ft      40.4mpg, 164g/km CO2     0–62mph in 5.1secs, 155mph   1574kg  £33,585

Booty and the beast
VW creates the best estate in its class  B Y  T O M  H A R R I S O N

VO L K S WAG E N  G O L F  R  E S TAT E
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SEAT LEON 
CUPRA ST 

A bit less power,  

a lot less expensive. 

And available with a 

manual gearbox  

too. Really
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VERDICT

No thriller 
regardless of 
engine, but 

you’ll want the 
2.0 petrol.

7/ 10

the folding hard-top Beemer, but it 
counters with much superior body control. 

The TT’s top-up refinement is certainly 
impressive too, if not as close to the coupe’s 
noise levels in diesel form as it is in petrol. 
It’s a five-notches problem – you’ll need to 
crank the bombastic stereo five notches 
higher to drown out the extra clatter. The 
£425 wind deflector really ought to be 
standard-fit for comfortable al-fresco 
motoring. Throw us a bone, Audi – the 
standard spec is criminally stingy.

Top down, there’s no escaping the 
raucousness of what’s otherwise a really 
handy diesel car – powerful, flexible, and 
averaging 50mpg in our hands. The finer 
points of why you’d order a diesel when 
petrol fits the character of a roadster  
nag away, though. How many people  
out there are genuinely angling for  
114g/km CO2 TT Roadsters? 

It’s a clinical, and ever so slightly joyless 
device, the diesel TT Roadster, but if you 
must have the most strait-laced, sensible 
convertible in the place, the roofless TT  
is a predictably sorted piece of kit. And  
it does have a very lovely cabin indeed.

  1984cc 4cyl TD, FWD, 182bhp, 280lb ft    62.8mpg, 114g/km CO2   0–62mph in 7.1secs, 150mph   1265kg   £31,310

Top-of-the-class TT 
cabin makes up for 
many of its other sins...

uch as I hate to perpetuate 
a stereotype, the Audi TT 
Roadster is certainly not  
a sports car. Not in diesel- 
powered TDI Ultra form 

anyway, using the grunty but hardly 
goading 182bhp 4cyl from the Golf GTD. 

Yes, the fact that you’re not so hunched 
and bent-legged in the seat any more means  
the driving position is superior to the old 
Roadster’s, and the clever part-plastic new 
roof is 6dB better insulated and 3kg lighter 
than before. The looks have also survived 
the morph to cabrio as intact as the 
previous model, principally because the 
new TT’s redrawn exterior isn’t a tenth  
as radical or gratifying a restyle as its 
class-leading cockpit.

As a box-ticking, empirical device,  
the TT Roadster is undoubtedly a better  
car than the one it ousts. More efficient, 
more refined, more comfortable, better 
inside. But a front-wheel-drive diesel  
Audi obviously isn’t on the same page  
as a Mazda MX-5 or Porsche Boxster as  
a driver stimulator. Nor, despite its less 
nose-heavy weight distribution, is it aiming 
to be. It’s going for the BMW Z4 market. 
I’m not sure it’s quite as well balanced as 

M

Roofless efficiency
Sensible fun from Ingolstadt  B Y  O L L I E  K E W

AU D I  T T  T D I  ROA DS T E R
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VERDICT:  As peachy as regular 911s get. And 

yes, it’s a convertible with a manual gearbox. 

Porsche 911  GTS Cabrio 
B Y  O L L I E  M A R R I A G E

SPECS

    3800cc, flat-six, 424bhp, 324lb ft 

     29.1mpg, 228g/km CO2 
    0–62mph in 4.6secs, 188mph 
    1495kg 
    £99,602

ran Turismo Sport. Porsche 

claims it’s the halfway house to 

the real GT Motorsport cars. 

It’s not really, but that’s by the by, for this 

GTS is still an exceptional car. Yes, even  

as a convertible. 

The GTS cars all use the wider body 

and tracks of the Carrera 4, feature 20in 

centre-lock wheels as standard, plus sports 

exhaust, Sport Chrono pack with dynamic 

engine mounts and PASM dampers  

that lower the car 10mm. For less than 

£7,500 more than a standard Carrera S,  

I think it’s worth having, especially as it’s 

30bhp more poky.  

I drove this GTS Cabrio straight after 

the Turbo S dropper you can read about 

on p104. It’s about £50k cheaper, and I 

preferred it to drive. Not as eye-glazingly 

fast maybe, but the naturally aspirated 

flat-six engine is richer and more textured, 

makes a lovely noise and involves you in 

the process more. Handling? So spot on, 

you’re barely aware it’s a soft-top. Sweet 

steering, lovely balance to the whole thing.  

This one had the seven-speed manual. 

In the bigger cogs, you have to rummage 

around to find the right one sometimes, 

but I did over 1,000 miles in it and came 

away thinking I’d have the manual over  

the PDK. And sacrilegious though it is, I’d 

have the Cabrio too: so few drawbacks, 

and lovely on a summer’s day.
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VERDICT

WHAT ’S 
NEW 

HERE?

HOW DO 
THEY 

DRIVE? 

LET ’S  
TALK 

ENGINES 

Each is available with either £2,995 road-trim S  

or £3,995 track-focused R packs. The S has an 

open diff and a gentler approach to life, while the  

R has uprated brakes and suspension, lightweight 

flywheel, harnesses and bare seats. This S also has  

the, er, more commodious (OK, wider), SV chassis.

Caterham has simplified its range, filling the gaps 

between base 160 and bonkers 620 with 270, 

360 and 420 models. Each is named after its 

power-to-weight figure, so given they all weigh 

around 500kg, just divide those numbers in half 

for the bhp figures. 

Both use the same  1.6-litre Ford-sourced motor, 

but it sounds much better and feels more lively in 

the R. If you’re new to lightweight cars, it’s plenty 

fast enough, but once you get used to it, the R 

chassis is good enough to make you want more.

The R has the reactions of a mongoose. Yes, it’s 

stiff and the moulded seats and harnesses are 

unforgiving, but strap yourself to it and you forget 

all that. It snaps about the place, terrifically small, 

massless and impossibly agile. No, the ride isn’t 

comfortable, but the damping is exceptional. 

If you value ride comfort, the S is the one to  

have. But you don’t, because this is a car without 

functioning doors and roof. The S isn’t as well 

controlled or as enjoyable. It jounces about and 

feels a little ill at ease going faster. In fact, it doesn’t 

drive with the panache of our own office-built 160.

Same engine, but different flywheel means the  

S doesn’t feel as snappy and alert as the R. Both 

have the optional £1,495 six-speed gearbox – 

you need it in the R, but I’m not sure it transforms 

the S to the same extent. Lever is a delight to use.

You can option the £2,500 SV chassis on any 

Caterham bar the 620 and 160, and it is usefully 

more spacious if you are broader of beam – or 

simply have big feet. Oh, and avoid these 15in 

Orcus wheels – they give the Seven a kit-car vibe. 

It’s sibling rivalry time, as we pitch Caterham R against S  B Y  O L L I E  M A R R I A G E

Q U I C K  T W I N  T E S T

270 prices start at £19,995, but once you add S 

or R packs, let Caterham build it (£3,000) and 

add a few options (£1,250 for windscreen, hood 

and doors, £300 for a heater), costs have a habit 

of spiralling. Worth it for the way it drives.

vs

 1596cc, 4cyl, 135bhp, 121lb ft      n/a mpg, n/a g/km CO2  
 0–62mph in 5.0secs, 122mph     540kg     £23,990

 1596cc, 4cyl, 135bhp, 121 lb ft       n/a mpg, n/a g/km CO2 

 0–62mph in 5.0secs, 122mph     540kg     £22,990
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FOR Usefully bigger cabin (if you need it), 

plusher ride, still pretty neat on a good road. 

AGAINST Body control isn’t as good as it should 

be; base 160 is arguably more fun. 

VERDICT A bit confused. 

Option carefully.

9/ 10

FOR Manic gearing, zesty engine, hair-trigger responses, 

size, handling and steering. All the good stuff. 

AGAINST It’s perfectly possible to hit all three  

pedals at the same time with a single foot. 

VERDICT Refresh makes it 

clear the R is the one to have. 

3380mm3380mm

Caterham 270R    Caterham 270S

WHAT ELSE 
DO I NEED 
TO KNOW ?
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We’ve driven the Merc-AMG GT S on the smooth

surfaces of Germany, but how will it handle the real 

test of a car – the knackered tarmac of Blighty?

WORDS:  TOM FORD / 

PICTURES:  JUSTIN LEIGHTON
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I
t was in the village of 

Haltwhistle where an 

otherwise unremarkable drive 

took a turn for the surreal. 

Now, I’m not saying that 

there’s anything inherently 

bizarre about small villages  

in the northern reaches of Northumberland, but as 

we cruised through in a new Mercedes-AMG GT S,  

it all got a little unsettling. First, a small troop of 

patently feral children stopped doing whatever it  

was they were doing, lined up and saluted, as if on a 

parade of paramilitary street urchins. Immediately 

afterwards, a man – who, thanks to a mane and  

beard of implausibly glossy white hair resembled  

a geriatric lion or possibly some sort of off-duty 

wizard– appeared at the front door of an otherwise 

nondescript grey terraced house and roared 

something approving and yet entirely unintelligible, 

his tracksuit trousers vibrating with the effort. We 

were also being aerially stalked by a small murder of 

crows, were running out of fuel and had unwittingly 

parked outside the launderette at the exact centre of 

Britain. I know, it sounds like a Douglas Adams novel, 

but this what actually happened.

Yes, the AMG is painted in what appears to be 

liquid sunshine (actually a £10.5k paint option called, 

appropriately enough, Solarbeam, and capable, when 

the sun hits it, of burning important layers of your 

eyes off), and yes, the car has the kind of panting, 

off-kilter chunter that speaks of lavish engine 

capacity, but that doesn’t explain the crows. 

Photographer Leighton decided immediately that 

“this’ll make a nice bit for the story”, though for  

the life of me I couldn’t think how appearing at a 

wash house in the epicentre of Britain being shouted 

at by a job-seeking Gandalf could possibly be of any 

relevance, unless we wanted everyone to think we’d 

completely lost it. Fortified by an entire packet  

of calming Jammie Dodgers and arguing furiously 

about how exactly you measure the middle of Britain, 

we set out to figure out why we ended up here.

The answer, as it turns out, was roads. Some of the 

best undiscovered roads in the UK. Deserted minor 

routes with the sort of warp and weft that race-track 

designers can only dream of. But also, as it turns out, 

the kind of bumps that race-track designers tend to 

iron out with a vengeance, lest precious racing cars 

become carbon-fibre fog. This is not easy country for 

anything without a bit of subtlety to the suspension, 

more the kind of UK-specific B that suits something 

small, chuckable and forgiving. Nirvana for a decent 

hot hatch, for example. The Merc fits the bill: it’s a 

surprisingly practical hatchback and equipped with  

a 510bhp bi-turbo 4.0-litre V8 driving the rear wheels 

with enough belligerence to get to 62mph from rest  

in under four seconds – not so much hot as searing. 

It’s also just over two metres wide between the 

mirrors, snake-belly slung and more than a little 

stingy with its sightlines. Not sure the 193mph top 

speed will be entirely relevant here, either. Ah.

What it is, is pretty. Once you’ve got past the  

visual nuke of the paintwork, there’s a really rather 

good-looking car here. There’s something innately 

classic about that long bonnet and bobbed rear end, 

and who cares that it’s actually a complete terror to 

parallel park? To rely on an appropriate cliché, it looks 

fast. There are hints of influences – at least to my eyes 

– all over it. A touch of Porsche 911 at the back, shades 

“ SOME OF THE BEST 
UNDISCOVERED ROADS  
IN THE UK ARE HERE”

Tom brings some 
artificial sunshine to 
the north of England
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Slightly dead in the 
straight ahead then very
speedy rack either side

Britain’s most central 
launderette. Off-duty 

wizard just out of shot



Fantastic on a track. 
A bit of a handful on 
a public road
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“THE GT S, DESPITE HAVING  
A SETTING CALLED COMFORT, 
DOESN’T REALLY HAVE ANY”



AMG GTS

of Jaguar F-Type Coupe in some of the surfaces, at 

least a nodding relationship to the older Merc SLS. 

But that’s not to be disparaging: you get the feeling 

that it won’t date quickly – much like the SLS – and 

that in a more sober colour it might well be something 

quite stealthy. It certainly gets plenty of attention. 

It isn’t quite the pure high-dollar aggression of a 

supercar but defiantly something special.

It certainly made an impression on the regular 

patrons of the A1 Northbound, which means I’m now 

an expert in lip-reading various forms of astonished 

swearing. But despite the sensual aesthetic, it doesn’t 

bode particularly well that, on the drive up, the ride 

has been the firm side of restless. The GT S, despite 

having a setting marked Comfort, hasn’t really got 

any, and still manages to be quite insistent on sniffing 

out lumps and bumps and making friends with as 

many as it can find. It doesn’t help that this car is 

fitted with the AMG Dynamic Plus package, which 

provides firmer suspension and dynamic engine and 

transmission mounts (as well as a specific engine 

application in Race mode), but it’s certainly not going 

to trouble an S-Class in terms of distance cruising 

ability, even in its most benign settings. The AMG 

Speedshift DCT seven-speed ’box also requires a 

solid press of the throttle to engage the clutch and 

gain any initial forward momentum – leading to 

slightly irritating bungee-style start-stop behaviour 

in town – and quickly selecting reverse from first, 

three-point-turn style, can be irritatingly clunky.

In fact, my abiding initial impression is that it 

feels a lot like that gull-winged SLS of five years ago 

– with steering ever-so-slightly dead in the very 

middle, then quite a speedy rack from then on. Chuck 

in the cab-rearward profile – there really is an acre of 

sunshiney bonnet ahead of you – and the pivot point 

of the car feels slightly odd: like you steer the front 

wheels and then follow them a microsecond later, 
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Engine is the silver bit. 
Black plastic is 2ft of 
crash structure. Really

Moorland roads don’t 
have a large run-off 

area. Drive tidy...



“ IT SOUNDS HAIR-
RAISINGLY RIGHTEOUS  
ON HARD THROTTLE”

rather than moving as one. Still, there are worse 

places to be, what with that V8 gargling away up front 

and the sun blaring down. We were getting high 20s 

mpg (from a quoted 30.1mpg on the combined cycle) 

on the quiet, multiple-hour run up to the town of 

Barnard Castle at the bottom of the Pennines. That 

lasted about seven minutes. Seven minutes, because 

that’s about as long as it took to clear the immediate 

signs of human occupation, hit Sport+ mode and 

punch the throttle. Up the B6278 towards Stanhope, 

and we were looking at a faintly scary 9mpg, but by 

this point, I didn’t really care. Because the GT S had 

become a sonic avalanche, and my ears were on fire.

Not literally, obviously, but the AMG GT makes 

the kind of noise that I thought we might be losing 

from modern cars. It’s not subtle or clever (it might 

have valves in the exhaust, but they flop open in 

anything other than Comfort, or if you press the 

‘noisy’ button on the centre console), but it does 

sound hair-raisingly righteous on hard throttle. As  

in old-school V8 chewing air and fuel like it means it. 

Back off and it sneezes through the turbo wastegates 

(which is a little unexpected, given the traditional 

audio file) and chuckles like a drunk Father Christmas 

– ahur-ahur-ahur – before spitting a huge whipcrack 

of a backfire. Then it’s back to that Spitfire soundtrack 

all the way up through the gears. The gearbox 

suddenly comes to life, punching the changes with 

grace and fluency and not upsetting the car one iota.

The suspension gets even firmer in the various 

ever-more-aggressive modes, but even though it’s too 

solid for these kind of incessant tarmac hiccups, it’s 

worth it to feel those dynamic engine and suspension 

mounts tighten the car up generally. They essentially 

lock the engine and transmission hard to the chassis 

(bad for comfortable cruising, good for preventing 

polar inertia in big, heavy driveline components), 

removing the dead spot from the steering and making 

it feel not unlike a proper racecar in its reactions:  

too hypersensitive for the road but decisive and 

immediate. Bluntly, this feels like it might be killer  

on a track. Trouble is, we’re not on a track, and the  

GT S feels too lively to be unthinkingly fun. 

Interesting, yes. Exciting, undoubtedly. But real 

confidence takes a little while to accumulate.

Saying that, raw grip is immense. In fact, given 

that the car stayed true to its line on some weirdly 

cambered, tightening Cumbrian corners, I was 

surprised it hadn’t actually grown roots. But push 

past that comfort zone, which is much higher than 

yours will probably be on a public road, and the GT S 

becomes a proper handful. Without the physical or 

intellectual comfort of run-off – something these 

There’s only one 
thing for it. Go north,

my son, go north

AMG GTS
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moorland roads are famously ungenerous with –  

the GT gets snatchy and raucous.

If you’re being tidy, you’ll as likely unwittingly 

unsettle it as accidentally push over a tree stump.  

But intentionally brutalise it and that 500+bhp and 

480lb ft will unglue the rear tyres pronto and provide 

you with a touch of understeer and a quick swipe of 

oversteer. Couple that with the now switchblade 

sensitivity of the wheel, and the significant sensations 

are that this intensely yellow coupe feels darty and 

aggressive: it’s not the kind of progressive transition 

to oversteer that you get from some cars, the ability  

to place them even when the rear tyres are trying to 

overtake the fronts. I’m sure with a bit of space, time 

and tyre budget you’d get more used to it, but this is 

not a car I felt comfortable sliding about in without 

some serious practice somewhere with padded gravel 

traps. Now, I know that a car that you really have to 

manhandle is its own kind of fun, but if you decide to 

give a GT S a bootful on the road with the traction 

control turned off, you’d better be very sure of 

yourself and have the oversteer control reactions of a 

TVR owner. When push comes to shove, the GT S is 

actually a hot rod. Underneath the tech and golden 

prettiness, it’s a raw-knuckled, bare-fisted brawler.

It took a while to start to understand the AMG, 

and by this point we’d been all over the Pennines.  

Run over Meadows Edge and Bale Hill, swept through 

the villages of Blanchland and Edmundbyers, Steel 

and Slaley. We popped through Hexham and back 

down the A69 and along Hadrian’s Wall, that great 

two-fingered salute of a tax-earning engineering 

project from the Roman emperor Hadrian to the wild 

and warring Picts of the north. After that, we picked 

directions at random and simply drove. Around the 

Killhope Lead Mine – stopping briefly to take a picture 

in the old lead processing plant (now a bus garage) 

and finding endless little routes across the moors. You 

can pick pretty much any direction out of Alston and 

hit a decent road, by the way, but if you head in the 

direction of Nenthead or Wearhead and cut north, you 

won’t be disappointed.

In every spot, I gained a little bit more perspective. 

Merc-AMG could easily have aped a 911 in feel and 

made this car very different. The engineers could have 

made the GT neutral, forgiving and safe, or even all- 

wheel drive. They could have made it sound cultured, 

instead of like someone kicking a drum kit down a 

flight of stairs, and they could have given it a huge 

glasshouse and four seats. But they didn’t. They made 

a car that was indisputably what it is: an AMG. By 

pretty much any metric, this car does not move the 

sports-car game on. Its technical competence is 

hidden behind an immoderate onslaught of 

combativeness. It’s noisy, hard work and hurts a  

bit. Like trying to hold an explosion. But I guarantee 

that if you bought one with heart rather than head, 

because you like the way it sounds, or looks or makes 

your heart beat like an over-caffeinated shrew every 

time you drive it fast, you won’t be disappointed. 

AMG GTS

“ WITH A BIT OF TIME, 
SPACE AND TYRE BUDGET, 
YOU’D GET USED TO IT”



The AMG GT is back from its jaunt on the B6278

and full of confidence. Time to see if the BMW i8

and Porsche 911 Turbo can burst its bubble

T H E
B R A W N   

U L T I M A T U M

WORDS:  OLLIE MARRIAGE / 

PICTURES:  JOHN WYCHERLEY
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For £1,795, you can have your AMG GT with the 

Dynamic Plus package. Have it. Not because of  

the dynamic engine and transmission mounts  

or the ‘specifically tuned’ suspension that’s  

included, but because it comes with an Alcantara 

(OK, Dinamica microfibre) steering wheel. Just  

the thing for soaking up those sweaty-palm 

moments. Which, as you might already have 

gathered, the GT is pretty adept at delivering. 

It did so in the Pennines, and now it’s pretty  

busy doing so in the Lincolnshire Wolds. Sometimes 

you just wish the AMG GT would settle down a bit, 

stop being so fractious. 

Maybe it’s upset by our reception committee,  

or maybe by the fact it’s not leading right now  

(you get the impression that the GT likes to be in 

charge and gets grumpy when it isn’t). Instead it’s 

at the back of the line, forced to stare at the plump, 

rounded haunches of the 911 Turbo up front and 

skinny little tyres of the wingleted i8. 

That i8 is really not the Merc’s cup of tea.  

Pretty much the polar opposite, in fact. Where  

the AMG is all noise and drama, the BMW is glide 

and sophistication. But as we’ve found on every 

occasion, you should never underestimate the  

i8’s ability to amaze you – both as an object of 

desirability and as a driver’s car. 

The 911 Turbo is the link pin between the two 

extremes. It has the twin-turbo impact of the AMG, 

but the four-seat cabin and four-wheel-drive security 

of the BMW. That’s probably forcing the issue a bit 

– the Porsche is more aligned with the Mercedes, a 

513bhp motor designed specifically to get itself down 

a road as efficiently and rapidly as physics permits.  

As far as price, performance and capability go, this  

is the benchmark Mercedes must have had in mind. 

At least as far as the metric data goes. It’s not  

like the chassis templates have much in common: 

front-engined two-seater plays rear-engined 

four-seater, the Merc channelling SLS leftovers;  

the 911, 50 years of heritage. The BMW is different 

– intoxicatingly so. Carbon-fibre tub chassis, the  

guts to downsize to a genuinely small engine,  

radical aero, even an acceptance that cornering 

speeds don’t need to be so high. 

And they aren’t. The BMW puts roughly a third 

less rubber on the road and, if you are pushing on, 

it’s around 10mph slower through any given corner. 

It also has the most over-protective traction control, 

but drop that back a notch, remind yourself that last-

gasp braking efforts followed by abrupt bungs at the 

apex will only result in quickly overheated discs and 

unsatisfying understeer, and you’re set for a good 

time. No, a great time. 

You have to accept that you can’t do the lead-foot, 

scruff-of-the-neck stuff with the i8. Some adaptation 

is required. You have to work to the lower limits, 

feed, thread and soothe it through corners. Do so  

and you soon realise you are covering ground at a  

fair old lick – it conserves momentum so, so well,  

the i8. And all the time, you have this fascinating 

powerplant pushing you along, instant electric shove 

and artificially-enhanced three-cylinder top notes. 

The noise. It doesn’t offend me so much now. 

Maybe I’ve got used to its warming thrum, but  

it’s on a par for volume and aural appeal with the 

whooshiness of the 911 Turbo, which only hardens 

into something more angry right at the far end of the 
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Some primary 
colours in search of
simple pleasures
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“YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT YOU CAN’T DO THE LEAD-
FOOT, SCRUFF-OF-THE-NECK STUFF WITH THE i8”

Seems all German 
cars have big satnav 
screens. This is good

The cars line up for a Le 
Mans style start; the drivers 

finish their bacon baps frst
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Sharply designed 
wheels match the 

rest of the i8 package

dial. The Merc is on a different level altogether. It’s as 

if the exhaust somehow bypasses the muffling effect 

of the turbos completely. This is hedonistic, expansive 

stuff, a bellowing V8 that hasn’t lost its mojo at all. 

It’s also fiercely responsive in a way the 911  

can’t match. The Porsche takes longer to gird  

its loins, to summon up the sinews, so, given an 

overtaking opportunity, the Merc will pull out  

the hard yards first and do so with more passion  

and drama, nose lifting up, rear wheels tucking 

themselves deep into the arches. The Porsche is 

quicker on paper – of course it is, it’s four-wheel 

drive – but out here, on real, normal roads, GT  

and Turbo trade equally savage blows. 

But here’s the surprise – the i8 isn’t often left 

behind. That same overtaking opportunity? The 

BMW will nail the deal first, the revless, gearless 

e-motor providing an instant zap of peak torque  

that delivers a snap to your neck better than either 

rival. OK, given more space – the sort of dead 

straight, treeless roads we eventually find out in  

the Fens (if Tron did agriculture…) – the i8 will  

start to lag. But how fast do you need to go when 

you’re dealing with 60mph speed limits? 

However fast it is, the Merc wants to be going 

faster. This is an angry car. You get the impression 

that Mercedes could have made it a direct 911 rival 

and then thought, “No, let’s make it more hardcore.” 

So the actual feel and tightness of the car, it’s more 

GT3 than Turbo. But that doesn’t mean it’s better  

to drive than the Porsche. Because it isn’t. 

The Porsche is devastating, reassuring, digs itself 

deep into corners and comes rocketing out the far  

side. It’s a weapon. A missile. It’s not the last word  

in tactility and feedback (although it still has the best 

steering of these three), but it’s so stable and effective 

and so rarely puts a foot wrong that you can’t help but 

just nod sagely in admiration and disbelief at what it’s 

just done to a difficult piece of road. 

Not the Merc. This is a man’s car – and I do  

mean that in the full Yorkie bar sense of the word.  

It would call you a wuss if it could, the AMG GT.  

I have no doubt it would be utterly blistering around 

a smooth race track – it was at Dunsfold on the TV 

show – but on a bumpy road? Not so much. I fiddled 

endlessly with the plethora of settings, and finally 

settled on having everything toughened up as much 

as possible. Slacken the dampers and you introduce  

a bit of pitch, heave and jiggle; tighten them and  

you don’t make the ride any worse, but you do stop 

all the masses moving about. 

It’s a snatchy, fighty car. Drive fast and you need  

to have your wits about you – the margin for error is 

small. I’m sure some people will like this, will like  

to boast that they own a car that’ll put hairs on your 

chest, and I’m equally sure Mercedes engineered it  

to be like this. But it’s too much, especially when the 

steering is overly light and insensitive around the 

straight ahead, and then whips into corners if you put 

a touch more lock on. It’s unsettling, unrelaxing, hard 

to trust. Yes, it’s exciting, but not in all the right ways. 

These are three very disparate cars, and you could 

construct an argument for any of them to win. But 

despite that, despite the fact I usually have a deep  

and abiding love of beefy rear-drive AMGs, the GT 

finishes last. The other two are harder to separate, but 

in all honesty, if the god of road tests descended and 

told me I could drive away in one, it’d be the i8. I can’t 

tell you how much it surprises me to be putting a 

petrol-electric ahead of an AMG and a 911, but the 

BMW is not just a sporty hybrid, it’s a car that’s 

enthralling and mesmerising on so many levels. 

BMW i8
Price: £104,540  

(£110,520 as tested) 

Engine: 1499cc 3cyl turbo  

+ e-motor,  

357bhp @ 5800rpm,  

420lb ft @ 3700rpm

Performance:  

0–62mph in 4.4secs, 155mph vmax

Transmission: 8spd auto, 4WD

Economy: 113.0mpg, 59g/km CO2

Weight: 1560kg

PORSCHE 911 TURBO
Price: £120,598  

(£127,162 as tested) 

Engine: 3800cc bi-turbo flat six,  

513bhp @ 6500rpm,  

487lb ft @ 1950rpm

Performance:  

0–62mph in 3.2secs, 195mph vmax

Transmission: 7spd PDK, 4WD

Economy: 29.1mpg, 227g/km CO2

Weight: 1595kg

MERCEDES-AMG GT S
Price: £110,500  

(£146,795 as tested) 

Engine: 3982cc bi-turbo V8,  

503bhp @ 6250rpm,  

480lb ft @ 1750–4750rpm

Performance: 0–62mph in  

3.8secs, 193mph vmax

Transmission: 7spd AMG  

Speedshift DCT, RWD

Economy: 30.1mpg, 219g/km CO2

Weight: 1645kg



The 911 speaks, and 
it says: “I’d like a
 ‘P’, please Bob”

AMG out in front. 
Literally, not 

comparatively

THE RIVALS

“HOWEVER FAST IT IS, THE MERC WANTS 
TO BE GOING FASTER. IT’S AN ANGRY CAR”

T H E  O N E 
T H A T  G O T 

A W A Y

The Jaguar F-Type doesn’t take itself nearly  

so seriously as the AMG. This is the updated 

version, complete with electric power steering 

and 4WD – we tried very hard to incorporate  

it into the test (likewise a Nissan GT-R), but 

couldn’t make the dates work. Shame, as  

it would have done well.

It doesn’t have the same focus and control  

as the Merc, but it’s a bombastic machine –  

and 4WD has transformed its B-road abilities. 

You’ve got traction now, lots of it, so it’s  

less heart-in-mouth, but with 542bhp, still 

stupendously fast. Plus handsome of line and 

rowdy of exhaust. I’d have it ahead of the Merc...
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FERDINAND PIËCH

T H E  M A N  B E H I N D  T H E 
R I S E  O F  T H E  M A C H I N E S

TopGear delves into 

the enigma of the 

man responsible for 

the quattro, Veyron, 

XL1 and 917

WORDS: PAUL HORRELL / 

ILLUSTRATION:  PETER STRAIN
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increasing parts-purchasing volumes and reducing  
costs. At VW he immediately moved the Passat  
onto the same platform, having the same effect.

From that thinking came his biggest move, the  
one thing that should probably be inscribed on his 
monument stone: the MkIV Volkswagen Golf and the 
platform strategy that gave us all its relatives. The vast 
flowering of models, from the first TT to New Beetle  
to droves of Seats and Skodas. It meant huge cuts in  
costs and in engineering time. Instead, the money and 
effort could be poured into making better interiors and 
an even wider range of cars. It has become standard 
practice in multi-brand car companies.

Sometimes the press grumbled the Golf and its 
platform-mates were too similar, but Piëch believed  
he could grow the group overall by having more  
brands competing with each other. “Many rods catch 
more fish,” he used to say. Indeed, competition was the 
fuel for his fire. Not just with other car companies, but 
within the Volkswagen Group. He delighted in setting 
engineers from different divisions against each other, 
needling each into doing their best.

His leadership turned the VW Group around. But  
it wasn’t enough for him. He went on a buying spree, 
acquiring Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini and Scania. 
He wanted others too – Ducati and MAN trucks and 
Italdesign have been added since he has been chairman, 
and he had a go at getting Alfa Romeo too.

Most dramatically, he pulled the strings that ensured 
that VW took over Porsche. It was the conclusion  
of an epic power struggle between automotive names, 
different groups of managers and different factions of 
the Porsche dynasty. One result of that takeover is the 
Porsche Macan. Maybe you don’t think the Macan is 
ambitious enough. Well, how about the 918? 

But if you really want to see the extent of his ambition 
as an engineer, look at two cars from the opposite ends  
of the group’s range: the VW XL1 and the Bugatti 

Veyron. It was Piëch who laid the template for the 

G
enerally, the departure of car 
company chairmen is a matter for 
the ghetto of the business pages.  
It might slightly move the share 
price or affect the careers of the 
management underlings, but it’s of 
precious little concern to you and 

me. Ferdinand Piëch’s resignation, though, is something 
we all need to mark. Oh, sure, he was responsible for 
growing the Volkswagen Group into an enterprise for 
which 600,000 employees build 10 million cars a year,  
and accumulating mainstream and exotic brands like 
a stamp collection... but mostly it’s about the cars. 
Ferdinand Piëch has had more effect than pretty well 
anyone else on the cars of his company. And on his rivals. 

Why the fuss over Piëch’s departure? He wasn’t even 
the day-to-day CEO of the Volkswagen Group. Hadn’t 
been since 2002, though he had been CEO during some 
transformative years leading up to that. From 2002 until 
now he has actually been chair of the supervisory board, 
a German structure that oversees the main management 
board, but doesn’t directly run the company day-to-day. 
But you can be sure Piëch has been an extraordinarily 
powerful back-seat driver all those years.

So he’ll be missed. His commitment to engineering 
excellence, his brutal spirit of competition and his 
visionary outlook will see to that.

Let’s start with the engineering. His grandfather, 

Ferdinand Porsche, designed the Beetle and the 
Mercedes SSK, and his uncle started the Porsche 
sports-car company. Bit of a pedigree, then. An early 
personal project of his was to design the Porsche 917, 
one of history’s most successful and awesome racecars. 
But he bickered with his siblings and cousins, so they  
all agreed to come off the Porsche board. They kept 
sizeable shareholdings, though. Which wealth meant 
none of them ever needed to work again.

But Piëch immediately started an engineering 
consultancy. From this came the OM617 five-cylinder 
diesel engine for Mercedes-Benz. It was Merc’s first 
premium passenger-car diesel engine. A diesel. And a 
five-cylinder. Remember those things as we meander 
further through Piëch’s later career.

Before long, he was appointed chief engineer at  
Audi. This Volkswagen subsidiary was struggling in  
the shadow of Mercedes and BMW, despite having  
sprung out of Auto Union, the magnificent pre-war 
enterprise for which his grandfather, Ferdinand  
Porsche, had designed 16-cylinder GP engines. During  
the 20-year Piëch era – he later became Audi boss – the 
company introduced the five-cylinder petrol engine,  
the quattro, galvanised and then aluminium bodies, 
advanced low-drag shapes and world-leading diesels.  
Audi became a proper high-end player.

In 1993, he took on the job of running the whole 
Volkswagen Group. It was mortally wounded, close  
to bankruptcy. He set about using his engineering 
expertise to slash costs and improve the cars, most 
critically by his platform strategy.

I once asked him what had mattered most of all  
the things he’d done at Audi. He said it was moving the 
80, 90, 100 and 200 onto a common platform, hugely 

FERDINAND PIËCH

“ HE DELIGHTED SETTING 
ENGINEERS FROM 
DIFFERENT DIVISIONS 
AGAINST EACH OTHER”

IT’S IN  
THE GENES  

Ferdinand Porsche, 
Piëch’s grandfather, 

designed the original 
Beetle, among  

other landmark  
early German cars



Top: pit-lane 
fashion and the 
world’s greatest 
racing car – two of 
Piëch’s greatest 
achievements. 
Above right: MkIV 
Golf introduced 
platform sharing 
and increased cabin 
quality. Right/below: 
carbon-fibre engine 
bay and gull-wing 
doors part of the 
money-no-issue XL1 
hypermiler. Below 
left: Ur quattro – no 
explanation needed
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PORSCHE 
917

AUDI 
100

VW 
GOLF MkIV

BUGATTI 
VEYRON

At the time he retired from the CEO’s job to becoming 
the chair of the supervisory board, he told me that the 
Porsche 917 and the VW Phaeton were the highlights  
of his career. Er, the Phaeton? Why move Volkswagen  
so far upmarket? He smiled that slightly chilling smile  
of his: “There are not enough good big cars. And the  
few ones that are there, they earn too much. That’s  
the reason we are stepping in.” See, his competitive  
eye couldn’t stand rivals making fat profits. Actually,  
the Phaeton failed to sell (except now in China), but 
without it we wouldn’t have the Bentley Continental 
family. Another example of Piëch playing the longer  
game than he was credited for at the time.

Since he took over in 1993, the VW Group has grown 
to overtake GM and challenge Toyota as the world’s 
biggest carmaker. But now, Piëch, hitherto the arch 
politician, has stumbled. He tried to stab current VW 

Group CEO Martin Winterkorn in the back, and  
it’s unclear quite why – Winterkorn was always a Piëch 
protégé. But the rest of the Porsche family, and the state 
shareholders, and the unions (powerful there) backed 
Winterkorn. Piëch has been forced out.

How VW will change is unclear. Among its immense 
success, it has sore spots, possibly the result of being run 
by a tight team of management from remote northern 

“ VEYRON ENGINEERS 
WHO FAILED TO REACH 
HIS TARGETS WERE 
ABRUPTLY FIRED”

Veyron, and stated its power and top-speed numbers 
before a prototype had ever run. Rival car-company 
chiefs – and me, before I drove it – thought it a crazy, 
money-burning vanity project. But he pushed on. Veyron 
engineers who failed to reach his targets were abruptly 
fired along the way, but the end result was a triumph. 
Then came the XL1, another car of amazing audacity,  
a high-tech design aimed at reaching numbers (in 
economy not performance, this time) unmatched 
elsewhere. Piëch had watched over that project from the 
days it was a tiny one-seater carbon-fibre cigar-on-wheels.

T G  P I C K S  P I Ë C H ’ S  G R E A T E S T  H I T S

FERDINAND PIËCH

SUBLIME TO 
RIDICULOUS 

The Veyron was too 
well-engineered and 

too expensive to make, 
which never mattered; 

the Up is the same...  
but it does matter
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VW 
XL1

Ferdinand Piëch has an aristocratic bearing, 
as well as engineering in his genes. But his 
psychological terrain was surely forged by his 
dynastic situation: one of six siblings, and sire  
of 12 (by four different women).

Sibling and intergenerational rivalry 
strengthens the family, at least until it tears  
it apart. Competition is his driver. He openly  
said that a bit of friction and needle was needed 
to get best results. In his years as CEO of the 
Volkswagen Group, Piëch’s hallmark was to set 
rival teams of engineers to develop different 
solutions to the same problem, and to pit his 
brands one against the other. He would refer to 
the brands as the “daughter companies”. Looking 
back on the time he was given Audi to run, when  
it was a struggling VW subsidiary, he explained 
his motivation to me like this: “If you start in  
a poor daughter company, you must earn more 
than the mother company.”

He is, frankly, a pretty scary presence. For 
a start he has about as much small talk as a 
sideboard, though he does have a talent for 
mischievous comedy through understatement. 
Encounters with him are punctuated by long 
silences, finally broken by his precise vocal 
formulations. Ask a stupid question and you get  
a brief dismissal. Pique his interest, and he talks  
at length, his electric blue eyes fixed ahead.

People called him obsessed with the detail  
as well as the big picture. He once asked how  
many different cigarette lighters there were 
across the group’s cars. The answer came back  
at well over a dozen. He reduced it to two, and 
saved a fortune. Imagine what effect that  
thinking had across whole platforms.

It comes back to his family, of course. 
Engineering is in his genes. Anyone can think of a 
number. One litre of fuel per 100km? Sure. One 
thousand horsepower? Heck, yes. Difference was, 
Piëch could set these targets because he could 
conceive of them as reachable. He’d expect the 
company’s engineers to work to his own standards. 

No doubt that’s why his management style 
seemed despotic. He and a small cabal of 
managers ran the company. Anyone who couldn’t 
give him a fast and intelligent answer to one of his 
probing questions seldom lasted long in their job.

T H E  M A N 
B E H I N D 

T H E  M A N

Germany. The Up-Citigo-Mii is a good minicar for 
Europe, but too small and expensive for many huge  
new markets for which the group needs an entry car.  
A seven-seat SUV for the US is in development, but  
it was started too late. However, the current generation  
of management was appointed by Piëch, and, though 
those issues are being addressed, there’s no quick fix.  
The unions and local government probably supported 
Winterkorn against Piëch because they didn’t like  
Piëch’s cost-cuts that would have reduced local 
employment. Perhaps those forces didn’t like the 
craziness of the XL1 and Veyron. Certainly the 
institutional shareholders (for whom Piëch had  
little regard) didn’t either, so we’ll probably see fewer 
engineering extravagances from the group in future. 

But let’s not dwell on that. Let’s remember  
instead the amazing legacy of a true genius, an engineer  
of extraordinary breadth, and most of all one of the  
great car nuts. Hon.-Prof. Dr. techn. h. c. Dipl.-Ing. ETH 
Ferdinand Karl Piëch, TopGear salutes you.

Top: Piëch (above 
right) with Martin 
Winterkorn, the 
long-time protégé 
he recently tried 
to oust. Probably 
because Piëch 
wanted to elevate 
Porsche CEO 
Matthias Müller 
into Winterkorn’s 
position instead. 
Above: enormous 
and still-growing 
brands of VAG. 
Below: 918 named 
in honour of 
Piëch’s great racer





Where would you take two 

£150k twin-turbo cabriolets 

from Ferrari and Porsche? 

Monte Carlo? Portofino?  

Nah, welcome to Devon

WORDS:  OLLIE MARRIAGE / 

PICTURES:  MARK FAGELSON

SUPER CABS
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e were expecting a 

sunset, one of those 

soft, ripe ones, all 

satsuma sun and 

peach-skin sky. It’s 

why we made such 

haste across Exmoor, 

why we didn’t allow 

the salty tang of 

Braunton’s fish and 

chip shops to divert 

us, why we risked the 

tricky slipway down 

onto the beach at Saunton Sands. It had been a 

fresh, fragrantly beautiful day up on the moors, 

perfect weather for convertibles, and we were full of 

hope that we’d be able to watch God’s bright orange 

ping-pong ball bob about on a fiery sea, the perfect 

backdrop for our two seductively potent sports cars.  

Of course, as soon as twin-turbo engines got  

a scent of sea air, the cloud rolled in. Not the fluffy- 

bunny stuff, but the flat high-level kind that sucks 

out all the colour and warmth. It was like a 

Dementor had flown over Devon, and only Mark’s 

special camera filter could dispel the gloom. The 

Ferrari’s paintwork lost its ping, fading to murky 

brown; the Porsche looked like a 911-shaped fog 

patch. These are cars for beach-front living. Ideally 

the Costa Brava or Côte d’Azur, somewhere with 

cocktail bars and hip clubs rather than tea rooms 

and dog walkers, but if any car can bring a zingy 

slice of Mediterranean glamour to bus-tour  

Britain, it’s one that wears a Prancing Horse. 

This is the new California T, a thoroughly 

re-engineered take on the old one, although the 

basic format, layout and design remains the same: 

four seats inside, folding hard-top, front engine,  

rear-wheel drive, seven-speed double-clutch 

gearbox linking those fore and aft components. 

It’s the engine that’s got everyone talking, a 

3.9-litre twin-turbocharged V8, Ferrari’s first turbo 

motor since the F40. But this time it’s not been done 

for power and excitement reasons, more because 

that’s what legislation demands. And, yes, it uses  

15 per cent less fuel (although don’t for a moment 

believe the 24mpg claim – we got 18.5mpg on the 

200-mile motorway haul down from London, a scant 

12.4 on the tight stuff). But – and this is important, 

because it’s easily overlooked when you take in the 

boulevard lines – it’s also a proper turbo nut job.  

It is, in fact, as fast as the old F40. Almost precisely: 

both do 0–124mph in 11-point-something seconds. 

Four-wheel-drive traction enables this bonkers 

911 to snatch itself off the line even faster, but once 

moving, there’s barely a fag paper in it for pace. So, 

the 911. It’s a Turbo S Cabrio with PDK gearbox. In 

white. With a red leather interior. It is everything 

that 911 purists hate about 911s: the laggy engine 

response, the muted noise, the corrupted steering, 

the wobbly chassis, the silly money. It’s so reviled 

it’s practically a Panamera. 

I don’t disagree with any of that. There is a  

bit of structural shake – more than in the Ferrari, 

certainly – the steering doesn’t dance like a RWD- 

only car’s, the engine does take a moment to pick 

itself up, and blows so riotously hard through  

the mid-range that you never need to go beyond 

5,000rpm, or have the brain space to think about  

the sound it’s emitting. Oh, and have you heard  

the one about Porsche charging £150,000 for an 

option-less 911? Not a joke, sadly. 

But here’s the thing. The 911 operates at a very 

high level indeed. Ridiculously high. So even if  

you chuck in a few dynamic issues, a high price  

and an, ahem, curious spec, you’re still left with  

W
Cali’s black wheels look

 small in the arches. 
Also cost £3,552 

Crackle red finish? Can
only be a Ferrari. V8 sits 

well back in engine bay



“ THE CALIFORNIA T HAS 
THE FIRST FERRARI TURBO 
MOTOR SINCE THE F40”

SUPER CABS

In search of glamorous 
nightlife options in 

deepest Devon
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a fearsomely desirable car. The perfect foil to the 

Ferrari, in fact, given their identical power outputs 

and that both tread a line that encompasses both 

roof-down flounce and black-top attack. 

We’re parked up on the beach, greyness has 

arrived and while Mark rifles through his bags for 

the Insta-Sunshine filter, we’ve got the opportunity 

to kick the tyres. The Porsche is a remarkable  

piece of packaging. Look how small its rear end  

is compared with the Ferrari’s, then realise that 

engine, gearbox, driven axle and roof mechanism 

are all packaged in there. It’s shorter, narrower and 

lower, but somehow crafts way more space for those 

confined to the back seats. You sit low, the cabin is 

unfussy, it hits all the ergonomic metrics and makes 

you want to drive – if only to avoid having to look at 

the leather for a moment longer. 

Nothing smells like a Ferrari. Even with the  

roof down, the pungent whiff of pampered cow  

hide gives the California a richness, a luxury, that’s 

quite beyond the 911. You can also see it in the depth 

of the paint, the beautifully rendered badge, even 

the elegant, symmetrical installation of the engine. 

Think what you like about the way the Ferrari looks, 

but the detail, the finish, is sublime. 

Apart from the wind deflector. Clearly this 

slipped through the quality-control net. In the 

Porsche, you press a button and it emerges from  

the rear bulkhead in a way that makes you marvel at 

the rigour of German engineering, but the Ferrari’s 

requires assembly. Four pieces of plastic that have  

to be puzzled over, clipped together, the whole then 

slotted into place. It’s a pointless faff, and anyway 

cabin turbulence isn’t that bad with the roof down. 

SUPER CABS

“WHERE THE 
CALIFORNIA IS 

COY, THE PORSCHE 
WALLOPS IN  

WITH... TURBO ”

Erecting the Cali’s wind
 block took five minutes.

911’s took five seconds

You’re looking at two 
ridiculously fast cars.  

Cali is as fast as F40
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You sit higher in the Ferrari, the driving position 

more GT-ish by dint of the front engine. You’ve got  

a lot of car ahead of you, the A-pillars are thick and 

wide and the hardcore mount-everything-on-the-

steering-wheel approach jars a little. We also have 

Apple’s CarPlay system. This barely has any more 

functionality than a standard USB plug-in that you 

run through your infotainment screen. Apple’s maps 

are better than Ferrari’s, and it can read out your 

text messages. For this, Ferrari sees fit to charge 

£2,400. But then this is the firm that charges £7,104 

for the Rosso California paint and £4,032 for front 

and rear parking cameras, so you pays your money… 

There’s a new dial between the air vents that  

has a touch-sensitive ring allowing you to cycle 

through a whole load of turbo info, from available 

response to boost pressure. It’s a gimmick, but one 

that makes clear Ferrari isn’t ashamed it’s gone 

down the turbo route. 

It’s not ashamed, because it’s done a tremendous 

job. This is the right car to start with, of course, a 

car where the demands and expectations are lower 

than in, say, the 488 GTB, but all the same, it’s a 

peachy motor. Ferrari has realised that you don’t 

need to let the turbos give maximum blow as early 

as possible, that it’s good to give drivers a reason  

to hold on for high revs. The Cali is torque-limited  

in every gear bar seventh, the engineers have played 

with the delivery, tinkered with the torque, and the 

car is more exciting as a result. Ferrari is good at 

engines, and this is a good Ferrari engine. 

There’s less inertia than in the 911, it’s faster-

revving, cleaner-breathing, better-sounding, more 

exciting. It’s behaviour is more natural than forced 

induction, the turbos not allowed to play too much 

of a role. Earlier, pointing towards the west as the 

sun fell through the sky, prow framing Exmoor,  

the V8 was majestic, roiling and wailing across the 

landscape. It felt good. Bet I looked a right cock.

The Porsche is more guttural, the flat-six leaning 

more heavily on the turbos for assistance, but turn 

everything up to max, engage Sport Plus and it’s  

a total weapon. Where the Ferrari is content to be  

coy, to tease a little, the Porsche just wallops right  

in with… TURBO. It’s exciting alright, a proper 

unsubtle, gale-force blaze of power and acceleration, 

but it’s too dominant, more difficult to meter out 

precisely, whacking great dollops of thrust available 

anywhere across the rev range. 

But the Porsche’s chassis? Well, that’s a different 

matter. You sit low, making you more aware of the 

Under the skin the
 Ferrari is actually

a Transformer
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COUPES COUPES

A bit gaudy for Devon?
911 and Cali tackle 
Countisbury Hill
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911’s low centre of gravity. It keys you into the road 

and never tries to distance you from mechanical 

goings-on. It’s earthy and connected. 

The Ferrari meanwhile has light, sharp steering; 

light, sharp brakes; and a light, sharp throttle.  

It’s too much – the responses feel false, forced, 

distancing you from the actual sensations. As  

a result, the way it gets itself along B-roads is 

effortless, it gathers speed, sweeps round corners, 

consumes roads – but you don’t find yourself 

engaged in proceedings. Instead, you look down  

and are always, always shocked by how fast you’re 

travelling. The Ferrari is intent on doing the job  

for you, but making the responses sharp in an 

attempt to convince you that you’re doing the  

work. It feels what it is: slightly artificial.

Where the Cali seems to say “Sit back, let me 

show you how we do this”, the 911 is more “Want to 

go faster? We can go faster. We can always go faster.” 

It wants to charge, but leaves the decision with you. 

That’s part of Porsche’s genetic make-up. The genius 

of the 911 is that it incorporates this with low-speed 

manners and long-range comfort. Yes, tyre noise  

is rowdier than it should be, the short-travel 

suspension is abrupt in comparison with the  

Cali’s, and I reckon the low-slung cockpit is more  

of a hassle for those in the target age group, but  

it never fidgets or fights, and any scuttle shake is 

contained in an instant. Traction? Grip? Both stellar. 

The balance in the chassis, the steering, the oneness 

of it all, is something the Ferrari can’t emulate. 

For two days solid, I found myself getting out  

of the Ferrari nodding in appreciation, admiring  

the achievement, adoring the engine, but only one 

handling aspect – the faintly ridiculous turn-in grip 

– actually stuck with me. It’s a majestic, aloof car. 

The ride may be a little brittle, but by and large it 

succeeds at its principal aim; to tackle every road 

with style and panache. But the California is so 

intent on looking good, it forgets about the driver. 

The Porsche never does. That should be enough 

to earn it an easy victory here – and it does win, it is 

the one I’d have, it’s way, way better than the purists 

give it credit for. But I have to admit a £150k 911 is 

not the sweet spot of the range (see page 80 for the 

answer to that), despite the power, speed, physicality 

and sheer togetherness of the whole package. 

The Ferrari has the greater sense of occasion. If 

you’re the type of person who likes driving with one 

arm resting on the door top, you’ll be happier here, 

and although massively expensive when optioned up, 

£150k here feels like money more sensibly deployed. 

It is a very, very good car, the California, exactly the 

car it needs to be to appeal to its audience, I suspect 

(in fact, I’d argue that in this market sector, Ferrari 

knows its buyer better than Porsche). Trouble is, 

that’s an audience you’re more likely to find on the 

Côte d’Azur than in deepest Devon. 

SUPER CABS

“THE CALI IS SO 
INTENT ON LOOKING 
GOOD, IT FORGETS 

ABOUT THE DRIVER”

Both cars have ceramic
stoppers. Porsche’s
are better to use

Even though this 
Porsche 911 costs 
£150k, it’s not The One
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blood. A move to strengthen accusations that bragging 
rights are only part of the story, that stopping the watch as 
sharpish as possible isn’t actually the prime target. Publicity is. 

“I took a rental car and a full day of tourist lap tickets,” 
Gené tells me. “I asked, ‘Can you give me a couple of days to 
myself?’ and I bought a lot of tickets and did laps and laps 
and laps. As many as I could. I was filling the tank, five laps, 
filling the tank, five laps.

“It’s like playing golf: every day, you can do something 
better at the Nordschleife. You need a minimum of five  
days to get up to speed; most circuits, it’s around an hour.”

It seems a roundabout way of acquiring your record-
slaying driver, but then Gené himself became privy to the 
prime motivation behind an escapade like this. “Some 
things I was asking for couldn’t go on a road car. My idea for 

the diff setting was from a racer, fully locked, but for a 

N
ever swerve around animals. That’s 
what we’re told. But at this sort of 
speed, the unsuspecting little bird  
in front of us gives Jordi Gené little 
choice but to deviate if the Seat Leon 
Cupra ST he’s manhandling is to 
remain unscathed.

Gené is taking me on as full-bore a Nürburgring lap as 
my passenger-seat ballast allows. Had our winged friend 
skipped onto the most famous toll road in the world when 
Gené was alone, aiming for a sub-eight-minute lap time in 
order to best the Audi RS4 Avant’s ‘fastest estate’ record, it 
would have possibly undone all the Spaniard’s hard work in 
the six minutes beforehand. That’s how fine the margins are 
when you’re trying to wrestle a fast lap out of a front-wheel-
drive car. And that makes riding shotgun on a barely tamed 
lap quite the double-edged sword. 

Seeing the effort and bravery that Gené must pour  
into the victorious 7:58 he clocks later in the day makes  
a banal set of numbers come to life. Numerous times, the 
Leon leaves the ground, lands with a shimmy then charges 
into a corner on the brakes, rear end lightening before its 
electronically controlled diff does a fine job of pulling us  
out the other side. This is a car on its ragged edge, showing 
its ability to later dethrone the RS4 with a time the Nissan 
Skyline GT-R was lauded for in the not-too-distant past.

The technicalities of the day are simple, the car  
swapping to new tyres and brakes every few laps and 
carrying a minimal nine-litre fuel load when it’s being 
timed. But if it needs to be driven so committedly, margins 
so fine that record attempts are won and lost with a 1mph- 
variance in corner exit speed, where’s the relevance for 
normal drivers? People whose only real chance of driving 
the Nordschleife consists of a €27 tourist lap, surrounded by 
other cars, shrugging off insurance grey areas and missing  
a vmax-scraping blast down the Döttinger Höhe straight? 
What is the point of a Nürburgring record?

It’s a question that’s been posed a lot in the past decade. 
Records here have been traded for much longer, of course, 
but nowadays every manufacturer seeking kudos in Europe 
tests even its most prosaic models here. Whether 
intentional or not – though I suspect the former – it’s all 
done before the glare of copious camera lenses. And if the 
development of your latest performance car is hitting or 
surpassing its targets, why not whip the stopwatch out and 
turn your development programme into tasty marketing?

That’s exactly what happened when the Leon Cupra  
was being benchmarked against its hot-hatch rivals here  
18 months ago, Gené driving the then-prototype Leon 
alongside the Focus ST, Golf GTI and Megane RS.

“It looked competitive, so the project of hitting the 
record started in earnest,” he tells me. The Leon was 
outdoing the Megane Trophy’s then 8:08 FWD record,  
so Seat’s development team was set a sub-eight target.

Seat has been honing all manner of cars at the ’Ring for 
18 years. Its test drivers could sleepwalk it if they had to.  
On a circuit amassing just shy of 13 miles and comprising  
73 corners – many totally blind – experience is as big a 
benefactor as technique. But instead, 
Gené, whose ’Ring resumé barely 
comprised a dozen laps, was chosen for 
his marketable name and Spanish 

‘Standard’ car pre 
Nürburgring jaunt. 
Note lack of vomit

SEAT vs ’RING



“NOWADAYS, EVERY 
CARMAKER SEEKING 

KUDOS IN EUROPE 
TESTS EVEN ITS MOST 

PROSAIC MODELS  
AT THE ’RING”

New tyres and fuel every 
few laps. The secret 

to record times...

Seat chases ’Ring times
to emphasise it’s sportier
than Volkswagen...

Want an example of Nürburgring times boggling 

minds? Look no further than the McLaren P1, 

and the anticipation for its 2013 scuffle with its 

hybrid hypercar rival, the Porsche 918 Spyder.

Porsche bared all first, the 918 looking 

composed as it clocked 6:57 at the hands of 

sports-car racer Marc Lieb. Three months later, 

it was McLaren’s turn. The P1? “Sub-seven 

minutes” with chief test driver Chris Goodwin 

as pilot. Nothing more specific, and with the 

time described as the P1’s “final development 

objective”, closing the book on the project  

while opening a rankled discussion.

Conspiracy theories came thick and fast.  

At one end, it had lost to the coolly driven  

918 while on its ragged edge. At the other, a 

lap time in the 6:30s had led McLaren to take 

the moral high ground and avoid fuelling a 

dangerous game of poker. Nearly 18 months 

later, we’re still none the wiser.

Porsche is no stranger to duels here,  

of course, the 911 Turbo’s long-term spat  

with the Nissan GT-R being infamous. They’ve 

traded blows – on track and via verbal PR – since 

the big Nissan’s arrival in 2007, its 7:19.10 now  

the low watermark, if we discount the bat-shit 

Nismo version. 

Accusations surrounding fair play (or 

lack of it) were thrown around, while newer 

versions of each car have lopped seconds off 

their predecessors to keep the fight up to date. 

Updates to the story only serve to swell the 

GT-R mystique, though, while reminding us  

that Porsche has another 911 variant out.

A curious footnote, though, comes from a 

recent quote from Andreas Preuninger – Mr 

GT3 RS – describing chasing ’Ring records as 

a “rat race”, and saying that it’s more important 

people have fun with the 991 version. Didn’t 

stop Porsche from lapping it at 7:20, though…

Lap times on ice 
as much use as 

’Ring times: discuss

L I E S ,  D A M N  L I E S  
A N D  C O N S P I R A C I E S
SEEMS THE NÜRBURGRING 

JUST CAN’T HELP BUT  

BE CONTROVERSIAL...



“It can be raining in the morning, snowing at midday  
and sunny in the afternoon.” Given the circuit’s scale, one 
lap could feature all three, while the cold air that enlivens 
turbocharged engines like the Leon’s also ekes away vital 
grip. Naturally, rival cars are never timed on the same day.

And drivers? The only consistency comes when a 
manufacturer returns to the ’Ring, like Seat and Gené 
have with this Leon Cupra estate. And some people can’t 
even agree on where exactly a lap should start and finish.

It’s the complete lack of consistency – and the starker 
absence of any sort of official governing body watching the 
clocks – that makes comparing lap times here a fool’s errand, 
in some eyes. While it may seem partisan to bring it up, the 
one place in the world you’ll find regularity is at Dunsfold 
Park, and the laps set by The Stig. Some Sunday-night 
silliness has been taken to heart by manufacturers and 
spectators seeking a benchmark time where driver 
experience and track layout don’t vary, and soggy  
weather conditions are properly acknowledged.

“ IT CAN BE RAINING 
IN THE MORNING, 
SNOWING AT NOON 
AND SUNNY IN  
THE AFTERNOON”

day-to-day basis it’s too radical. We did many 
kilometres to find a balance of what could go on the 
road car, while giving us some time here.”

Seat was adamant it would set a lap time with a five-
seat Leon not asking of everyday compromise. And it 
did: the 7:58.40 announced in March 2014 took 10 
seconds off Renault’s contemporary record. Though its 
ripping out of the aircon didn’t immediately emerge, 
and had to be justified with an identical, aircon-free 
performance pack that few customers actually specify.

A stern test of Seat’s keenness to stay practical 
arrived mere months later. RenaultSport’s latest 
Megane – the two-seat, rollcaged and sticky tyred 
Trophy-R – recorded a 7:54.36 in May 2014, in rather 
vaguely summarised “mixed weather conditions”.

And here the can of worms is prised open further. 
Deep in the Eifel Mountains, the ’Ring 

hosts a very eclectic climate, something 
Gené himself admits is a major factor.

The Leon on a record 
run. Ready a new set 
of tyres, chaps

THE GREEN HELL’S REGISTER 

OF FAST AND FABULOUS

T H E  L A P  T I M E
R E C O R D S

0 : 0 6 : 1 1
STEFAN BELLOF’S 
pole-snaring lap at the 1983 
1,000km of the Nürburgring 
remains the circuit’s benchmark.

0 : 0 6 : 4 8
RADICAL SR8 LM
Numberplates mean it holds the 
road car record, though not in 
everyone’s eyes.

0 : 10 : 0 8
FORD TRANSIT
’Ring Queen Sabine Schmitz 
tried to dip vans under the  
ten-minute mark for TGTV  
in 2005. Failed (just).

0 : 0 8 : 1 4
RANGE ROVER  
SPORT SVR
The quickest SUV around the 
’Ring, its 542bhp seemingly 
able to cancel out 2,335kg.

0 : 0 7 : 5 9
NISSAN SKYLINE GT-R
R33 version of the GT-R took 
road cars under the eight-
minute milestone in ’95.

0 : 0 7 : 5 4
RENAULT MEGANE 
TROPHY-R
Third Megane to hold FWD lap 
honours; could the new Civic 
Type-R oust it?

0 : 0 6 : 5 7
PORSCHE 918 SPYDER
Marc Lieb-piloted 918 is the 
leader for road cars with roofs 
and windows.



Nürburgring has plenty 
of elevation. And lots 

of blind bends...

Chasing a pointless time
around the ’Ring, or a 

marketing coup?

The Nürburgring opened in June 1927, designed 
from the outset to play the role of both test track  
and race circuit. The Nordschleife (north loop), 
pictured here, is its most famous layout, with 73 
corners (33 left, 40 right) and a 300m gap  
between its highest and lowest points.

SEAT vs ’RING

N Ü R B U R G R I N G 
LOCATION: Germany

LENGTH: 12.93 miles

START/FINISH
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Ford agrees, though, its performance car boss  
Jamal Hameedi claiming it’d need to develop its cars  
at five different tracks to match the variety of the 
Nordschleife. But until there’s an official governing  
body for lap times, he’s not interested in public timing.

Honda, on the other hand, made ’Ring honours a 
development priority of its new Civic Type-R. After 
setting a decidedly suspect 7:50.6 in a roll-caged and 
stripped car, we expect a more plausible time in 
something less controversial in the future. If a regularly 
appointed Civic topped 7:58, Seat’s new best time here 
thanks to the Leon ST’s hatch-beating aero, would Seat 
come back? “Yes, we would like to,” Schawe admits.

It often poses more questions than it answers, the 
Green Hell. It’s also sparked plenty of fisticuffs among  
the online keyboard warriors. But those enthusiasts who 
shrug off the authenticity and relevance of lap times are 
still discussing them, still keeping an eye on the most 
debated lapboard in the motoring world to fuel their ire. 
And as long as its numbers keep ticking round, so surely 
will the publicity machine for the cars it’s timing.

But, then, Dunsfold doesn’t pervade the dramatic aura 
of a circuit longer than most commutes, one which dips 
and dives its way through forestry with minimal run-off  
or margin for error, and a casualty list to back that up. 
Conquering your rivals here can be as much about the balls 
required for victory as the numbers totted up in doing so.

In fact, just one per cent of Seat’s development work  
is carried out here, “the final flourish of fine tuning” in  
the words of Sven Schawe, head of the Cupra programme. 
Yet it encapsulates the whole thing as far as public eyes see. 
“The ’Ring is the most important race circuit,” he states. 

Which perhaps explains why people keep coming back. 
And if you’re wondering how the Leon can get the better  
of a 4WD, 150bhp-healthier Audi, Gené and Schawe tell me 

every 15kg stripped from a car can yield around one second 
on track. So why don’t they go gunning for the Megane’s 
FWD crown with a stripped-out special?

“It is all philosophy,” Schawe says. “We don’t want to 
do cars you can only use on the track. Remove the rear 
seats and the acoustics and we could save weight, and 
drive some seconds faster here, that is no problem,” he 
admits. “We have a car like this ready in the garage and 
we made some tests with it, but we decided not to release 
this type of car.” The reason? No market is seen for it…

The point of the ’Ring then? For Seat, as the only member 
of the mainstream VW empire to publicly go record-hunting 
here, it gives credence to its role as the sporty member of the 
group. And for all manufacturers, it appears to be the blanket 
way to declare, ‘We care how our cars handle.’ According to 
Gené, it serves up all the elements to ensure they actually do 
too. “All important brands test their cars here. High speed, 
low speed, bumps, jumps. It’s so complex, different asphalts 
and corner conditions everywhere. When a car goes well 
here, I’m sure it goes well everywhere in the world.” Some – 
Mr James May included – will likely argue the contrary.

Seat breaks the record. 
And beats many hot 
Audis in the process

LEXUS LFA  
NÜRBURGRING EDITION
10bhp extra, quicker gearchanges, stiffer 
suspension, a fixed wing. Oh, and comes 
with a one-year pass for the Green Hell.

“ CONQUERING RIVALS AT THE 
’RING IS AS MUCH ABOUT 
COURAGE AS NUMBERS”

SEAT vs ’RING

TRADING OFF THE NÜRBURGRING PIG’S HEAD IS A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS. EVERYTHING FROM A TOYOTA 

COROLLA TO AN ASTON VANTAGE HAS GAINED AN N-BRANDED EDITION. HERE ARE THREE OF THE BESTT H E  S P E C I A L S

RENAULT MEGANE R26.R
No Nürburgring in its name, but it 
extrovertly traded off its then-FWD 
record of 8m17s. Gaudiness happily 
backed up with exceptional talent.

NISSAN SKYLINE GT-R NÜR
The R34 Skyline bowed out in 2002 with 
an über-desirable special dedicated to its 
surrogate home. R35 picked up the GT-R 
’Ring baton seven years later.
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These sort of achievements however, 
weren’t exactly front of mind back in the 
days of those very first shows. In fact, I 
distinctly remember the most pressing 
issue on the morning of show one was not 
world domination, but how to position the 
Mazda6 in front of the cameras on account 
of Jim, one of the researchers, having 
backed it into a lamp post on his way to the 
studio. Still, at least the car was there, 
which was more than could be said for the 
Saab we’d tried to film the week before, 
when Hammond and the film crew had 
been left staring at an empty parking space 
because Rowland, another researcher, had 
taken it to go and visit his relatives. 

We were without doubt back then, 
completely cock-arsed. Take our genius 
plan to make lap times for the cars fair and 
equal. This was Britain – what if it rained? 
What if it was sunny? How could we create 
a level playing field each week? I know,  
let’s wet the track in certain places to make 
it a bit wet and a bit dry? So we got two 
massive bowsers to spew their contents 
onto the track, and were baffled to discover 
that a) they only managed to cover a tiny 
portion of Hammerhead, and b) tracks dry 
quickly on a sunny day. This was before we 
even remembered that rain, when the real 
stuff comes, doesn’t drop just in neat 
sections of one’s choosing. 

Still, at least Operation Wet Certain Bits 
of The Track to Match Rainfall That Doesn’t 
Actually Behave Like That Anyway would 
have made the studio audience laugh, which 
wasn’t exactly happening in the studio. 

The main problem there was that  
the audience would turn up at say, 2pm, 
then stand on their feet, in a hangar that 
we’d either forgotten to heat up or cool 
down, for hour after hour while the 
presenters tried to record their links.  
We had no autocue so each piece required 
about 98 takes, and Jason Dawe bore the 
brunt of it with his lengthy and wordy 
Used Car News section. 

Today, a pair of tickets to watch the 
show can fetch 10 grand at a charity 
auction but back then, by 8pm, when we 
still hadn’t finished recording, I used to 
have to bar the exit door and plead with 
people to stay: “No, I understand you have 
to get home to your dinner and families 

The missing part  

of the TG puzzle 

arrived in the shape 

of James May
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“WE SEARCHED AND 
EVENTUALLY CAME UP 
WITH JUST THE THIRD 

MAN: JAMES MAY”
but, sadly, Jason wasn’t working out as a 
presenter, so we decided we’d let him go  
at the end of the first series. For a while, 
for some reason I cannot fathom, the BBC 
Management had a wobble about Richard 
staying, and in their usual, classic HR style 
said to him in December: “We may not 
want you back for the second series, but, 
anyway, have a good Christmas.”

There was no doubt though that 
Richard would stay, so we were looking  
for a third man. It was about this time  
we had another visit from the BBC 
Meddling Department, who told us  
that market research showed our show  
was attracting young, lifestyle, trendy 
viewers to BBC2, so perhaps we should 
think about getting a young, lifestyle, 
trendy presenter. Ever keen to assist,  
we searched high and low and eventually 
came up with just the man: James May. 

His hair looked like it had been lowered 
on by a trainee helicopter pilot and his 
shirts were clearly styled by toddlers,  
but since we didn’t have (and from the 
on-screen evidence clearly never ever had)  
a wardrobe budget, there was nothing much 
we could do in the sartorial department. 

THE PRESENTERS When Jason Dawe and his 
secondhand news left, James May and his 
questionable shirts and floppy hair arrived 

and warmth and a chair, but please please 
stay for another half hour while Jason nails 
that story about secondhand Citroens.” 

However, in among all these hamfisted 
goings-on, something was starting to click. 
For starters, the new directors had brought 
in fresh cameramen and editors who raised 
the quality of the pictures and the music  
to another level. Then you had people  
like Jim who, when not backing cars into 
things, unleashed his weird lateral brain  
to brilliant effect. “Everyone jumps a 
motorbike over buses, but let’s see how 
many bikes a bus can jump,” was one of his 
early and superbly pointless suggestions. 
He then got carried away trying to find a 
bear that could drive an automatic, 

switching to a monkey when the bear 
option didn’t work out, but the TV animal 
handler lady screamed down the phone at 
him that she’d prosecute us if we dared put 
a primate in a car. Whenever she drew 
breath mid-rant, Jim tried to stress that 
the monkey wouldn’t have to worry about 
changing gear and said he was a big fan of 
the PG Tips adverts, which made her even 
more angry, so we ditched that and on to 
more important issues, such as Can a 
Granny do a Donut and What Toupees 
Work Best in a Convertible. 

The combination of high-brow  
science like this, sexy films and a slowly 
improving studio started to bring us a 
decent audience of around three million, 
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enough to recognise something when it 
worked and then flog it to death. 

Some stuff, though, did come as a  
result of hard brainstorming. It had to 
because, unlike say, Wife Swap or The 

Apprentice, the contents of which were 
shaped by a disciplined format, we would 
start each series with a blank sheet of 
paper. We knew there would be cars and 
bad shirts and a Stig, but beyond that 
bugger all. Luckily there was enough 
brilliant brainpower around to keep  
the new strands coming. It was Series 
Four, I think, before we did our first big 
race, the DB9 to Monaco, and it wasn’t 
until Series Eight that we attempted our 
first TopGear engineering projects, with 
the amphibious cars. 

If some ideas didn’t work out, we’d  
just ditch them and move on. TopGear  
Dog for example. Great idea at the time,  
but it either lay in a coma or ran around 
being completely mental. I think she’s 
currently living out her retirement in 
Hammond’s house somewhere. 

What I never had to worry about were 
the words coming out of the presenters’ 
mouths. Any producer would be blessed  
to have those three. They would set off  
on a road trip, no script, just a few bullet 
points in their heads, and riff away like 
mates. At some point we gave them control 
of the On/Off switch for their in-car 
cameras, which was a mistake because 
Christ do they go on, but so much of  
their drivelly banter was gold. 

All of this high-end content came 
wrapped up in a wonderful authenticity 
that for me was the genuine expression of 
reality television. When in Bolivia James 
said to Hammond “You running into the 
back of me stopped being funny three 
series ago,” he meant it, and the viewers 
got that. When Hammond is throwing up 
on that sinking boat in the race to Oslo, he 
really is throwing up because the daft sod 
had had a skinful on the ferry the night 
before. When they got hurt – Jeremy 
knackering his shin driving his truck 

through a brick wall, James smacking his 
head open in Syria – the blood and 
pain was for real. Obviously, though, 
there was one event when the pain got 
a bit too real, an event that began with 
Hammond walking into the office one 
day and saying “I’d like to go really 
f*****g fast this series,” and ended 
with him on life-support in a coma. 

None of us, for as long as we live, 
will forget that day when the tyre  
on his jet car blew at 288mph and  
he pitched over into the world’s 

However, like Jeremy, James’s print 
background had given him a shrewd and 
witty eye on the car world, and he and 
Hammond bonded well. Their favourite 
game was eBay Roulette, which involved 
getting bladdered, going on the said 
consumer site and putting in a bid for  
a shockingly cheap old crock, then going  
to bed and waking up to see if you’d won. 

The other good thing about James  
was that on nearly all issues motoring,  
he agreed with Jeremy on absolutely 
nothing; and if you think Jeremy can  
stick with his opinion, he is a mere  
striplet of corn blowing in the wind 
compared with the stubbornness of May. 

With our trio now complete, the 
growing of the show could begin. In our 
heads we were making a car show for car 

dweebs, but as Series Four went to Five went 
to Six, we realised that the actual growing 
was sprouting in directions we hadn’t 
reckoned on. Kids were watching, grannies 
were watching, and if I’d had a quid for 
everybody who said “I’m not into cars but  
I like watching your show,” I could have 
afforded to stop making the show. 

At one point, the Meddling Department 
arrived bearing more news from the outside 
world. Nearly half of our audience, they now 
declared, was female. Before they had a 
chance to follow that up with the inevitable 
suggestion to get a woman presenter, we 
shooed them out and carried on. 

At first, I couldn’t work out why so 
many girls were watching, because, let’s 
face it, those three walking down the 
street are hardly going to be mistaken for 
Westlife, but then you realise that girls 
love men who are funny, who are a bit 
nerdy-passionate about their thing, and 
who don’t actually try and be attractive.  
I think they also probably looked at their 
partner on the sofa, Stella can resting on 
his beer baby, looked back at the telly and 
thought “I haven’t done so badly after all.” 

Obviously the kids were there for the 
Lamborghinis and the stunts, which had 
now grown from a bald man with a bad  
wig in a convertible to playing darts with 
cars, sending a Mini down a ski jump  
and trying to launch a Reliant Robin into 
space. I believe kids also loved the fact  
that Richard, James and Jeremy, besides 
having the same mental age as them, are 
intrinsically unfair and mean to each other, 
just as kids can be in the playground. 

As the audience grew in number and 
type, so did the size of the Complaints Bag, 
with more and more angry letters landing 
on my desk demanding that we stop arsing 
about and get back to doing proper tests of 

sensible cars for real people. We made  
a Wall of Complaints as a home for the  
best and most vitriolic ones, and Jeremy’s 
response was to invent the fictional 
character Mr Needham, who would  
write in every week, demanding the  
said sensible test of a sensible car,  
and then we’d give him the Fiesta 
attempting a beach assault with a  
company of Marines. Every problem, 
basically, was dealt with in as daft a way  
as possible. Perry, our lovely black-suited 
Stig, asked for a massive pay rise so clearly 
he had to go, and hence he met his demise 
off the end of an aircraft carrier. 

 Looking back, I wouldn’t say we  
were clever enough to plan all the good 
things that happened. Some stuff was  
just a happy accident. We went to Florida 
and Alabama to make a 25-minute film 
about buying your own hire cars, then 
when we got back found we’d accidentally 
shot enough stuff for an hour, and that’s 
how the Specials were born. 

I think another seminal moment  
in the Hall of Happy Accidents was the 
£1,500 Porsches film. That began as a 
small road trip to see how good a cheap 
Porsche would be, but when Jeremy’s 928 
conked out just over a mile from the start 
line, his genius editorial brain realised that 
crap cars breaking down was going to give 
us more entertaining telly than brand-new 
ones that worked. Hence we started doing 
cheap car challenges, with the highlight 
probably being James’s Lamborghini 
actually turning up to the start of the film, 
on an AA loader, having broken down 
before we’d even started filming. 

Another happy accident was the  
Cool Wall, which came about simply 
because we wanted something in style 
terms to talk to Trinny and Susannah 
about when they came on the show. 
Bottom line, we were too thick to think  
up these things from scratch, but smart 

“ WE WEREN’T 
CLEVER ENOUGH 
TO PLAN ALL THE 
GOOD THINGS 
THAT HAPPENED”

The Cool Wall, 

The Star in a 

Reasonably Priced 

Car and, of course 

The Stig. Essential 

TG elements
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fastest-ever car crash. Part of me thinks 
that boy survived only because he is just  
so tough. He really is a human Honey 
badger; who else would be riding a dog 
sleigh to the magnetic North pole just six 
months after he woke up in a brain injuries 
unit thinking he was Admiral Nelson? 

While Hammo was recovering, the 
accident itself had propelled this pokey 
little car show onto the world stage, and 
for a while our audiences in the UK alone 
were hitting eight million a week, but  
soon the window shoppers moved on  
and we settled down to life with the 
genuine followers. And, by the way, when 
Hammond crashed, there were three 
racing drivers who took the trouble to find 
the number for the office and ring up to 
send their best wishes. I will appreciate 
that for ever, so thank you, Eddie Irvine, 
Jacques Villeneuve and James Toseland. 

On the subject of surviving, anyone 
who works on any TV show constantly 
plays the guessing game of how long the 
show itself will last, when will the numbers 
start to drop, how many series will you 
manage before the bosses pull the plug. In 
2002, I estimated we’d be around for five, 
then a year later I upped my guess to 10 
series. In the end, we managed 22, the 
viewing figures were still strong, and I’d 
given up the guessing game because in TV 
terms, we were now in uncharted waters. 
Sure there are programmes like Have I Got 

News For You that have been around for 
longer, but they replenish their stocks by 
drawing on what’s happening in the news 
each week. We, on the other hand, had to 
come up with new stuff all the time, 
because, with the best will in the world, 
you can’t survive on road testing the new 
Golf, and I can’t think of another show 
that followed that path so well for so long. 

Partly it’s down to the genius of the 
presenters, who were ideas men just as 
much as they were gobs on sticks; partly it’s 
down to the researchers and producers who 
came up with many great thoughts and 
worked so hard their hourly rate was 
probably the same as a Vietnamese child 
labourer. Partly it’s down to the arts and 
crafts boys – the directors, cameramen, 
soundmen, editors, graders, dubbing mixers 
– and partly it’s down to all the backroom 
mob: the mechanics, the runners, the 
coordinators, the lot. Many brilliant people. 

As I say, we set out to make a nice  
little show for car dweebs and ended up 
somewhere else, somewhere we never 
dreamed we’d be. And because we never 
planned it, I don’t think we’ll see the like 
of it ever again. 

THE £1,500 
PORSCHES

RELIANT ROBIN 
TEST

TOPGEAR WINTER 
OLYMPICS

JEREMY DRIVES 
THE PEEL P50

TOPGEAR GOES 
CARAVANNING

RICHARD BEING 
SICK ON A BOAT

CAR vs TRAIN 
TO MONACO...

VICTORY TO 
THE DB9!

JAMES DRIVES UP 
A VOLCANO

AYGO vs FOX 
FOOTBALL

£10-GRAND 
SUPERCARS

TOPGEAR 
CAR DARTS

TOPGEAR 
MOTORHOMES

RELIANT ROBIN 
SPACE SHUTTLE...

WORKED. 
FOR A BIT...

THE INFAMOUS 
USA SPECIAL

AMPHIBIOUS 
CARS PT1

TOPGEAR POLAR 
CHALLENGE



Z06 VS AVENTADOR
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Sharp and sweet and zesty fresh... 

Corvette Stingray Z06 Convertible 

meets Lambo Aventador LP700 

Roadster for a helluva road trip
WORDS:  PAT DEVEREUX / 

PICTURES:  ROWAN HORNCASTLE



D
ionne Warwick was wrong. LA isn’t  

just a great big freeway. It’s a great big 

freeway surrounded by some of the  

very best driving roads anywhere in  

the world. Roads that are well-surfaced, 

warmed by the almost permanent sun 

and with views that make you want to 

just stop and point stupidly at them. 

Sure, LA has more than its fair share of traffic problems – the 

lava-slow freeways being one of the main everyday headaches at 

any time after 2.30pm. But it also more than makes up for those 

with its vast network of almost deserted canyon, coast and ridge 

roads that spin their web across the county, from the shining 

Pacific Ocean in the west all the way out to the desert in the east. 

So it’s the perfect place to test the abilities of any fast car,  

but especially suited to helping us understand the talents – and 

drawbacks – of a new high-performance convertible like the 

Corvette Stingray Z06. Apart from the terrain and weather 

suitability, this is the place where the soft-roof version of the USA’s 

favourite supercar – and TG award-winner – will mostly be sold 

and used. If it doesn’t work here, it hasn’t got a hope anywhere else. 

Just to keep the Chevy honest, and offer a European 

counterpoint, we’ve brought along a 217mph Lamborghini 

Aventador LP700 Roadster. Like you do. We’ve tested this car 

before, the last of the proper supercars in our view, but never 

here. So we’re looking forward to seeing how it copes with the 

new environment – and the Z06. 

On paper, the 650bhp supercharged Chevy is down on power 

compared with the 690bhp Lambo, as they both weigh exactly 

1625kg. So you’d think that the Italian exotic with its V12, 

carbon-everything, Öhlins push-rod suspension, four-wheel 

drive – and just the fact that it’s a Lamborghini – would give it an 

edge. But let’s wait and see what happens. This isn’t a head-to-

head, but we’ll learn a lot about both cars over the next few days. 

Typically, we’d start a road trip like this in LA then head  

for some distant interesting point hundreds, if not thousands,  

of miles away. But this time, we thought we’d stay local. LA 

residents often boast that there is so much mixed terrain nearby 

that it’s possible to ski in the morning, surf in the afternoon and 

have dinner in a desert oasis. Which is all true if you like to get 

up early and have a helicopter handy. 

We thought we’d try the motoring equivalent, but take  

our time about it. Cruise by the ocean, attack the tight twisting 

canyon roads above Malibu, then sweep over to the San Gabriel 

mountains and get lost up there for a day before hitting the 

cruise control back to Santa Monica. You could do it all in  

a day, but why rush? 

So we broke it into two days and, to add a bit more colour, we 

invited a couple of local drivers along for the ride and drive. We 

have our favourite roads in the area, but we thought they might 

have some good suggestions, too. We also wanted to get their 

take on the two cars. The Z06 convertible is an interesting car  

to us, but it’s part of the American fabric. Does it fulfil the dream 

or is it overshadowed completely by the lime-green Aventador?

With all these questions yet to be answered, we swing the 

two cars into the beachside car park, drop their roofs – two 

carbon panels in the Lambo and a fabric foldaway on the Vette  

– and wait for our first guest driver to arrive. In vanity-  

and novelty-obsessed LA, how you look is almost your most 

important quality, after the size of your bank balance. So  

the first test was which car would draw the most attention. To  

our eyes, the Aventador is now an almost familiar shape, so the 

bright yellow Z06, also being the newest car here, was our bet. 

Couldn’t have been more wrong. The moment the pair of  

cars turn up, all the skaters, cyclists, walkers, vagrants – even  

the seagulls, weirdly – surround the Aventador and would have  

stood roughly on the Vette to get a better look at the Lambo. 

Now the last remaining model in the range that truly captures 

the complete absence of design restraint that characterised the 

marque over the past decade, the Aventador draws crowds like 

the first day of a Harrods sale. A few more petrolheaded punters 

in the car park clock the Z06 and give their grunts of approval, 

but it is not even close.

Just when we think we could start charging people to look  

at it, Ryan Phinny, our first guest driver, arrives and we decide 

not to hang around. Ryan has raced in various formulas in 

Europe and the US, and will be the first new US rookie in 

IndyCar for three years. Ryan wakes up thinking about cars, 

spends the day driving and talking about them, then likes to  

end the day with a good chat about, yep, more cars. Perfect, then.

Watching him fire out of the car park into the streaming 

traffic, the Z06’s bass exhaust blare – the Lambo’s supersonic 

“ IF THE CORVETTE DOESN’T 
WORK HERE, IT HASN’T 
GOT A HOPE ANYWHERE”

Some primary 
colours in search of
simple pleasures
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Z06 VS AVENTADOR

The Corvette can keep
the Lambo honest,
whoever’s driving



COUPESZ06 VS AVENTADOR

note is much more shrill – ricocheting off the crumbling, gullied cliffs, 

we feel a bit bad about the lack of attention the car had been getting. 

But it doesn’t take long before we have to revise our opinion. A blonde 

woman driving a red Golf GTI completely blanks us and makes a 

beeline for Ryan in the Vette. Unable to tell if she is getting animated 

about her love for the car, driver or hatred of both – hard to tell from 

the hand signals – we notch up a point for the Stingray anyway. It’s 

getting noticed and that’s what matters here.

The other revelation on the coast road was just how different the 

two cars feel. With the Lambo’s roof panels stowed in the front boot, 

even with the seat on its lowest setting there is still a lot of airflow 

into the cabin. This gives anyone with more than a lick of hair the  

full Swiss Toni quiff inside five minutes. The Vette by comparison,  

is a relative ocean of calm with the roof down and the windows up. 

Neither car has an inbuilt or accessory wind-deflector, but only  

the Lambo would really need one. Roof up or down, there isn’t the 

faintest wriggle from the Aventador’s exotic carbon tub chassis over 

bumps. There are a few tremors in the Vette cabin over the same road, 

but, at this point, at these low cruising speeds, nothing to worry 

about. Its standard third-gen Magnetic Ride dampers smooth 

everything out so well they compensate almost completely. 

Compensation of a different sort is also very obvious as we pull 

into Malibu, home of the rich and even richer. There are million-dollar 

supercars everywhere, a LaFerrari parked on the street as if it were  

a Ford Focus, Bentleys and Rolls-Royces bulging out of the parking 

spaces in the market. Kids wearing Rolex Daytonas. That kind of 

thing. There are a few casual glances at us – they are more interested 

to see who is driving than the cars – but that’s it, so we press on to  

the first proper bit of road. 

As calm and flowing as the coast road had been, as soon as we 

make a right turn and head up the hill into the canyon, everything 

gets much, much busier. The road flicks left and right, tight hairpins 

followed by blind, tightening uphill turns that open out into small 

straights. On these roads, you’d think the Lambo, with its 4WD and 

massive n/a motor, would be the faster of the two cars. It certainly 

feels it at first, the firm suspension and weighty steering tying you 

closely into the action, letting you feel everything that’s going on 

while the car rasps, crackles and shrieks its fantastic way up the hill. 

But a quick look in the rear-view mirror, far from showing Ryan  

as a receding dot in the past, reveals him casually stroking the Vette 

up the hill just a few inches off our rear bumper. Part of this ease is 

clearly due to his professional driving skills, but when we swap cars, 

it’s immediately obvious that’s not the whole story.

The Z06 is just much more fluid and composed, a smooth sine 

wave to the Aventador’s jagged seismographic progress. The engine 

starts pulling at 1rpm and doesn’t stop until you hit the rev-limiter. 

The seven-speed manual gearbox, with its now-genius rev-matching 

tech, makes up and downshifts foolproof and smooth. And its 

traction, thanks to the spookily grippy Michelin Cup 2 tyres (we  

lost count of the number of valets who told us our tyres were bald  

– they aren’t; they’re born that way) plus the witchcraft-level 

Performance Traction Management, is nothing short of astonishing. 

Ryan, and the rest of us, are all majorly impressed. 

After another 4,607 corners or so, we arrive at a section of the 

Mulholland Highway known as The Snake. This is where bikers and 

drivers head at weekends to watch each other slither around one 

particular tight uphill bend. There are usually a couple of accidents  

a week there, mostly harmless, which ensures a crowd and The Law  

is ever present, and today is no different. Even to this seasoned 

viewership, the Lambo is the one that causes all the cameraphones  

to come out. We have a new name for it: the Eventador. 

Just down the hill, we stop for a breather, and a couple of 11-year- 

old kids cycle up excitedly to look at the cars. They know what they 

both are, but it’s the Italian that wins their bedroom-wall-poster vote 

It’s the Italian supercar
that’s still getting all the
attention. Funny that
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“IN LA, HOW YOU LOOK IS 
ALMOST AS IMPORTANT 

AS YOUR BANK BALANCE”

Time to test that
witchcraft traction
management...

Corvette has 400bhp
per tonne. Less than
Lambo. But plenty



CORVETTE Z06 
STINGRAY 

CONVERTIBLE
Price: $83,000 

(£55,000) 

Engine: 6162cc V8,  

650bhp @ 6400rpm, 

650lb ft @ 3600rpm

Performance:  

0–62mph in  

2.95secs, 200mph 

approx vmax

Transmission: 7spd 

manual, RWD

Economy: n/a mpg, 

n/a g/km CO2

Weight: 1625kg



Z06 VS AVENTADOR

LAMBORGHINI 
LP700-4 AVENTADOR 

ROADSTER
Price: £288,840 

Engine: 6498cc V12,  

690bhp @ 8250rpm, 

507lb ft @ 5,500rpm

Performance:  

0–62mph in  

3.0secs, 217mph vmax

Transmission: 7spd 

ISR, 4WD

Economy: 17.7mpg, 

370g/km CO2

Weight: 1625kg



“WE WERE SURPRISED TO 
FIND OUT THE LAMBO HAS 
CYLINDER DEACTIVATION”
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two–nil. And just as well if you’d spent over $500k on it. The  

Z06, just for comparison, even loaded down with the Z07 

performance kit, plus all manner of other goodies, struggles  

to top $100k. You can see where the money goes on the Lambo. 

There is some proper quality detailing going on here, from the 

smoothly mirror-polished edge of the side windows, to the 

quality of the switchgear. But the Z06, other than the dodgy 

on-screen graphics, is perfectly functional. 

It also has a number of features that even the exotic Lambo 

can’t match. Along with the PTM mentioned earlier, there’s also 

a Performance Data Recorder, a kind of hardwired GoPro with 

technical overlays. So you can record all your favourite drives 

and relive them later on the car’s screen or your TV. Clever. But 

a long way from the end of the technical geek-out on the Z06. 

Despite being supercharged, its LT4 engine uses the same 

cylinder deactivation system as the n/a LT1 lump in the regular 

Stingray, which is impressive. But not, we were genuinely 

surprised to learn, unique to the Chevy. The Aventador also  

has cylinder deactivation – it knocks off a bank of six cylinders 

when they are not needed. It only works when the car is in 

Strada – the least extreme engine and gearbox map – which 

might be why we haven’t spotted it before now. But we are  

still glad it’s there. The Z06 has averaged just under 10mpg  

on the last blast. The Aventador? Er, 4mpg. 

With Ryan’s canyon knowledge and opinions of the two cars 

now fully dispensed – he’s a fan of both but cannot believe how 

fast and generally competent the Z06 has become – we cruise  

on the freeways over to the higher altitudes and wide open 

expanses of the San Gabriel mountains. On the way over, we 

pick up our next local specialist, Hans Schiff. Think of Hans  

as the real-life version of hard-charging talent agent, Ari Gold 

from Entourage. Because that’s who he is. He’s animated, has  

a firm handshake and does multi-million dollar deals from his 

iPhone like you or I order an Uber. 

When he’s not pushing deals at CAA, he likes to push his  

911 and M5 to their limits as often as possible. He’s blown the 

engine on his M5 – on the way to work! – and has got to the  

very edge of the 911’s performance. So he is the perfect target 

customer for one – or both – of our two cars. And he is also  

a fount of all knowledge about the best routes through the 

mountains. So he’s our perfect guide for this bit of the trip. 

And he doesn’t waste any time getting to know the cars.  

As we fire up into the wide-open arid scenery – it looks like the 

backdrop to a thousand Westerns – Hans is clearly having fun 

wrestling with the Lambo, the car’s bodywork entertainingly 

shape-shifting as it sheds heat and adds downforce. I’m just as 

busy in the Z06. With the PTM set to Sport, the e-diff being 

orchestrated by the car’s brain according to everything from 

throttle position to tyre temperature, I’m having a proper laugh. 

Brake, turn, bellow, chuckle, brake, turn, bellow, chuckle. 

It’s truly shocking how capable this open-topped Z06 has 

become. It’ll happily cruise along and yank you out of corners 

with its supercharged grunt. But it will also blaze along keeping 

a proper supercar honest as required. On becoming a cabrio, it’s 

lost virtually nothing, and gained a new level of atmospheric 

involvement. Hans is also a fan, being momentarily lost for 

words after his first taste of the new Chevy. “This thing is 

awesome!” he shouts as we stop for a breather. 

And he’s right, too. It is awesome. Not taking anything away 

from the Aventador, which is still probably the most striking 

proper supercar you can buy today, especially in green. But the 

Z06 convertible is an astonishingly good piece of kit. After 

spending the best part of a day running with the packs of 

superbikes that roam these mountains at weekends – and 

explaining the cars to them – we are all starting to wonder  

why you would need, or want, anything more than the Z06 

convertible to get your open-topped driving pleasures. At least 

that’s Hans’s verdict as he throws me the Stingray’s keys and 

leaves us in a cloud of tyre smoke and deal-making.

Personally, I’d stick with the regular hard-topped coupe  

Z06 – still with the Z07 package, though – as they come as 

standard with removable roof panels. So it’s the perfect mix for 

me of open and closed motoring. That car is also closer to the 

Lamborghini’s offer – a massively rapid, anvil-strong supercar 

with a built-in hair dryer. The new SV will undoubtedly be even 

faster and more focused. And, with that fixed wing on the back, 

maybe even a bit more crowd-pleasing too, if that’s possible. 

But even that, even though it’s for a totally different audience, 

is unlikely to beat this Z06 convertible for all-American driving 

thrills. If, like Ms Warwick urges you to do, you are about to put 

down 100k and buy a car, we couldn’t think of anything better  

to spend it on right now. A bargain at twice the price. 

Z06 VS AVENTADOR

Corvette: 12mpg. 
Lambo: 4mpg! Expect 
to visit the pumps often
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MUSTANG vs TT

America’s finest is here in  

Europe. Officially. TopGear  

pits it against our favourite  

coupe. Let the good times roll...

WORDS:  PAUL HORRELL /  PICTURES:  TOM SALT



D
riving through southern 
Germany, we spot the 
perfect place to try out  
the Mustang’s most 
American feature. A newly 
surfaced road, so unsullied 
they haven’t even removed 

the hardware that diverts traffic around it. The 
mulleted gents in orange dungarees load their 
steamroller onto a truck and head off, then we  
sneak past the barriers to do our thing.

Deep in the Mustang’s menus is an option called 
‘line lock’. Huh? It’s designed to heat up the back 
tyres just before a drag-strip start. I engage first, 
confirm line lock on the menu, stop, press the brake 
pedal hard, confirm again, then come off the brake. 
Automatically, the front brakes clamp themselves 
tight while the rears release.

Bang. I lift the clutch while hitting the gas. The 
back tyres squeal then light up. The sky goes black, 
the vents belch smoke into the cabin. This loud 
violence is juvenile and hilarious and a little scary.

After a few seconds, I stop. Sure enough, the  
tyre surfaces have turned to hot toffee. The acrid- 
smelling pall gradually disperses through the woods, 
and I realise I’ve dug two neat contact-patch-shaped 
divots in this lovely new road. I hope the road 
builders aren’t still within noseshot. 

This is where worlds collide. We have two 2+2 
coupes, both the same price, surprisingly similar  
real performance. Yet utterly different. They each 
cleave faithfully to their roots and their motherlodes. 
If you happen to have spent time in both Lower 
Michigan and Upper Bavaria, then you’ll know  
just how diverse this test is going to be. 

Ford, of course, never pretended the Mustang 
was a world car, even as it makes its first real attempt 
at worldwide sales. From bumper to bumper, it’s 
American. To have designed and engineered a 
Mustang that didn’t satisfy the fanatical home crowd 
would have been commercial suicide. The passion 
American owners show towards their Mustangs is 
borderline pathological. Show the merest flicker  
of interest in a nice example, and in return you’ll be 
treated by its owner to such a protracted nut-and-
bolt guide to its spec and provenance, I swear 
summer turns to autumn as your eyes glaze over.

So this new Mustang has kept its accent even  
as it’s acquired a passport – it’s in Europe now with 
LHD, and arrives in Britain this autumn with right- 
side steering. Over here, Ford of Europe’s pitch is  
to folk who seek Americana but with world-class 
competence. You can have it with a 2.3 Ecoboost  
or a V8, with manual or auto, and soft or hard top. 
That makes eight possible combinations but almost 
everyone who’s ordered one in Britain has gone for 
either a soft-top 4cyl auto or coupe V8 manual. They 
want the cruiser or the muscle car – always the two 
most significant Mustang strands. For us today, it’s 
the muscle car, to see what it means in the European 
coupe landscape. Is it a direct competitor, an 
interesting diversion, or a hopeless irrelevance?

“ FORD, OF COURSE, HAS 
NEVER PRETENDED THAT THE 
MUSTANG IS A WORLD CAR”

MUSTANG vs TT
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If you’re in an American 
car, you have to find a 

bridge like this. Fact

A Mustang with modern 
‘suspension’. Whatever 
next? European sales...

Audi’s 4cyl 2.0 troubles
the Ford’s 5.0 V8  

on back roads

Thank you, Germany for 
producing perfect roads 
for slidey action
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MUSTANG vs TT

In the US, no one likes to be taken for the sort of 
fool who’d pay over the odds. Value is an American, 
er, value. So here we are, bubba-bubbing down a 
German dual carriageway, impressed by the refined 
cruise. For under £34,000, we’ve a 5.0-litre V8 up 
front, a limited-slip diff in the back, big Brembo 
brakes inside the 19in P Zeros, a pretty sophisticated 
integrated infotainment system and upgraded hi-fi  
in the cabin. Before you ask, to be ‘world-class’ 
meant this generation of Mustang has ditched the 
live rear axle in favour of proper suspension. The V8 
isn’t some pushrod job but a four-cam all-aluminium 
effort with variable timing on all four camshafts.  
The bonnet and front wings are aluminium.

An Audi TT can technically slip beneath £30k, 
but it never does. We’ve got the base 2.0 turbo 
manual, with front-drive. Optioned with navigation, 

cruise and climate control, heated seats and internet 
connection, all of which are on our £34k Mustang, it 
tips over £35k. The TT’s body is composed in greater 
part of aluminium, and much of its suspension is 
lightweight too. The engine’s a 4cyl, but a good one, 
with a turbo, direct injection, and the valves have 
variable timing and lift. Still, a front-drive 2.0 four is 
going to have a hard time against a rear-drive 5.0 V8. 

Not so much. The Audi weighs only three-
quarters as much as the Mustang. Ah. The Mustang 
is supposed to get to 62mph in 4.8secs; the TT,  
in 6.0. But assuming Ford uses line lock and takes 
advantage of RWD traction, it’s really opening out  
its advantage as it departs, like a 4 July firework 
display, from the start line. Hardly relevant in the 
real world. Except – welcome to my world – when 
creating smoke-choked photos for magazines.

“THE AUDI’S 
ENGINE SOUNDS 

LIKE CREAM 
AND SPICE”

Don’t look a gift horse 
in the mouth. Or a 

Mustang in the lights

AUDI TT 2.0 TFSI
Price: £29,085  

(£35,380 as tested) 

Engine: 1984cc turbo 4cyl,  

227bhp @ 4500rpm,  

273lb ft @ 1600rpm

Performance: 0–62mph in  

6.0secs, 155mph vmax

Transmission: 6spd manual, FWD

Economy: 47.9mpg, 137g/km CO2

Weight: 1305kg

FORD MUSTANG 5.0 V8 GT
Price: £33,005 

(£33,800 as tested) 

Engine: 4951cc Ti-VCT V8,  

415bhp @ 6500rpm,  

391lb ft @ 4250rpm

Performance: 0–62mph in  

4.8secs, 155mph vmax

Transmission: 6spd manual, RWD

Economy: 20.9mpg, 299g/km CO2

Weight: 1678kg

AUDI TT 2.0 TFSI
Price: £29,085  

(£35,380 as tested) 

Engine: 1984cc turbo 4cyl,  

227bhp @ 4500rpm,  

273lb ft @ 1600rpm

Performance: 0–62mph in  

6.0secs, 155mph vmax

Transmission: 6spd manual, FWD

Economy: 47.9mpg, 137g/km CO2

Weight: 1305kg

FORD MUSTANG 5.0 V8 GT
Price: £33,005 

(£33,800 as tested) 

Engine: 4951cc Ti-VCT V8,  

415bhp @ 6500rpm,  

391lb ft @ 4250rpm

Performance: 0–62mph in  

4.8secs, 155mph vmax

Transmission: 6spd manual, RWD

Economy: 20.9mpg, 299g/km CO2

Weight: 1678kg
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Once you get past, say, 30mph, the margin 
diminishes. On real roads, the Audi takes advantage 
of a quicker gearshift and whacking mid-range turbo 
thump, and mostly doesn’t fall far behind. At least 
not until the Mustang driver really starts using the 
revs, when the gap opens again. This isn’t quite the 
stereotypical apple-pie V8. Yes, it’ll rumble quietly 
along at 2,000rpm, but it thrives on high revs too. 
And it sounds terrific: a well-oiled mechanism 
wrapped in a naturally tuneful exhaust. It’s honest 
music, unlike the slightly cheesy theatricality that’s 
all the fashion on European forced-induction V8s. 
The Audi doesn’t just over-deliver on performance 
for a 230bhp four; its noise is better than you’d 
expect too, a blend of cream and spice, their 
proportion varied by whether or not you have the 
intake resonator engaged on the sports button.  

The Ford’s official economy and CO2 numbers are 
dire, but you might just hit them. The Audi’s are 
better, but as with all small turbos, less realistic.  

A new diff (still a limited-slip one) and other 
tweaks have meant the European Mustang suffers 
less from the crude low-speed transmission snatch 
and whine than the first one we tested in the US. 
Even so, there’s a want of sophistication here, and 
your sense of lurching ham-footedness is heightened 
by a brake pedal that’s over-servoed at the top of  
its travel, a clumsy mismatch for the heavy box  
and clutch. At least you do feel in shifting gears  
that you’re meshing actual cogs. The Audi’s shift  
is less mechanical, but quicker and lighter and it’s 
easier to be smooth.

To begin with, we trace quick, sweeping roads 
just north of the Mosel valley. The Mustang steers 

pretty urgently and precisely, but the wheel is too 
light, and you don’t really feel the car loading up. 
The Audi’s steering isn’t ideal, either, as it has a 
sudden kick point just off centre and a trace of 
torque-steer too. So I don’t feel like driving either  
of them as hard as I suspect they’d go.

In these wide corners or the tighter ones that 
follow, neutral is the TT’s way. It’s wieldy and 
accurate, and corners flat and hard. It’s smaller, 
which makes narrow roads its playground. As it 
takes the strain in a bend, you can tune it on the 
throttle, feeling everything as it takes up its very 
subtle changes of attitude.

In the snaky valley-side roads, I’m starting to  
bed in with the Mustang too. Inevitably the handling 
is defined by the driven wheels. Sure, in tight bends 
you’ve got to be careful not to go in too fast and be 

Finish in Mustang is 
much improved, but a 
long way behind Audi

Ford’s real handbrake 
means real handbrake 

turns are possible...
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MUSTANG vs TT

“I COULD SPEND EIGHT 
PAGES TALKING ABOUT 
THE AUDI’S AIR VENTS”

Mustang canters 
up the road. 
Whoa, boy!
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kidnapped into understeer by its weight. It’ll do 
neutral too. Of course, though, it’ll poke the tail out, 
and pretty suddenly too, when you apply the right 
toe. A limited-slip diff is standard, and generally a 
slide will be pretty tidy. But beside the Audi the 
Ford’s reactions and messages are less exact, making 
it seem too softly bushed, like you’re wearing thick 
gloves: only when the material has compressed does 
the connection properly happen. Its macro moves 
are good, but on the micro scale they’re fuzzy. 
European Fords don’t suffer that way, and I suspect 
the Focus RS will be a scalpel in comparison.

The Mustang’s ride can be a bit percussive and 
baggy at low speeds, but most of the time it pulls a 
similar very clever trick to our European Fords. Give 
it a brisk run down a lumpy back road, like the stuff 
we have in Britain, and the springs really start to 
breathe nicely, so you can get on with the job of 
driving. On the same bit of road, the Audi is always 
stiffer and bashes you about.

In other ways, the Audi is vastly urbane.  
The control positions and actions are spot-on;  
the driving position, immaculately judged. I  
could probably fill these eight pages just talking 
about the brilliance of the design, execution and 
ergonomics of the air vents and their encapsulated 
climate buttons and displays. Same goes for the 
high-res screen that serves for the all instruments, 
navigation, entertainment and connections. It could 
have been sluggish and overloaded and bewildering, 
but for the most part they’ve made it a joy to use.

All the same, the TT is buttoned down and 
serious. Immaculate manufacture, perfect quality, 
low CO2, all-round good behaviour. It’s a superb  
car that manages to achieve almost as much as the 
Ford on less power and fuss. But it doesn’t set your 
trousers alight in the short term. Its emotional 
compass is calibrated for a long relationship.

The Mustang really only takes one thing 
seriously, and that’s being a Mustang. At night it 
projects a horse logo onto the ground beneath the 
door mirror. The most lovingly-made component  
in the cabin is the aluminium plaque engraved 
MUSTANG SINCE 1964. This car was obviously 
born to be a V8. It’s full of self-consciously cheery 
back-slapping blokey stuff. Line lock for a start, and 
various other timing and g-force apps in its ‘track’ 
display menu. It’s got an actual handbrake rather 
than the Audi’s electric one, presumably so you can 
do actual handbrake turns. The interior is all bold 
and sweeping references to Mustang heritage, and 
slightly tinselly materials. Open the boot and you 
find cheapo carpet, messy seams, exposed screws 
and sharp edges. It isn’t normally visible, which is 
why making an effort here is beyond the Mustang’s 
purview, and it’s how come the Mustang does what  
it does for the price it does it.

The Audi boot-finishing team (I’ve no doubt 
whatever that such a group exists) would, of course, 
be horrified. And in the end, I’m drawn to the Audi’s 
precision, both in its statics and its dynamics. But in 
no way does the Ford horrify me. I’m having a bit of  
a ball. The Mustang has a pretty loud and easygoing 
attitude to life, and if that’s not to your taste, well,  
it isn’t any too bothered. In Europe, it will always be  
an outsider, but these days it’s in no way out of place.Fuel pump goes in here. 

But fortunately not 
too often at 48mpg

TT cabin is one of the 
best in the business. 
Supercars included
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RENAULT MEGANE 
Dolly the amazing driving labrador joins TopGear

FORD RAPTOR 
Despite its thirst, the Raptor is still feeling the love

VW CALIFORNIA 
Remove  hugely heavy seat, create more room

BLOODHOUND 
Moulding a seat to Andy Green’s chiselled glutes

p150 p151p145

TOPGEAR’S LONG-TERM CARS. TESTED AND VERIFIED

E D I T E D  B Y  O L L I E  M A R R I A G E

T E S T  O F  T H E  M O N T H

RANGE ROVER SPORT
Prepare for a strop. Tom Ford’s sense of humour fails  TURN OVER
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Wheels on the bus
    REPORT 3         2993cc, V6 diesel, 4WD, 290bhp, 443lb ft   40.4mpg, 185/km CO2   0–62mph in 6.8secs, 138mph   2115kg   

£  £76,250/£95,250  Total mileage 11,532  Driver Tom Ford Why it’s here Is there any point in a Range Rover ‘Sport’?

R A N G E  ROV E R  S P O RT

T
here’s been a small 

‘incident’ in the life of the 

TopGear Range Rover 

Sport, and I’m alarmed  

to report that it involves 

deception, light vandalism and replacement 

parts. Essentially, it goes something like this: 

while I was out on another job, the RRS was 

given over to the care of a senior member  

of the team. Nothing too strange about that, 

except that when it comes to ‘my’ Garage 

vehicles, even the hardiest tester tends to 

prefer to take pretty much anything else  

in the office car park. Why? Because I’m  

a bloody nightmare about them. To the 

point where it’s just not worth the hassle. 

The problem is that when I have a 

long-term test car, I will invariably treat it as 

mine. And I’m fantastically anally retentive. 

Scratches, quality of fuel, interior cleanliness 

– the list of possible violations is long, and 

punishable by weapons-grade sulking and 

years-long sarcasm. And the pet hate? The 

absolute death penalty? Kerbed alloys. 

I have no idea why this bothers me so 

much. Maybe it’s the fact that alloy wheels 

are not, in fact, haptic feedback parking 

sensors. Maybe it’s the fact that a set of 

badly kerbed rims is basically indicative of  

a lack of probable care throughout the rest 

of the car and likely a predilection for other 

evils, such as drowning kittens in mailsacks. 

Bad rims are like bad teeth: get them fixed or  

put them away. Please. 

Anyway, I digress. The RRS was duly  

lent out, and returned with one previously 

unsullied front wheel chewed badly. The 

opposite side had a smaller kerb-kiss, but  

a big enough chunk out of the tyre to  

make it appear patently unsafe. Now, this  

is where reputation comes in useful: fearing 

the nuclear pouting that goes with such a 

discovery, the office actually arranged – 

before I had a chance to puff myself up –  

for replacement wheels to be sent from  

Land Rover, and fitted. 

Not an option open to many RRS owners, 

unless they want to fork out £600 (a £1,200 

option for a full set)  for a pair of new ‘Style 

504’ official Land Rover-part wheels in satin 

black. Not to mention roughly £260 apiece 

for the Continental ContiCrossContact 

tyres. For a while, I’m sure they thought 

they’d got away with it. Until I noticed that  

I had a pair of brand-new tyres on the front 

axle. Which happened in about 30 seconds. 

With barely any interrogation, the office 

crumbled. Seriously, if MI5 is looking for any 

new undercover operatives, best avoid the 

TopGear office. But if you want some new 

tyres, put the fear of God into them, then  

let them borrow your car...

Paint is very slightly 

brown in very bright 

light. The Stealth 

Pack blacks out lots  

of the other bits to 

give a fairly subtle 

look. The 22s are less 

subtle, even in black

IN DETAIL GARAGE LOGBOOK
TDV6 AUTOBIOGRAPHY

GOOD STUFF
� I’ve got new 

front tyres for  

the summer 

� There is a certain 

specific joy in 

selecting Dynamic 

mode and chasing 

hot hatches. A 

very surprised 

Lincolnshire-based 

Civic Type R owner 

has been a huge 

highlight for me

BAD STUFF
� Still haven’t used 

the towbar 

 

� Say what you like, 

but the 10k-mile 

mark has passed 

easily. Recent 

touchscreen 

‘update’ has done 

nothing I can see, 

mind. And it 

remains a big 

weakness for the 

Range Rover Sport

MILEAGE A

0 0
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GARAGE LOGBOOK
TROPHY-R

GOOD STUFF
� You can choose 

not to have a radio 

or satnav, but 

whatever weight 

they add is worth it

� The sun has 

returned, so the 

sticky tyres can go 

back on. Will the 

Megane get even 

better? I think so...

BAD STUFF
� The space 

behind the front 

seats is large, but 

hard to access as 

the backrests don’t 

flop forwards

� You can see the 

peel marks around 

the edge of the 

decals, which looks 

a  bit cheap

et’s assume that, if you buy  

a Trophy-R, you’re probably 

quite enthusiastic about 

track days. More enthusiastic 

than your average hot-hatch 

owner, but not quite as enthusiastic as your 

average Ariel Atom driver. Or maybe you’d 

love to have an Atom but can’t afford a second 

car for those days when you need to transport 

a puppy. Which for me is every day.

That’s the fairly specific brief the Megane 

manages to meet. 

Now it might seem obvious to bang on 

about the everyday advantages of a hot hatch, 

but this isn’t just any old hot hatch. We’re 

talking about a £40k lightweight with magic 

suspension and semi-slick tyres. So really we 

should think of it less as hot hatch and more  

as a performance car in its own right.

However, the truth is that it does have  

a few doors and, with the rear seats missing 

presumed dead, it’s actually roomier than an 

ordinary Megane. My dog appreciates this.

But you soon forget about the sensible 

stuff, because the Megane also has a knack  

of turning those daily errands into a spot of 

escapism. I actually quite enjoy strapping 

myself down with the full harnesses – somehow 

being lashed to the seats makes you drive 

R E N AU LT  M EG A N E  T RO P H Y- R

more seriously, even if you’re just popping out 

for some pet food.

Yes, it has regular seatbelts for ordinary life, 

but where’s the fun in that? I’d rather pretend  

I was going for a sub-eight-minute ’Ring time, 

thanks. In RS mode, it even does a good 

impression of a grumpy touring car, requiring 

precise clutch work and oodles of throttle  

to avoid jumpy getaways. Throw in the 

pyrotechnic exhaust noises, and you have 

yourself a car with plenty of personality.

Just one problem – unless the three-point 

belts are clipped in, a warning bong goes off, 

and it’s quite persistent. To stop this, you have 

to wear them over the five-point harnesses  

or thread them around the back of the seat 

and into the buckle, which is quite a fiddly 

operation and wastes a lot of time. Especially 

when the pup needs help with her straps.

IN DETAIL

Dog star
    REPORT 3         1998cc, 4cyl turbo petrol, FWD, 271bhp, 266lb ft   37.7mpg, 174g/km CO2  

  0–62mph in 5.8secs, 158mph   1280kg  £  £36,430/£38,445  Total mileage 4982   

Driver Dan Read  Why it’s here Can you live day-to-day with the most hardcore hot hatch?

D
riving quickly (and safely) 

is a most necessary and 

useful skill. And it’s one 

that needs to be taught 

rather than learnt on the 

job, as it were. Especially if you’re paying 

your own accident repair bills...

There are many companies offering 

track-driving schooling, but, as we’re in  

a TT, we attended the Audi Driving 

Experience at Silverstone. 

There are a variety of options available 

for the customer, costing from £300 for 

a half day up to £1,700 for a full day. 

Which seems a lot, frankly. Especially  

as for most of the courses you don’t get 

one-to-one tuition. (Porsche, just over the 

way at Silverstone, offers only one-to-one 

tuition...) As with most of these places, 

you don’t need to own a specific car to  

do it, you just need to have a full licence. 

And not have a million points on it.

Did I learn anything from the ADE? 

Sure, but I reckon I’d have learnt more with 

one-to-one tuition. Each to their own.

Back to school
AU D I  T T

    REPORT 3   

 1968cc, 4cyl, FWD, 181bhp, 286lb ft    

 67.3mpg, 110g/km CO2  

 0–62mph in 7.1secs, 150mph  

 1265kg  £  £29,770/£34,385

Total mileage 7365 

Driver Esther Neve 

Why it’s here Is the TTD the  

best Audi TT?

Top: racing helmet for 

driver and one for the 

puppy too (not really). 

Middle: the lengths 

you have to go to to 

silence that bonging 

sound... Bottom: 

racing boots are a 

must if you’re living 

the track dream
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Nouvelle vague
C I T RO E N  C AC T U S

C
GARAGE LOGBOOK

CACTUS 110 FLAIR

GOOD STUFF
� Rear passengers 

like the big glass 

roof. It doesn’t  

pass much heat.  

I’d prefer not  

to have it, as it is  

an echo chamber 

for road noise

 

� Reversing cam 

super-handy. All 

cars with colour 

screens should 

have as standard

BAD STUFF
� I reckon £50 of 

manufacturer cost 

would transform 

the quality feel of 

this car. I’d invest it 

in better dampers 

and gearshift 

linkage, lining the 

door bins, and most 

of all, a better 

screen with faster 

processor

MILEAGE AND MPG THIS MONTH

0 0 1 0 7 9 37.4

    GOODBYE        1199cc, 3cyl turbo petrol, FWD, 108bhp, 151lb ft   60.1mpg, 107g/km CO2   0–62mph in 9.3secs, 117mph   1020kg   

 £  £17,190/£19,810  Total mileage 8280  Driver Paul Horrell Why it’s here Is the Cactus more than a quirky novelty?

itroen says its terrific new 

Aircross concept (see p26) 

“shows what we can do with 

the spirit of Cactus”. Yup, 

the Cactus is such a success 

they’ll orient the whole brand the same way. 

I’ve now had half a year getting to know that 

spirit. Is it one that intoxicates or spooks?

Its style may be novel, but it’s no novelty. 

The surfaces and cut-lines are drawn with 

enough discipline to counteract the danger  

of toy-like softness from its rounded corners. 

Well, that’s my view.  Some people told me it’s 

hideous, especially the airbumps, which turned 

out useful, actually. At least no one found  

the Cactus aggressive, which is the common 

complaint against crossovers. We don’t need 

any more disharmony on the roads do we?

The design inside is a great echo of the 

outside, and just as pleasing. I didn’t mind  

the simplification of the back half, which cuts 

weight and cost. Though we often travelled 

three-up, I learned to manage without a 

split-fold seat, even with a lightly dismantled 

pushbike in the boot. I strapped the softest 

bags in the spare seat and wedged more in 

the footwell. My kid didn’t mind the windows 

not winding down, because that brought huge 

door pockets for her endless rattly kiddy toot.

The screen-based control and info system 

is an OK idea appallingly executed. I never 

made peace with its poor latency and ugly 

graphics and demand for too many jabs to 

switch between the commonly used modes. 

I’m happy I got the little three-cylinder 

turbo instead of a diesel. I loved the sound, 

but the Cactus’s light weight probably  

helped acceleration more than economy. 

Despite my generally shifting up early, the 

average stuck at 37.4mpg.

In some ways, the Cactus felt not just  

light but frankly tinny. It was susceptible  

to crosswinds, and shimmied over big 

potholes. I’m not saying the body was  

flexing, just that the suspension wasn’t  

always ever so planted or harmonious. Plus  

it took too much steering attention to keep  

it in its motorway lane, making motorway 

driving more tiring than it needed to be. 

I’m not saying I didn’t love the suspension’s 

soft, supple ride. It helped on lumpy B-roads 

and was a real urban champion in dealing  

with speed bumps. It didn’t make anyone  

who came along feel sick, which soft cars  

are reputed to do.

Spirit of Cactus? Bring it on. In some 

places, a few more grammes would have 

helped the quality feel, and it needed a bit  

of suspension tuning and much more screen 

processor power. But the philosophy – light 

weight, simplicity, comfort, and creative and 

useful design – was never in doubt. 

The reversing cam is 

very handy, while the 

sunroof is a mixed 

blessing. You need to 

make a fuel stop every 

350 miles. The back 

seat doesn’t split or go 

flat, which takes some 

getting used to

IN DETAIL
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GARAGE LOGBOOK
i-DYNAMIQUE ZEN

GOOD STUFF
� Design continues 

to impress. The kids 

love it – just as well, 

as it’s the future

�Charge it up 

overnight and 

the 7kW wall box 

will replenish the 

batteries in four 

hours for £1.50 

BAD STUFF
� Headlights 

are beautifully 

designed but 

candlelight is 

probably just  

as illuminating

� Driving position 

doesn’t have height 

adjustment. Feels 

like I’m sitting on 

the car, not in it

MILEAGE AND MPG THIS MONTH

0 0 0 2 9 5 n/a

H
ave EVs finally reached what 

pop psychologist Malcolm 

Gladwell lucratively identified 

as the ‘tipping point’? Recent 

figures from the SMMT 

(Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders) 

tell us that sales of plug-in hybrids in March 

rose by almost 1,000 per cent compared with 

the same period in 2014. True, pure EVs 

enjoyed a less stellar 131.5 per cent year-on-

year increase, but an overall tally of 6,104 cars 

is still good news for fans of the breed. So much 

so that if you’re thinking of making the jump, 

do it now: the government’s £5k per car 

subsidy has been paid out on 31,000 vehicles, 

and the scheme halts at 50,000. At this rate, 

the incentive won’t see the end of 2015…

Major props, then, to Renault, one of the 

companies who bit the EV bullet. Of course, 

we’d all love a dual-motor Tesla P85D, with its 

supercar-shaming acceleration, but realistically 

we need an affordable hatch to do Gladwell’s 

tipping. I’m in and out of lots of cars, old and 

new, but the Zoe is always fun to get back into. 

Running it, however, necessitates a degree of 

extra planning that is fun’s annoying cousin. If 

you have a regular daily commute and adhere 

to it rigorously, you’ll be fine; venture out of the 

ordinary, and you might come unstuck. 

For example, my two children and I have 

just been to Cambridge, a distance of exactly 

32.4 miles from my house and therefore a 

borderline journey into the unknown, even on  

a full charge. Yes, the infrastructure is always 

growing, but currently there’s just one fast 

charging point in the city centre, and a 

sprinkling of slower ones on the fringes.  

So we did something more environmentally 

friendly: we took the train. 

If you’re already in the city, though, or are 

one of those middle-class types who runs a 

‘train station car’, the Zoe is close to genius. 

Rumours about Apple’s car began circulating 

again recently, but even with Sir Jonny Ive (a 

die-hard petrolhead, by the way) applying his 

usual peerless aesthetic, could Silicon Valley 

really do much better than this? I’ve also yet  

to tire of the near-silent driving experience,  

and what noise the Zoe does make is limited  

to an endearing sci-fi whistle when you brake  

or throttle-off. This is a seriously cool little car.

But then, so is the new Twingo. And I could 

drive it back and forwards to Cambridge five 

times right now without giving it a second 

thought. Tomorrow’s mission to Heathrow is 

simply too far to contemplate. So, big energy 

questions still surround the EV, the expending 

of personal mental energy being one of them. 

IN DETAIL

Positive/negative
    REPORT 4     Electric motor, FWD, 88bhp, 162lb ft   N/A mpg, N/A g/km CO2  

 0–62mph in 13.5secs, 84mph   1468kg  £  £20,043  Total mileage 3173  

Driver Jason Barlow  Why it’s here Can a family live with a pure electric vehicle?

Loving the sci-fi  

blue glow of the 

headlights  – it fits  

in with the aesthetic 

of the space-age car. 

Their effectiveness  

is another matter...

R E N AU LT  ZO E

R
ecently I’ve noticed there’s 

a massive blind spot at the 

rear. When reversing and 

looking back (with my own 

eyes and not cameras – 

unconventional, I know), a car can easily be 

lost in the wide C-pillar. Having driven out 

of my drive and not noticed a car that had 

pulled out of a junction, a bad crash could 

have been in the offing were it not for the 

parking sensors warning me the car was 

close. What the X-Trail gains in boot and 

head space with this pillar it loses in visibility. 

In other news, it’s great to see Nissan 

posting a 22 per cent increase in car sales 

compared with last year. This is purely down 

to building better cars, which I can vouch 

for. Believe me, I would say if I thought this 

car was rubbish. It’s not. So with its recent 

exciting and radical new Nismo GT-R 

LeMans car entry, now’s a great time to be 

owning a Nissan. But come on, Nissan: we 

need more Nismos – my X-Trail is lacking  

in poweeerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr.

Love is blind
N I S SA N  X-T R A I L

    REPORT 6  

 1598cc, 4cyl turbodiesel, AWD,  

128bhp, 236lb ft  

 53.3mpg, 139g/km CO2   

 0–62mph in 11.0secs, 116mph 

 1615kg  £  £28,995/£30,245

Total mileage 10,050 

Driver Andy Franklin 

Why it’s here Is this the next  

logical step after the Qashqai?

Enormous blind spot 
not ideal for tricky 

reversing manoeuvres
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GARAGE LOGBOOK
1.6 CRDi MIXX

GOOD STUFF
� Booked into 

Hummingbird Kia 

to get dents sorted 

� Kia introduces 

Acid Green New 

Soul – I thought 

red-and-white 

stood out plenty

BAD STUFF
� Two new door 

skins and a polish 

is going to cost 

£2,000… Thanks 

to whoever  

drove into my 

parked Soul!

� DAB defaults 

to Heat Radio 

and cuts out 

sporadically

ND MPG THIS MONTH

1 2 4 37.0

ur Soul’s full name is the New 

Soul Mixx, and it comes with 

an OTR price of £21,450, 

which is £8,000 more 

expensive than the entry-

level Start trim. The question is, what do you 

get for your money and is it worth it?

On looks alone, I’d say it was, as I’m quite 

taken with our ‘Soul on steroids’. Chrome 

doorhandles, gloss black bumpers, tinted glass 

and Urban Styling pack are all standard with  

our Soul, and are all a good investment, as far 

as I’m concerned. The lower down the range 

you go with the Soul, the more it runs the risk 

of looking really plain. Plus, we have 18in alloys, 

which always add to the appearance and, in  

this instance, don’t spoil the ride. 

The light clusters are my favourite exterior 

features, and they’re an integral part of the 

quirky look that Kia has so obviously intended 

to offer. (All the lights bar the headlights on  

the Mixx are LEDs, which is not the case lower 

down the range). More sensible stuff like 

heated electrically folding door mirrors are also 

standard except for the entry-level Start.

On the inside, the Start is basic, but step up 

to the Connect (£14.8k or £17.9k as an auto), 

and you get much of the same comfort levels 

as our top-level Mixx except for the heated 

front seats and a portable LED luggage light, 

neither of which are essential – and I hadn’t 

even noticed the LED until I looked for it. 

As for technology, the enhanced 8in  

satnav and eight-speaker stereo is good, but I 

could definitely forego the front speaker mood 

lights, while the invaluable reversing camera  

is standard across the range from Connect 

upwards, as are steering-wheel controls, DAB 

radio, Bluetooth connection and voice control.

So, we obviously have a lot more on our 

Mixx than there is on the entry-level Start, but, 

exterior looks aside, not much more than the 

mid-range Connect. So, if you really love the 

pimped-up Soul, it’s £3,350 well spent but, if 

you prefer your cars a bit more shy and retiring, 

save some money and stick with the Connect 

(plus, of course, a portable satnav).

IN DETAIL

B
ig distance is something 

the i8 does particularly 

well. After a day learning 

to ride motocross bikes at 

Geraint Jones’s excellent 

facility in Llanidloes, I was tired and a little 

bit broken, following a minor Evel Knievel 

moment of overconfidence in the 

afternoon that saw me and my Yamaha 

part company with subsequent dumping 

on my arse and much gravel rash.

So, it’s fair to say, I was looking for 

solace, somewhere to ease my literally 

aching bones on the 267-mile journey 

home. It’s on trips like this that the 

effortless power delivery and near-perfect 

suspension set-up of the i8 shine, leaving 

me to worry about trying not to bleed onto 

the grey interior. At journey’s end, we’d 

delivered a real-world fuel economy of 

46mpg, and I was sufficiently refreshed  

to start looking into used motocross bike 

prices, which clearly can’t end well.

Bleeding edge
B M W  i 8

    REPORT 7   

 1499cc, 3cyl turbo, RWD,  231bhp,  

235lb ft (plus 129bhp, 185lb ft e-motor  

driving the front wheels) 

 134.5mpg, 49g/km CO2   

 0–62mph in 4.4secs, 155mph   

 1560kg  £  £99,845/£105,825

Total mileage 21,145   

Driver Charlie Turner 

Why it’s here  Is this the future  

of the sports car?

The lights are 

definitely my 

favourite feature  

of the Soul. And  

they come with  

all trim levels! 

Below: if you like acid 

green, then Kia is 

happy to provide...

    REPORT 7      1582cc, 4cyl turbodiesel, FWD, 126bhp, 192lb ft   47.1mpg, 158g/km CO2  

 0–62mph in 11.7secs, 110mph   1406kg  £  £21,450/£21,450  Total mileage 5493  

Driver  Simon Carrington Why it’s here Can the Soul hack it as an urban family runaround?
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K I A  SO U L

Soul trader
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T
his month, I have mainly 

been suffering from wind, 

the recent blustery spell 

revealing an interesting 

foible of the Twingo.

It’s not unusual for short-wheelbase, 

relatively tall city cars to get a little… 

wandery on the motorway in blustery 

conditions, but the Twingo’s ailment –  

I discovered on one particularly fraught 

journey in admittedly severe crosswinds  

– is rather more specific. 

Heavy gusts from certain angles – a  

sort of front three-quarter pitch, maybe?  

– cause the Twingo’s traction control to 

enter Oh No You Don’t mode, the throttle  

pedal graunching and groaning and 

refusing to provide any power. Which  

rather exacerbates the whole being-blown- 

across-lanes thing. The irony, of course, is 

that you’d be safer if you could call upon a 

squirt of power to pull you out of trouble.

It’s a function of the Twingo’s hyper-

aggressive traction control, which – 

presumably to prevent nans oversteering 

their rear-drive, rear-engined hatch into the 

Nürburgring Armco – engages the safety 

blanket when it detects the car is anything 

but dead flat on its springs.  

TopGear understands most Twingo 

owners won’t want to explore the on-the-

lockstops handling of their city car. But 

there’s conservative, and then there’s 

so-conservative-it’s-actually-a-bit-

dangerous. Trust us at least a little, Renault.

Wind up
R E N AU LT  T W I N G O

    REPORT 2   

 898cc, 3cyl turbo petrol, RWD,  

89bhp, 100lb ft  

 65.7mpg, 99g/km CO2   

 0–62mph in 10.8secs, 103mph 

 943kg  £  £12,545/£13,765

Total mileage 1060 

Driver Sam Philip  

Why it’s here Is this the best city car  

on the market?

I

V-Raptor perfectly 

capable of dealing 

with UK off-road, and 

the inside is simple 

but very practical – 

especially the fold- 

up rear seats. Still a 

little jealous of Ken 

Block’s RaptorTrax 

(below), mind... 

GARAGE LOGBOOK
VELOCIRAPTOR 600

GOOD STUFF
� 10,000lb 

WARN winch is 

surprisingly useful 

for... stuff

� People get the 

hell out of your way

� Just look at it. 

Tell me you don’t 

want to have a go?

BAD STUFF
� It makes me look 

like a midget

� I’m on first-name 

terms with the local 

Shell attendant. 

Hello, Ranjit!

� The nav hasn’t 

got a UK map.  

I don’t care

MILEAGE AND MPG THIS MONTH

0 0 2 7 3 0 10.7

did think, for a while there, 

that if I drove the V-Raptor 

every single day for a few 

weeks, commuted in it, 

shopped in it, attempted  

to park it and generally lived with it, that I 

would inevitably become bored and therefore 

stop wanting to actually buy one. After all,  

it’s a super pickup scaled and designed for 

America, and therefore slightly at odds with 

UK sensibilities. Once past the initial rush of 

driving around in essentially a giant Tonka  

toy, I would, I reasoned, prefer to do my  

daily business in something that doesn’t  

make dogs bark and single-speed bike- 

riding hipsters with fashion beards shake  

their heads in weary and disgusted disbelief. 

Nope, sorry, I love it more than ever.  

Damn. Why? Because it just requires a little 

lateral thinking to make it work. Now I’ll admit 

using it to potter through London requires you 

to develop the spatial awareness of a helicopter 

pilot, and filling it up from empty (around – 

cough – £130 per 300 miles if you’re being 

careful) requires you to be an actual Texan oil 

baron, but once you’ve got over those slight 

hiccups, it’s actually very usable. 

No, if this were your F-150, you wouldn’t 

delete the available space in the bed with a 

showy-but-pointless secondary spare wheel 

mount, and you could probably do without 

the full Hennessey 600 supercharger 

treatment, but then if you’ve bought a  

Raptor for domestic duties, it’s unlikely  

you were a shrinking violet in the first place,  

so sausages to subtlety. 

And after that, it’s essentially a Hilux on 

steroids. The inside is prettified utilitarian,  

even if there is leathery upholstery, but  

V- R A P TO R

simple, useful tricks like the fold-up rear seats 

mean that there’s actually plenty of space 

inside for shopping. Everything feels big, and  

a bit loose, but then you feel like you’re in a 

working truck rather than a showboat. 

And it can work. Once the tyre is out of  

the back, there’s a decent bed, and it has more 

rear legroom than anyone really needs. Serious 

UK off-roading is no problem, even for a truck 

designed more with desert in mind, and when 

we took it to the TG Test Track, it proved quite 

startlingly quick. And once you’ve seen a 

Hennessey VelociRaptor howling around the 

Hammerhead, you’ll never be the same again. 

In fact, the only real downside is that I seem 

to be obsessed with finding things to winch. So 

far it’s been a mate’s stranded car, a tree stump 

and a bent bumper pulled straight. Oh, and 

three children. But we don’t talk about them. 

IN DETAIL

Pickup artist
    REPORT 2     6210cc, V8 supercharged, 623bhp @ 5700rpm, 627lb ft @ 3800rpm   

 14.3mpg, 428g/km CO2   0–62mph in 5.2secs, 110mph   2,789kg  £  $95,000/£60,000   

Total mileage 8712 Driver Tom Ford  Why it’s here Because you just would, wouldn’t you?
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GARAGE LOGBOOK
CUPRA 280

GOOD STUFF
� Not all will agree 

but I reckon the 

Cupra 280 is a 

better looker than 

the Golf GTI

� It is closer on 

performance to a 

Golf R but comes 

at GTI money. And 

it really does feel 

like VW quality

BAD STUFF
� Satnav graphics 

are a little basic – 

not one of the best 

systems I’ve used

� Don’t get me 

wrong, the interior 

is great. It’s just 

a little too, well, 

black. A few 

metallic finishes 

wouldn’t go amiss

MILEAGE AND MPG THIS MONTH

0 0 0 1 8 8 22.8

eat has been bombarding 

us with hot versions of  

the Leon Cupra of late. 

First up, there’s the Cupra 

265 which is a brilliant  

little car – great fun and plenty fast enough, 

but sadly only available as a three-door.  

Then there’s our car – the slightly more 

powerful Cupra 280.

If you are so inclined, you can add the 

Sub-8 pack, which for an additional £4,200 

will, thanks to a number of sporting tweaks, 

get you round the Nürburgring in under 

eight minutes, but, to be honest, I wouldn’t 

bother, because the standard Cupra 280  

is right on the money. If the VW Golf GTI  

is the historical benchmark for hot hatches, 

consider this: for just a couple of hundred 

quid more than a similarly specced GTI  

(five doors, DSG ’box), you’ll get a car  

that is significantly more powerful (276 vs 

217bhp), quicker to 62 mph (5.7secs vs 

6.5secs), better-looking, and importantly,  

a far less obvious choice.

Our Cupra 280 has been faultless over 

our months together and never fails to put  

a smile on one’s face. Around 280bhp is as 

much as you’d want to be putting through the 

front wheels of a car of this size and weight, 

but the Cupra 280 hits that sweet spot of 

pin-sharp handling and just the right amount 

of grunt without becoming too hardcore. 

S E AT  L EO N  C U P R A

It’s been an immensely easy car to live 

with and enjoy and, to be honest, the only 

reason I haven’t got remotely close to the 

claimed 42.8mpg is both because the car 

has spent most of its life to date in London 

and it’s just too tempting to make the  

exhaust bark on the upchange by giving  

it a bit of a boot.

My only slight reservations are the  

satnav, which is a little basic, and the fact  

that for a proper family car, the boot is  

a bit on the small side. That said, it’s the 

same size as a Golf ’s, and in any case Seat 

has recently launched the Leon ST Cupra 

280, which is, of course, an estate. As an 

affordable fun family car that’s going to  

take some beating. We’ve got one joining  

the TopGear Garage very soon, so watch  

this space for the reports. 

O
ne of the few things that 

holds the Cali back is that 

it only has four seats as 

standard. Only it doesn’t. 

As a no-cost option, you 

can have a three-seat rear bench, although 

you have to do without the storage chest 

underneath it. Or you can take the route 

that we have and pay £360 for an all-

singing, all-dancing, reclining, spinning chair 

– with extra built-in storage. It’s been a 

blessing on the whole, allowing the kids’ 

friends to come along for the ride, and if 

you teamed it with the three-seat bench 

you’d have a camping people carrier.

Couple of drawbacks, though: it’s very 

heavy to remove and it takes up a lot of 

room in the cabin (although I hasten to 

point out the seats do slide further apart  

than in the top picture), making it tricky to 

raise the flip-out table. It’s a useful solution, 

but you can tell it’s a slight afterthought, 

and doesn’t have the superb attention  

to detail evident in the rest of the cabin. 

Seated Heats 
V W  C A L I F O R N I A

    REPORT 9   

 1968cc, 4cyl bi-turbo diesel, 178bhp  

 37.2mpg, 199g/km CO2   

 0–62mph in 12.4secs, 117mph   

 2634kg  £  £49,214/£58,834

Total mileage 16,115   

Driver Ollie Marriage  

Why it’s here  Is VW’s camper van  

worth 20 years of holidays in Spain?

Leon king 
    REPORT 3      1984cc, 4cyl, FWD, 276bhp, 258lb ft  42.8mpg, 154g/km CO2  0–62mph in 

5.7secs, 155mph   1421kg  £  £28,865/£32,980  Total mileage 2410 Driver Adam Waddell   

Why it’s here Has Seat got its hot-hatch groove back?

J U N E  2 0 1 5  �  T O P G E A R . C O M1 5 0

IN DETAIL

Walking the thin line 

between spirited and 

stupid, the Cupra 

280 has lots of the 

trappings of speed 

but genuine  

everyday usability
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I’
m not saying that  

the honeymoon is  

over, because the  

C-Class continues to  

be absolutely brilliant.  

But I’ve found a few niggles that I need  

to share with you.

Firstly, the boot isn’t quite as large as I 

thought. I can’t quite fit our double buggy 

in lengthways, which makes packing bags 

around it tricky, as it gets shoved in 

sideways. There’s a little lip on the edge  

as well. Not a huge problem, I know, but 

it’s all about marginal gains these days.

The footrest isn’t big enough, either. 

You might think I’m being picky, but I bet 

the left-hand-drive version of the C-Class 

doesn’t have this problem. I won’t be 

wearing my desert boots very often, then.

In all other areas, the C-Class 

continues to be fantastic. The panoramic 

sunroof has proved its worth this month 

entertaining the kids with its electric 

sunblinds. Small things.

Marginal gains
C- C L A S S  E S TAT E

    REPORT 2   

 2143cc, 4cyl diesel, RWD,  

201bhp, 369lb ft  

 62.8mpg, 117g/km CO2   

 0–62mph in 6.9secs, 150mph 

 1660kg  £  £37,125/£45,035

Total mileage 1889 

Driver Owen Norris  

Why it’s here Were we right to  

make this our Family Car of the Year?

An expensive way 
to distract the kids, 

but well worth it

W

GARAGE LOGBOOK
BLOODHOUND SSC

GOOD STUFF
� The Nammo 

hybrid rocket is 

shorter than the 

original one we 

were going to use, 

which means we 

have some spare 

space in the chassis. 

It’ll be partly filled 

by hydraulics for 

the back-up  

safety system

BAD STUFF
� Failures in a 

design are never 

what you want, 

but the impeller 

bearing problem 

largely came about 

because of how 

efficient the pump 

is. We’ve designed 

it too well!

MILEAGE AND MPG THIS MONTH

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

e had a bit of excitement 

mixed with relief the other 

day, when Andy Green’s 

seat arrived. Alongside the 

rocket and jet, it might not 

seem like a key component, but somehow  

the fact that this is the part that needs to keep 

Andy safe should – heaven forbid – anything 

happen, does tend to concentrate the mind 

on the importance of its design. 

We popped it in the car so Andy could 

jump in and check the fit and get some idea 

of his driving position. The relief came when 

he said he was happy! It’s a carbon shell seat 

that’s been perfectly formed to his body 

shape (he can’t afford to pile on the pounds 

now…), but much thicker than you might 

expect as we weren’t fussed about mass, only 

stiffness and strength. It’s also completely 

unpadded because, should anything go 

wrong during a run, we need Andy as tightly 

located as possible. Any slack in the seat or 

belts could be enough to cause injury. 

We have had a setback – further impeller 

testing down at Newquay since last month’s 

report has revealed that the bearing we had 

used for the first test can’t tolerate the loads 

we might need to put on it. In other words,  

we had a failure. Once we’d checked, it wasn’t 

a fault that had anything to do with the set-up 

of the test rig, but instead the suction effect 

of the impeller pulling itself into the fluid as it 

spins, and consequently accelerating the wear, 

meaning we could do something about it. 

So, out goes the 25mm grease-lubricated 

deep-groove ball bearing, and in comes a 

32mm oil-lubricated angular contact bearing. 

This can cope with much higher loads than 

we thought the impeller would generate –  

B LO O D H O U N D  S SC

we thought a 10,000 Newton loading would 

be enough, but our tests show a theoretical 

maximum loading of 26,000 Newtons. The 

new one can cope with 30,000. 

Assembly is going very well. We’ve trial-

fitted the auxiliary jet fuel tanks – a pair of 

them totalling about 50 litres, which gives us 

a bit of spare if we need more than the 470 

litres in the main tank – plus there’s more than 

enough parts in the store room to keep the 

assembly guys flat out at the moment. 

One thing we did enjoy this month; the 

rocket comes with a lot of plumbing, and  

we wanted to see where the lines and tubes 

would have to run. So one of the guys went  

to B&Q and bought a load of 22mm plastic 

plumbing conduit – it’s much easier to work 

with than the aluminum tubing that will 

eventually replace it!

The hot seat
    REPORT 4      Rolls-Royce EJ200 turbofan, Nammo hybrid rocket, 47,700lb thrust  200 litres  

of jet fuel and 800 litres of rocket fuel per run  0–1000mph in 42.0secs, 1,050mph max   7750kg   

Weeks to go 14  Run by Mark Chapman  Why it’s here It’s Bloodhound SSC...

IN DETAIL

Yes, that is B&Q 

plumbing pipe 

running round the 

cockpit. Front end  

is really starting to 

come together now, 

but there’s much 

more still to be done 

with the tail fin
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Wellman® is an advanced range of
nutritional products, tailored to the specific
requirements of men. It has helped World
Champion boxer Ashley Theophane so
whether you’re competing or not, why not
see what it can do for you?

“ I have been taking Wellman® for many
years now and I just don’t feel the 
same when I’m not using it. Anyone
competing or living a healthy lifestyle
should consider Wellman® in their life.
I’m a champion and I recommend it.”

www.wellman.co.uk

Ashley Theophane
• British Champion 2011 - 2012

• World Welterweight Champion (GBC)

• International Champion (IBO)

• Welterweight World Number 4 (IBF)

Wellman® Original
tablets

Wellman® Sport
tablets
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CRASH TESTING
You want five stars here

YELLOW BAR
Denotes the TG Favourites

BOOT VOLUME
Two numbers? Seats up/down

FUEL ECONOMY
Less is, um, more

NOT EVERY ENGINE
is available with every trim!

TG SPEAKS
Our verdict on the brand

MODEL CHOICE
Just the ones that count

SOME WORDS...
...about the car

EVERYTHING YOU 

NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 

BUYING NEW CARS

TOPGEAR

P R O D U C E D  B Y  M O T O R I N G  R E S E A R C H

Audi Q7 p154
 PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 TDI SE £50,340  6.3 145 272 442 49.5 149 TBA

DS brand p157
 PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

DS3 1.2 DStyle £15,630 9.6 118 110 151 60.1 107 7/10

N E W  I N  T H I S  M O N T H

ALFA ROMEO
TopGear on Alfa Romeo: 
The best badge in the business, now worn by two hatches 
and a sports car that divides opinion. History repeating?

Alfa’s small car is actually quite big, 

except on the inside. Yes, it’s the Mini 

all over again, but worse to drive. 

Euro NCAP               LxWxH in mm: 4060x1820x1540, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 270/950-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

MITO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 170 QV £20,210 7.3 136 172 185 52.3 124 4/101.4 170 QV £20,210 7.3 136 172 185 52.3 124 4/10

Another pizza slice from Fiat’s Taste The 

Diff erence range. It’s no Golf, which is 

why you want it, and also why you don’t. 

GIULIETTA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 170 D’tive £20,990 7.6 135 170 170 49.6 131 6/10

2.0 JTDM-2 £21,720 8.8 130 150 280 67.3 110 6/102.0 JTDM-2 £21,720 8.8 130 150 280 67.3 110 6/10

Euro NCAP               LxWxH in mm: 4350x1800x1460, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 450-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

ARIEL
TopGear on Ariel: 
Artfully shaped metalwork containing frenzied engines     
and a man clinging on for dear life. Hectic, addictive. 

The single most insane car on sale. Even 

the regular version will redefi ne your 

sense of what’s possible in a car.

Euro NCAP N/A, LxWxH in mm: 3410x1800x1200, 42-litre fuel tank, 
N/A-litre boot, 3 engines, 1 trim, 3 models in total.

ATOM

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 245 £32,255 3.2 141 245 154 N/A N/A 9/10

2.0 SC 350 R £64,800 2.5 155 330 243 N/A N/A 9/10

ASTON MARTIN
TopGear on Aston Martin: 
Achingly cool cars that make up in beauty and charisma 
what they lack in technical and dynamic ability. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4380x1870x1260, 80-litre fuel 
tank, 300-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 7 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.7 V8 N430 £89,995 4.8 189 430 361 20.4 321 7/10

6.0 V12 S £138,000 3.7 205 573 458 17.2 388 8/10

The car that took on the 911. And lost. 

But it’s an Aston, which means brogues 

to the Porsche’s two-a-penny trainers.

VANTAGE

6.0 V12 S £138,000 3.7 205 573 458 17.2 388 8/10

Lotus by Alfa, with the odd Alfa foible to 

boot. But when a car’s this pretty, light 

and engaging, you just want one.

Euro NCAP N/A, LxWxH in mm: 3989x1864x1183, 40-litre fuel tank, 
110-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

4C

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.7T £45,000 4.5 160 240 258 41.5 157 5/101.7T £45,000 4.5 160 240 258 41.5 157 5/10

2.0 SC 350 R £64,800 2.5 155 330 243 N/A N/A 9/10
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AUDI
TopGear on Audi: 
Aspirational premium brand is inventing so many niches, if 
there’s not one for you today, there will be by tomorrow.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4430x1900x1240, 90-litre fuel 
tank, 100-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.2 V8 Spyder £102,385 4.8 187 430 317 19.6 337 9/10

5.2 550 V10 Plus £126,835 3.8 198 550 398 19.0 346 9/10

Still eff ortlessly easy to drive, albeit not 

better than a 911 anymore. Have a V8, 

it's better than the V10. Promise. 

R8

4.2 V8 Spyder £102,385 4.8 187 430 317 19.6 337 9/10

Euro NCAP               LxWxH in mm: 4630x1880x1650, 75-litre fuel 
tank, 540/1560-litre boot, 6 engines, 3 trims, 16 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

SQ5 £44,720 5.1 155 313 479 41.5 179 7/10

2.0 TDI q’ SE £32,610 9.0 127 177 258 47.9 154 5/10

Audi’s ‘small’ SUV is only small because 

the Q7 is the size of sub-Saharan Africa. 

It’s small inside though, if that helps. 

Q5

SQ5 £44,720 5.1 155 313 479 41.5 179 7/10

Actually a blend of DB9 and now-defunct 

Virage. Not without charm, but, really 

Aston, it's time for some new ideas.

DB9

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

DB9 6.0 517 £135,527 4.6 183 517 457 19.8 333 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4710x1880x1270, 80-litre fuel tank, 
175-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

DB9 6.0 517 £135,527 4.6 183 517 457 19.8 333 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4692x1912x1294, 78-litre fuel tank, 
368-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

Overhauled DBS is another evolutionary 

step from Aston and is likely to struggle 

to broaden the customer base.  

VANQUISH

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

V12 Coupe £192,995 3.8 201 576 465 22.1 298 8/10

V12 Volante £204,995 4.0 197 576 465 22.1 298 8/10

V12 Coupe £192,995 3.8 201 576 465 22.1 298 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5019x1929x1360, 90.5-litre fuel tank, 
317/886-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

Aston has ensured the latest Rapide is, 

err, rapid-er by giving it the engine from 

the latest Vanquish. Better than ever.

RAPIDE S

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.0 V12 £144,950 4.4 203 560 465 21.9 300 8/106.0 V12 £144,950 4.4 203 560 465 21.9 300 8/10

Euro NCAP               LxWxH in mm: 3973x1740x1416, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 270/920-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TFSI Sport £16,690 8.8 127 125 147 57.6 115 6/10

S1 £25,380 5.8 155 231 272 40.3 162 8/10

Essentially a posh Fabia, the A1 is prince to 

Skoda’s pauper. Or maybe the emperor’s 

new clothes. Either way, it’s not £20k good.

A1

S1 £25,380 5.8 155 231 272 40.3 162 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4230x1770x1420, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 365/1,100-litre boot, 10 engines, 6 trims, 70 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TFSI Sport £21,275 9.2 128 125 147 55.4 117 6/10

e-tron £29,950 7.6 138 204 258 177.6 37 8/10

S3 £30,940 5.2 155 300 280 40.4 162 7/10

2.0 TDI Sport £23,575 8.6 134 150 236 68.9 106 7/10

New A3, old looks. But new bits under-

neath and a really rather lovely cabin. 

Slight naff ness standard with every model.  

A3

e-tron £29,950 7.6 138 204 258 177.6 37 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4700x1830x1420, 65-litre fuel 
tank, 480/962-litre boot, 11 engines, 5 trims, 53 models in total.

Competence is overrated. And here’s 

the proof. Yep, the A4 has all the quality 

and image you crave, but it’s a bit... cold. 

A4

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.8 TFSI SE Tech £27,300 8.1 143 170 236 49.6 134 6/10

3.0 TFSI 333 S4 £39,610 5.0 155 333 324 34.9 190 6/10

RS 4 Avant £56,555 4.7 155 450 317 26.4 249 7/10

2.0 TDI ultra £29,620 8.3 140 163 293 67.3 109 6/10

3.0 TDI q’ Av' £39,550 6.1 155 245 368 47.9 154 6/10

RS 4 Avant £56,555 4.7 155 450 317 26.4 249 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4910x1870x1460, 65-litre fuel 
tank, 535/1680-litre boot, 8 engines, 6 trims, 23 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

RS 6 £78,000 3.9 155 560 516 28.8 229 8/10

2.0 TDI ultra £31,955 8.4 144 190 280 62.8 117 6/10

3.0 BiTDI SE Av’ £48,125 5.2 155 320 479 45.6 164 7/10

Audi’s photocopier styling department 

has pulled another one out the bag. Still 

not up to 5-Series standards. 

A6

RS 6 £78,000 3.9 155 560 516 28.8 229 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4970x1911x1420, 73-litre fuel 
tank, 535/1390-litre boot, 6 engines, 5 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

RS 7 £84,485 3.9 155 560 516 29.7 221 7/10

3.0 TDI BiTDI £56,575 5.2 155 320 479 46.3 162 7/10

Audi’s niche-busting continues. The A7 is 

basically an A8 hatch, with the added sug-

gestion that you might drive yourself. 

A7

RS 7 £84,485 3.9 155 560 516 29.7 221 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5135/5270x1949x1460, 90-litre 
fuel tank, 520-litre boot, 5 engines, 6 trims, 17 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

W12 £98,110 4.6 155 500 461 25.0 264 6/10

4.2 TDI SE Exec £72,795 4.7 155 385 626 38.2 194 6/10

Will the A8 ever escape the S-Class's 

shadow? Probably not, but then on this 

evidence, it doesn't deserve to.

A8

4.2 TDI SE Exec £72,795 4.7 155 385 626 38.2 194 6/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4177x1832x1353, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 305/712-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TFSI FWD £28,860 6.0 155 230 273 47.9 137 8/10

2.0 TDI ultra £29,770 7.1 150 184 280 67.3 110 8/10

It won’t chase away the old stereotypes, 

but the all-new TT is a big step forward. 

Interior is genuinely cool. 

TT

2.0 TDI ultra £29,770 7.1 150 184 280 67.3 110 8/10

BAC
TopGear on BAC: 
A car so good to drive that you’ll need to take everyone you 
know out for a ride in it. Oh, wait…

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3952x1800x1110, 35-litre fuel tank, 
NA-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

Some say it’s too extreme. All we know is 

that Stig once voted it his car of the year. 

And that some people are fools. 

MONO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.3 280 £80,000 2.8 170 280 206 N/A N/A 9/102.3 280 £80,000 2.8 170 280 206 N/A N/A 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4630x1860x1370, 65-litre fuel tank, 
455/829-litre boot, 8 engines, 5 trims, 45 models in total.

An artful lesson in understatement, Audi’s 

A5 does desirable without the fl ash. Unless 

you spec it in white with 20s. Fool. 

A5

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TFSI q’ SE £33,910 6.4 155 225 258 42.8 152 7/10

3.0 TFSI 333 S5 £43,670 4.9 155 333 324 34.9 190 7/10

3.0 TDI quattro £41,185 5.8 155 245 358 49.6 149 7/103.0 TDI quattro £41,185 5.8 155 245 358 49.6 149 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5053x1963x1730, 100-litre fuel tank, 
295/2075-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 TDI 272 SE £50,340 6.3 145 272 442 49.5 149 TBA

About time too. New Q7 smaller on the 

outside, bigger where it matters. Margin-

ally less off ensive, too. Maybe. 

Q7

3.0 TDI 272 SE £50,340 6.3 145 272 442 49.5 149 TBA

→ Audi A8 W12 £98,100
→ Bentley Flying Spur W12 £146,000

 DATA IN NUMBERS: COST CUTTER

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4385x1831x1608, 64-litre fuel 
tank, 420/1325-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TDI quattro £29,240 7.9 136 184 170 53.3 139 6/10

This is the car Audi says rivals the Range 

Rover Evoque. Oh dear. A high-rise Golf 

with an inferiority complex. 

Q3

2.0 TDI quattro £29,240 7.9 136 184 170 53.3 139 6/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

→ Fuel range, fully-charged A3 e-tron 584 miles
→ Time to fully charge an A3 e-tron Four hours

 DATA IN NUMBERS: PLUG-IN ECONOMY
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Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5570x1930x1530, 96-litre fuel tank, 
443-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

The replacement for the Arnage, and 

every bit as opulent and grand. If you 

can ignore the looks, this is brilliant.

MULSANNE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.75 V8 £229,360 5.1 184 512 752 16.8 393 7/106.75 V8 £229,360 5.1 184 512 752 16.8 393 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4329x1765x1421, 50/52-litre fuel 
tank, 360/1200-litre boot, 11 engines, 6 trims, 54 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

116d ED+ 3d £22,030 10.4 121 116 191 83.1 89 7/10

120d SE 5d £25,305 7.1 142 190 295 65.7 114 7/10

M135i M Spt 3d £30,835 5.1 155 326 332 35.3 188 9/10

Perhaps the pick of the premium hatches 

right now, the 1-Series thrashes the opposi-

tion for driving. M135i is bargainous gem. 

1-SERIES

M135i M Spt 3d £30,835 5.1 155 326 332 35.3 188 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4620x1810x1430, 57/60-litre fuel 
tank, 480-litre boot, 10 engines, 7 trims, 66 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

335i M Sport £38,265 5.5 155 306 295 35.7 186 8/10

M3 £56,595 4.3 155 431 406 32.1 204 8/10

320d ED Busi’ £30,175 8.0 143 163 280 68.9 109 9/10

320d xDrive SE £30,975 7.5 145 184 280 57.6 128 9/10

330d xDrive M £38,605 5.3 155 258 413 54.3 137 9/10

Not only the benchmark small exec, but 

one of the best saloons of all. More ver-

sions are out now, all are excellent. 

3-SERIES

330d xDrive M £38,605 5.3 155 258 413 54.3 137 9/10

Remains the best exec around thanks to 

cosseting cabin and ride. Big, smooth and 

brilliant - why d'you need a 7-Series? 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4907x1860x1460, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 520-litre boot, 13 engines, 6 trims, 62 models in total.

5-SERIES

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

535i Luxury £44,690 5.7 155 306 295 37.7 174 7/10

M5 £73,970 4.3 155 560 501 28.5 232 8/10

520d SE £32,365 7.9 147 190 295 65.7 114 8/10

530d Tour SE £43,665 5.9 155 258 413 53.3 139 9/10

535d Lux £48,920 5.3 155 313 464 52.3 143 8/10

530d Tour SE £43,665 5.9 155 258 413 53.3 139 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a LxWxH in mm: 4638x1825x1362, 57/60-litre fuel 
tank, 445/480-litre boot, 7 engines, 6 trims, 86 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

428i SE £33,520 5.9 155 245 258 42.8 154 8/10

435i M Sport £42,370 5.4 155 306 295 35.8 185 8/10

M4 £57,055 4.3 155 431 406 32.1 204 7/10

420d SE £32,495 7.3 149 190 295 67.3 111 8/10

420d SE xDr’ GC £33,995 7.7 147 190 295 61.4 121 7/10

The name may have changed but the 

game’s still the same. Smooth, genteel, 

refi ned and sport-ish.  

4-SERIES

435i M Sport £42,370 5.4 155 306 295 35.8 185 8/10

BENTLEY
TopGear on Bentley: 
Big cars favoured by many footballists. The cars are more 
genteel than their clientele. Yes, even the GT3-R. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4800x1920x1400, 90-litre fuel tank, 
358-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 9 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.0 V8 S £149,800 4.5 192 521 502 26.8 246 8/10

4.0 V8 GT3-R £238,665 3.6 170 580 517 22.3 295 7/10

6.0 W12 Speed £168,300 4.2 206 635 605 19.5 338 8/10

Way better than the David Dickinson 

image would suggest, the Conti GT is a 

masterclass in modern British style.

CONTINENTAL GT

4.0 V8 S £149,800 4.5 192 521 502 26.8 246 8/10

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 3999x11775x1578, 9-litre fuel 
tank(REx), 260-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 8 models in total.

The future is here, its electric and we love 

it. The rest are now playing catch up. From 

a long way behind. 

i3

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

i3 EV £30,980 7.2 93 170 184 n/a 0 8/10

i3 EV REx £34,130 7.9 93 170 184 470 13 9/10i3 EV REx £34,130 7.9 93 170 184 470 13 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a LxWxH in mm: 4432x1774x1418, 52-litre fuel 
tank, 390-litre boot, 5 engines, 3 trims, 10 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

220i Sport £26,195 7.0 146 184 199 44.8 148 7/10

220d Sport £27,015 7.2 143 184 280 58.9 125 7/10

M235i £34,540 5.0 155 326 332 34.9 189 8/10

2-Series follows BMW’s new naming 

strategy, but is very much its own car. 

And a rather good one at that. 

2-SERIES

M235i £34,540 5.0 155 326 332 34.9 189 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5299x1976x1488, 90-litre fuel 
tank, 475-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.0 V8 £142,800 4.9 183 507 487 25.9 254 6/10

6.0 W12 £153,300 4.3 200 625 590 19.0 343 6/10

Brilliant in many ways, but somehow fails 

to capture the essence of luxury as well 

as the Conti coupe. 

FLYING SPUR

4.0 V8 £142,800 4.9 183 507 487 25.9 254 6/10

BMW
TopGear on BMW: 
i cars good, 2-Series Active Tourer bad. We’ll leave you to 
put the rest of BMW’s range on the swing-o-meter.  

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4342x1800x1555, 51-litre fuel 
tank, 468-1510-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 23 models in total.

BMW builds an MPV, but stupidly still 

quotes a Nürburgring time for it. First 

FWD BMW misses the point entirely.

2-SERIES ACTIVE TOURER

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

218i SE £22,475 9.2 127 136 162 57.6 115 5/10

218d SE £24,555 9.1 129 150 243 68.9 109 5/10218d SE £24,555 9.1 129 150 243 68.9 109 5/10

TOPGEAR TOP FIVE
EXECUTIVE CARS

1 BMW 530D SE
Price £41,455
Specs 266bhp, 398lb ft, 0-62mph 
5.8secs, VMax 155mph, 55.4mpg, 
CO

2
 134g/km

The 5-Series stands clear at the top of the class. Others 
come close in some areas, but none manages the 
5-Series’ breadth of excellence across the board. 

2 MERCEDES E350 
BLUETEC AMG LINE
Price £41,210 Specs 261bhp, 457lb 
ft, 0-62mph 6.4secs, VMax 155mph, 
53.3mpg, CO

2
 139g/km

New nose, new lease of life. The E-Class has always come 
across as slightly austere compared to more welcoming 
rivals, but there’s no denying the ability on off er. 

3 JAGUAR XF 3.0D 
S PORTFOLIO
Price £49,515 Specs 275bhp, 
443lb ft, 0-62mph 6.4secs, VMax 
155mph, 47.0mpg, CO

2
 159g/km

The car that proved Jag did know how to build an 
executive to rival the Germans. Beat them in fact. 
Shame that development hasn’t quite kept pace since.

 4 AUDI A6 3.0 BITDI 320 
QUATTRO SE
Price £46,125 Specs 317bhp, 
479lb ft, 0-62mph 5.0secs, VMax 
155mph, 47.1mpg, CO

2
 159g/km

Not the cheapest A6, it must be said, but by far and 
away the fastest and most interesting. Lesser ones fall 
short of BMW/Merc standards, but not the BiTDI. 

5 TESLA MODEL S
Price £49,900-£68,700
Specs 416bhp, 443lb ft, 0-62mph 
4.2secs, VMax 130mph, NAmpg, 
CO

2
 0g/km, 265-mile range

Proof that it is possible to do things diff erently in this 
market. Like be powered by electricity and have a 
hatchback. Tesla is here and it’s rather awesome.
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BUGATTI
TopGear on Bugatti: 
There’s one last Veyron to come. It won’t have an Onyx  
dash or marble pedals. It’ll be called the Veyron L. 

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Far superior to the last one. So much so 

that you question the need for the X5. 

X3 is more socially acceptable, too. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4648x1881x1675, 67-litre fuel 
tank, 550/1600-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 7 models in total.

X3

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

xDrive20d SE £33,295 8.1 130 190 295 55.4 135 7/10

xDrive35d M Sp’ £45,695 5.3 152 313 465 47.1 157 7/10xDrive35d M Sp’ £45,695 5.3 152 313 465 47.1 157 7/10

CHEVROLET
TopGear on Chevrolet: 
If you’re looking for Chevrolets such as the Aveo and    
Cruze, you’re reading the wrong magazine. 

Brilliant slice of Americana that's some-

how not as good on the A34 as cruising 

down Route 66, but we still would. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4840x1920x1380, 72-litre fuel tank, 
320-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

CAMARO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.2 V8 Coupe £35,345 5.2 155 432 419 20.0 329 7/106.2 V8 Coupe £35,345 5.2 155 432 419 20.0 329 7/10

The Americans have fi nally got serious 

about taking on the Porsche 911. Others 

have tried before, but rarely as well as this.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4495x1780x1235, TBC-litre fuel 
tank, TBC-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

CORVETTE STINGRAY

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.2 V8 £61,520 <4.0 186 460 465 23.5 279 8/106.2 V8 £61,520 <4.0 186 460 465 23.5 279 8/10

The fastest, most expensive car in the 

world (until John Hennessey gets his act 

together). Veyron is the ultimate.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4460x1990x1200, 100-litre fuel tank, 
n/a boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

VEYRON

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

W16 Grand Sp’ £1,139,985 2.5 252 1001 922 10.9 596 10/10W16 Grand Sp’ £1,139,985 2.5 252 1001 922 10.9 596 10/10

CATERHAM
TopGear on Caterham: 
Small, light and nimble 50-year old cars remain all that.     
But they didn’t have to negotiate X6s in 1965. 

As old as the hills, yet as energetic as 

a spring lamb. The small, light, fl imsy 

template still serves the 7 well.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3530x1690x1140, 36-litre fuel tank, 
75-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 5 models in total.

SEVEN

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

0.8 160 £18,995 6.9 100 80 79 57.6 114 8/10

2.0 360 £26,995 4.8 130 183 143 n/a n/a 7/10

R620 £49,995 2.8 155 310 219 n/a n/a 9/10R620 £49,995 2.8 155 310 219 n/a n/a 9/10

How does BMW get the Z4 wrong? It 

looks right, but doesn’t drive right. The 

Boxster kicks it in the tenders. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4240x1790x1290, 61-litre fuel tank, 
180/310-litre boot, 6 engines, 2 trims, 9 models in total.

Z4

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

sDrive18i £27,740 7.9 137 154 177 41.5 159 6/10

sDrive28i £37,390 5.7 155 245 258 41.5 159 7/10sDrive28i £37,390 5.7 155 245 258 41.5 159 7/10

People with the hides of rhinos and a 

passion for obnoxiousness bought the 

X6, so we now have to suff er an X4. Joy. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4671x1915x1624, 67-litre fuel tank,             
500/1400-litre boot, 3 engines, 2 trims, 6 models in total.

X4

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

xDrive20d SE £36,895 8.0 132 190 295 55.4 135 4/10

xDrive30d XLi’ £45,195 5.8 145 258 413 49.6 149 4/10xDrive30d XLi’ £45,195 5.8 145 258 413 49.6 149 4/10

A supercar for spacemen. There’s noth-

ing else like it: this is a performance car 

that makes a Prius look like a gas-guzzler.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4689x1942x1298, 42-litre fuel 
tank, TBA-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

i8

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

i8 £104,540 4.4 155 367 236 134.5 49 9/10i8 £104,540 4.4 155 367 236 134.5 49 9/10

Never as attractive a proposition as the 

Merc S-Class, the 7 is phenomenally 

good without anyone really giving a toss.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5070/5210x1900x1480, 82-litre fuel 
tank, 500-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 20 models in total.

7-SERIES

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

ActiveHybrid 7 £66,200 5.7 155 320 331 41.5 158 5/10

740d SE £65,465 5.5 155 313 464 49.6 149 7/10740d SE £65,465 5.5 155 313 464 49.6 149 7/10

Unusually, BMW launched the 6 as a 

Cabrio fi rst. Also unusually, the coupe’s a 

bit... rubbish. GC 4dr is much better.  

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4890x1890x1370, 70-litre fuel tank, 
460-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 19 models in total.

6-SERIES

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

650i Sport Con’ £75,690 4.6 155 450 480 30.7 214 5/10

M6 Coupe £94,635 4.2 155 560 501 28.5 232 7/10

640d GC SE £62,295 5.4 155 313 464 50.4 148 8/10

M6 GC £98,155 4.2 155 560 501 28.5 232 8/10

640d GC SE £62,295 5.4 155 313 464 50.4 148 8/10

Very good on tarmac, assuming you 

want to pummel it into submission. Just 

like with those building contracts, yeah?

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4896x1938x1762, 85-litre fuel tank, 
650/1870-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

X5

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

M50d £64,525 5.3 155 381 545 42.8 173 6/10

xDrive30d SE £48,850 6.8 142 258 413 47.9 156 7/10xDrive30d SE £48,850 6.8 142 258 413 47.9 156 7/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

TOPGEAR TOP FIVE
HOT HATCHBACKS

4 FORD FOCUS ST
Price £22,495
Specs 247bhp, 250lb ft, 0-62mph 
6.5secs, VMax 154mph, 41.5mpg, 
CO

2
 159g/km

A good, honest hot hatch. Tinge of blue collar, but 
there’s something rather sophisticated about the way it 
drives. Also available as an estate, if you must.

RENAULTSPORT MEGANE 
TROPHY
Price £28,930 Specs 270bhp, 
265lb ft, 0-62mph 6.0secs, VMax 
158mph, 37.7mpg, CO2 174g/km

Take your driving seriously? Attend track days? Post on 
forums? Then buy a Megane, the hatch of choice for 
hardcore geeks. Now available as a Trophy model, too.

5

BMW M135i
Price £31,200
Specs 326bhp, 332lb ft, 
0-62mph 5.1secs, VMax 155mph, 
35.3mpg, CO

2
 188g/km

Not front wheel drive, so some may say this isn’t a hot 
hatch at all. But it is, and it’s brilliant. Super fast, highly 
amusing and £10k cheaper than the old 1M. Bargain.

2

VW GOLF R
Price £30,150
Specs 300bhp, 280lb ft, 
0-62mph 5.1secs, VMax 155mph, 
39.8mpg, CO

2
 165g/km

Previous Golf R’s have been a bit leaden. This one isn’t. 
In fact it’s one of the best hot Golf’s ever: sharp, direct, 
fast and fun. An Impreza from Germany.

1

3 SEAT LEON CUPRA 280
Price £27,210
Specs 276bhp, 258lb ft, 0-62mph 
5.7secs, VMax 155mph, 42.8mpg, 
CO

2
 154g/km

Like the Golf R, the Leon took us rather by surprise. 
Very eff ective diff erential, crisp, strong engine and 
plenty of cornering nous. Well done Seat, much better. 
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CITROEN
TopGear on Citroen: 
Design-led brand that’s the most ‘French’ of the French car 
fi rms. Undergoing a bit of a renaissance these days.

A former Car of the Year and a gigantic, 

mincing Gallic leap forward for Citroen. 

Not fast, but a kick up the arse for Mini. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3950x1720x1480, 48-litre fuel 
tank, 285/880-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 12 models in total.

DS3

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 VTi DSign £12,865 10.6 114 82 87 62.8 104 7/10

1.6 THP DStyle £17,790 7.5 135 165 177 50.4 129 7/10

1.6 e-HDi DSt’ £15,820 12.5 113 90 169 78.5 95 7/10

1.6 THP DStyle £17,790 7.5 135 165 177 50.4 129 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4530x1870x1540, 45-litre fuel tank, 
465-litre boot (Hybrid 325l), 4 engines, 3 trims, 10 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 THP 200 £28,920 8.5 146 200 203 42.2 155 5/10

2.0 HDi DSport £28,955 8.5 134 160 250 57.6 128 7/10

The most avantgarde of all the DS. Not 

as inspiring as the DS3, and the ride is 

terrible, but family cars come no cooler. 

DS5

2.0 HDi DSport £28,955 8.5 134 160 250 57.6 128 7/10

FERRARI
TopGear on Ferrari: 
Art and science blended into the most alluring and                
diverse supercar range in the company’s history. 

The Ferrari that everyone thought was a 

Maserati now has a turbo V8. Purists will 

hate it, but it’ll bring in buyers.

CALIFORNIA T

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.8 V8 T £154,490 3.6 196 560 556 26.9 250 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4570x1910x1322, 78-litre fuel tank, 
240/340-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

3.8 V8 T £154,490 3.6 196 560 556 26.9 250 8/10

Funky newness from Citroen, helping 

make the world of MPVs more accept-

able. Headlights a particular success.

GRAND C4 PICASSO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 THP 165 £24,370 8.7 130 155 177 50.4 130 7/10

1.6 e-HDi 115 £22,210 12.1 117 114 199 70.6 105 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4590x1830x1630, 60-litre 
fuel tank, 537/1851-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

1.6 e-HDi 115 £22,210 12.1 117 114 199 70.6 105 8/10

DS
TopGear on DS: 
Citroen’s new sub-brand will focus on style, tech and luxury. 
Think Lexus. Only French-er. 

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4157x1729x1480, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 358/1170-litre boot, 6 engines, 3 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 PureT’ 75 £12,990 12.9 103 75 87 61.4 105 8/10

1.2 PureT’ 110 £15,890 9.3 117 110 151 60.1 107 8/10

1.6 BlueHDi 100 £15,490 10.7 114 100 187 83.1 90 8/10

Breath of fresh air, as only Citroen can 

do. Great looking and with just enough 

gadgets to keep a modern family happy.

C4 CACTUS

1.2 PureT’ 110 £15,890 9.3 117 110 151 60.1 107 8/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

The fi rst time Citroen got jiggy with 

Peugeot and Toyota, they created some-

thing quite cool. Now it’s round two.

C1

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Touch 3d £8,345 14.3 98 69 69 68.9 95 6/10

1.2 Flair 5d £11,035 11.0 106 83 87 65.7 99 6/10

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3460x1620x1430, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 196/780-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 20 models in total.

1.0 Touch 3d £8,345 14.3 98 69 69 68.9 95 6/10

DACIA
TopGear on Dacia: 
Cheap cars from Eastern Europe, via France for a bit of         
je ne sais quoi, and then on to the budget-conscious.  

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4060x1730x1520, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 320/1200-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 7 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 75 Access £5,995 14.5 97 75 78 47.9 137 6/10

0.9 TCe 90 Amb £7,595 11.1 109 90 99 54.3 120 6/10

1.5 dCi 90 Amb £8,595 12.1 107 90 162 74.3 99 6/10

The UK’s cheapest new car – you can 

lease one for less than a Sky TV package. 

Nothing here besides simple transport. 

SANDERO

0.9 TCe 90 Amb £7,595 11.1 109 90 99 54.3 120 6/10

Euro NCAP          LxWxH in mm: 4320x1820x1700, 50-litre fuel tank, 
475/1636-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 105 Access £9,495 11.5 102 105 109 39.8 165 7/10

1.5 dCi Amb’ £11,995 11.8 106 110 177 56.5 130 7/10

1.5 dCi 4x4 Lau’ £15,495 12.5 104 110 177 53.3 137 7/10

Simple, high-riding crossover-style fi ve-

seater is a favourite of James May. Good 

value, surprisingly able, very tough. 

DUSTER

1.6 105 Access £9,495 11.5 102 105 109 39.8 165 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4330x1790x1490, 60-litre fuel tank, 
410-1185-litre boot, 6 engines, 3 trims, 9 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 DSign £18,695 10.0 123 130 169 55.4 119 TBA

1.6 BlueHDi DSi’ £19,895 12.2 120 120 236 65.7 100 TBA

Not as good as the DS3, not as cool as 

the DS5. An awkward middle-child that’s 

best avoided. 

DS4

1.6 BlueHDi DSi’ £19,895 12.2 120 120 236 65.7 100 TBA

→ Porsche 911 Turbo S Cabrio 560bhp, £150,857
→ Ferrari California T 560bhp, £154,490
→ Bentley Conti GT V8 S Conv 528bhp, £164,800

DATA IN NUMBERS: CALIFORNIA DREAM?

→ DS4 1.2 PureTech 130 DSign £18,695
→ Nissan Qashqai 1.2 TCe 115 Visia £18,265

DATA IN NUMBERS: DS4 DESIRE?

TOPGEAR TOP TEN
TWO SEATER WITH BIGGEST BOOT

Jaguar 
F-Type Coupe

315 litres

Mercedes-Benz 
SLK

225 litres

Aston Martin 
Vantage

300 litres

Ginetta 
G40

200 litres

Smart 
Fortwo

260 litres

Jaguar
F-Type Convertible

196 litres

Nissan 
370Z

BMW
Z4

Ferrari 
458 Italia

230 litres

Mercedes-Benz 
SL

364 litres

3 8

2 7

4 9

5 10

1 6

235 litres 180 litres
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FIAT
TopGear on Fiat: 
Good when they do the small stuff , bad when they go 
beyond it. Buy a Panda and be content.

FORD
TopGear on Ford: 
Proof that mass market motoring can have an edge.       
Note: this does not apply to the disappointing EcoSport. 

The F12 is bombastic, epic and howlingly 

fast. The fastest ever until the LaFerrari 

came along. Emphatically not just a GT. 

F12

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.3 V12 £240,083 3.1 211 740 508 18.8 350 10/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4620x1940x1270, 92-litre fuel tank, 
350-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

6.3 V12 £240,083 3

A 4wd Ferrari estate, making this the most 

practical 208mph family car around. Buy it 

for the 6.3-litre V12, not the 450-litre boot. 

FF

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.3 V12 £227,167 3.7 208 660 503 18.3 360 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4910x1960x1380, 91-litre fuel tank, 
450/800-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

6.3 V12 £227,167 3

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3650x1640x1550, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 225/870-litre boot, 4 engines, 5 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

TwinAir 85 Easy £11,095 11.2 110 85 106 67.3 99 8/10

1.3 MJet Easy £12,095 12.8 104 75 140 72.4 104 8/10

It’s back, it’s slightly rounder and it’s 

still entirely brilliant. Come ’ere cuddly 

Panda, we want to give you a hug.  

PANDA

TwinAir 85 Easy £11,095 11.2 110 85 106 67.3 99 8/10

Short on talent, long on appeal, that’s 

the rufty-tufty Abarth. Pogo stick ride 

but ever so eager with it. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3660x1630x1490, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 185/610-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 8 models in total.

ABARTH 500

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 T-Jet 135 £14,560 7.9 127 135 148 43.5 155 7/10

595 1.4 Comp’ £18,990 7.4 130 162 148 43.5 155 7/10

1.4 T-Jet 135 £14,560 7.9 127 135 148 43.5 155 7/10

Arguably the best supermini on sale. 

Pace-setter or pacemaker, there’s some-

thing for everyone here. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3950x1720x1480, 42-litre fuel 
tank, 295/979-litre boot, 9 engines, 7 trims, 47 models in total.

FIESTA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0T Zetec 3d £14,095 11.2 112 100 125 65.7 99 8/10

1.6T 182 ST 3d £17,395 6.9 139 182 213 47.9 139 9/10

1.6 TDCi Ztec 5d £16,095 12.9 111 95 147 85.6 85 8/10

1.6T 182 ST 3d £17,395 6.9 139 182 213 47.9 139 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4380/4519x1860x1620, 53/60-litre    
fuel tank, 432/1723-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 20 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0T Zetec £19,195 11.4 116 125 125 55.4 117 TBA

2.0 TDCI Ti’ Gr’ £24,495 9.8 126 150 273 61.4 119 TBA

Now with added grille. C-Max gets Ford’s 

new family face and myriad very welcome 

improvements elsewhere. 

C-MAX

2.0 TDCI Ti’ Gr’ £24,495 9.8 126 150 273 61.4 119 TBA

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4820x1880x1760, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 308/2325-litre boot, 7 engines, 3 trims, 21 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0T Titan’ £31,285 7.9 146 240 250 34.0 194 7/10

2.0 TDCi Titan £26,445 9.2 127 163 251 49.6 152 8/10

2.2 TDCi Titan £27,670 8.6 133 200 310 42.8 174 8/10

The sporty MPV? well, ish. But the 

Smacks drives well and is a sharp suit to 

the Galaxy’s cardigan and corduroys.

S-MAX

2.2 TDCi Titan £27,670 8.6 133 200 310 42.8 174 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4080x1860x1600, 48-litre fuel 
tank, 318/1386-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0T Zetec £15,495 13.2 109 100 125 55.4 119 7/10

1.0T Titanium £17,295 11.2 117 125 147 57.7 114 8/10

1.6 TDCi Tit £17,995 13.9 108 95 158 70.6 104 7/10

Ford’s reply to the Vauxhall Meriva. Sliding 

rear doors and no B-pillars means easy ac-

cess and brilliant packaging. Fine car.

B-MAX

1.0T Titanium £17,295 11.2 117 125 147 57.7 114 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4358x1823x1484, 53-litre 
fuel tank, 363/1148-litre boot, 9 engines, 5 trims, 51 models in total.

New engines, new interior design, even 

a tweak to perk the handling back up. 

Focus is back to its best. 

FOCUS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0T Zetec £19,095 11.0 120 125 147 60.1 108 8/10

1.5T Tit’ X £23,820 8.6 130 182 177 51.4 127 8/10

2.0T ST £22,195 6.5 155 255 250 41.5 159 8/10

1.5 TDCi Zetec £19,795 10.5 120 120 199 74.3 98 8/10

£22,195 6.5 155 255 250 41.5 159 8/10

Meet the most drivable, engaging and 

friendly 950bhp hypercar you can imagine. 

Also has electric, but you wouldn’t know it.    

LAFERRARI

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.3 V12 KERS £1 million 2.9 218+ 950 664 19.8 330 10/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4702x1992x1116, TBC-litre fuel               
tank, TBC-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total. 

6.3 V12 KERS £1 million 2.9

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3550x1630x1490, 37-litre fuel 
tank, 185-litre boot, 4 engines, 5 trims, 32 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.3 MJet Lounge £14,220 10.7 112 95 150 76.3 97 7/10

0.9 TwinAir S £13,370 11.0 107 85 106 70.6 92 7/10

Not quite the Sixties revival Fiat was 

angling for, but the 500 is a refreshing 

alternative to Mini-shaped ubiquity.

500

0.9 TwinAir S £13,370 11.0 107 85 106 70.6 92 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3550x1630x1490, 37-litre fuel 
tank, 185-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 95 Pop £13,040 12.8 111 95 93 45.6 145 5/10

1.6 MJet Lounge £19,090 11.3 112 105 236 62.8 117 5/10

Don’t be misled by the badge and the 

headlights. The 500L is more Panda 

than 500, and bigger than you expect. 

500L

1.6 MJet Lounge £19,090 11.3 112 105 236 62.8 117 5/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4580x1940x1210, 86-litre fuel 
tank, 230-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.5 V8 Italia £178,551 3.4 202 562 398 20.6 307 10/10

4.5 V8 Speciale £208,090 3.0 202 605 398 23.9 275 10/10

4.5 V8 Spider £198,996 3.4 198 562 398 21.2 307 10/10

The fi nest sports car of the past fi ve 

years. Utterly mind-blowing. You should 

want one. Everyone should want one. 

458

4.5 V8 Speciale £208,090 3.0 202 605 398 23.9 27

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4248x1796x1600, 48-litre fuel 
tank, 350/1000-litre boot, 4 engines, 6 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 MAir P’Star £17,595 9.8 118 140 170 47.1 139 6/10

1.6 MJet P’Star £19,095 10.5 116 120 236 68.9 109 6/10

2.0 MJet Cross £24,095 9.8 118 140 258 51.4 144 6/10

The quest to cash in on the 500 continues. 

Similar lights, but otherwise there’s nothing 

500-ish here. Not a bad crossover, mind. 

500X

£19,095 10.5 116 120 236 68.9 109 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4780x1890x1500, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 540/1460-litre boot, 7 engines, 4 trims, 34 models in total.

Been on sale in the US for three years 

now. Smooth, refi ned and not too  

American. Well done Ford.

MONDEO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 TDCi Style £21,095 12.1 119 115 199 78.5 94 7/10

1.5T Zetec £21,345 9.2 138 160 177 48.7 134 7/10

2.0 TDCi Est Tit’ £25,295 9.5 130 150 258 67.3 109 7/102.0 TDCi Est Tit’ £25,295 9.5 130 150 258 67.3 109 7/10

VS

CAR CLINIC+

SPECS

Good timing, Mike. The irrepressible force 

that is VAG has got you covered with a pair 

of freshly estate’d versions of two of TG’s 

favourite hot hatches. With nearly 300bhp, 

AWD, and a quick-fi re DSG ‘box, the Golf 

R Estate is the undisputed king. But here’s 

the thing - it’s £5k more than Seat’s Leon 

Cupra ST, which can be had with a manual 

‘box. Sure, there’s no AWD, and it’s 20bhp 

down, but it’s still great fun. If the Golf’s 

DSG’s a deal-breaker, you’ve no choice.

My wife thinks I need a bigger car. Trying 

to fi t our two newborn babies and all of 

their many things in my Cayman is, says 

she, ‘unrealistic’ and ‘stupid’. So, I need an 

estate. Needs to be fast and fun. Ideas? 

MIKE BROWNING, CRAWLEY

Dear Car Clinic

SEAT LEON CUPRA ST
Price £28,505
Engine 1984cc 4cyl turbo, 
276bhp, 258lb ft
Performance 0–62 in 6.1secs, 
155mph, 42.2mpg, 157g/km

VW GOLF R ESTATE
Price £33,585
Engine 1984cc 4cyl turbo, 
296bhp, 280lb ft
Performance 0–62 in 5.1secs, 
155mph, 40.4mpg, 164g/km

VW GOLF R ESTATE

SEAT LEON CUPRA ST
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HYUNDAI
TopGear on Hyundai: 
Value-packed Korean has earned a proper reputation for 
capable cars. Excuse us while we tuck into our hats.
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The Kuga has grown up and bought 

some sensible slacks. Sure, it’s highly 

competent, but so are others. 

KUGA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5T Titanium £22,645 9.7 121 150 177 45.6 143 6/10

2.0 TDCi AWD £26,345 9.2 126 180 295 54.3 135 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4520x1840x1700, 57-litre fuel 
tank, 456/1653-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 16 models in total.

2.0 TDCi AWD £26,345 9.2 126 180 295 54.3 135 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4370x1770x1470, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 477/1378-litre boot, 4 engines, 6 trims, 25 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 Type-R £29,995 5.7 167 310 295 TBA TBA TBA

1.6 DTEC Sport £20,820 10.5 129 120 221 76.3 98 TBA

Facelift helps add interest to the fading 

Civic; Type R introduces a rocket into 

dealerships for guaranteed fi reworks.

CIVIC

1.6 DTEC Sport £20,820 10.5 129 120 221 76.3 98 TBA

A weirdly unattractive compact SUV that 

follows Hyundai’s general trend towards 

being a lot less crap. You could do worse. 

IX35

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 CRDi 4WD £23,150 11.3 112 136 224 51.4 145 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4410x1820x1660, 58-litre fuel 
tank, 591/1436-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 15 models in total.

2.0 CRDi 4WD £23,150 11.3 112 136 224 51.4 145 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4660x1890x1760, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 534-litre boot, 1 engine, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.2 CRDi SE £27995 9.8 118 197 311 46.3 159 7/10

Can't aff ord a Disco? Then step this way, 

as savvy Santa Fe shows there is another 

way. Gymkhana mums might not agree. 

SANTA FE

2.2 CRDi SE £27995 9.8 118 197 311 46.3 159 7/10

INFINITI
TopGear on Infi niti: 
Posh Nissan off shoot desperately aiming to emulate Lexus. 
In Europe, we’re still struggling to notice. Or care.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4950x1850x1500, 70/80-litre fuel 
tank, 350/450/500-litre boot, 3 engines, 5 trims, 9 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.2d Premium £33,400 8.9 137 170 295 57.6 129 6/10

3.5h Premium £43,250 5.3 155 364 403 45.6 145 4/10

Refi ned, classy and quick, but as bland as 

a Lexus and go carefully with the spec - it’s 

your money you're throwing away. 

Q70

2.2d Premium £33,400 8.9 137 170 295 57.6 129 6/10

It’s the new i20! It’s not that exciting! It 

needs better engines! Otherwise a very 

worthy and competent supermini.

I20

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 S Air £11,445 13.6 99 75 90 58.9 112 7/10

1.4 SE £13,325 11.6 114 100 99 51.4 127 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4035x1734x1474, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 301/1042-litre boot, 5 engines, 6 trims, 13 models in total.

1.2 S Air £11,445 13.6 99 75 90 58.9 112 7/10

GINETTA
TopGear on Ginetta: 
As seen performing in BTCC support races. Frothy, sparse 
lightweights now legal for the road. If you must.

Two-seat sports car that’s not hugely 

powerful but feels quick because it weighs 

so little. Short on interior luxuries. 

G40

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 R £29,950 5.8 140 175 140 29 181 TBA

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3750x1640x1050, 45-litre fuel tank, 
200-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

2.0 R £29,950 5.8 140 175 140 29 181 TBA

Coo, Hyundai seems to be catching up 

with Kia in the design stakes, and catching 

up with everyone else everywhere else. 

I30

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 CRDi BD SE £18,495 10.6 117 110 206 78.4 94 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4300x1780x1470, 53-litre fuel 
tank, 378/1316-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 18 models in total.

1.6 CRDi BD SE £18,495 10.6 117 110 206 78.4 94 7/10

HONDA
TopGear on Honda: 
Reliable, practical model range that sorely needs the         
Civic Type-R and NSX fairydust to rekindle the magic. 

Individual and ingenious, the Jazz 

deserves to be bought by more people 

under ninety than it is.  

JAZZ

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 i-VTEC EX £15,995 11.8 113 98 94 50.4 129 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3900x1940x1170, 42-litre fuel 
tank, 335/1320-litre boot, 3 engines, 8 trims, 15 models in total.

1.4 i-VTEC EX £15,995 11.8 113 98 94 50.4 129 7/10

Ginetta bought the stillborn Farbio and 

re-engineered it. Carbon-bodied G60 isn’t 

cheap, but looks and sounds great. 

G60

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.7 V6 £68,000 4.9 165 310 288 31 n/a 6/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4220x1940x1050, 80-litre fuel tank, 
200-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

3.7 V6 £68,000 4.9 165 310 288 31 n/a 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4770x1820x1470, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 553/1719-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 16 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.7 CRDi Pre’ est £25,655 10.6 124 134 240 62.8 119 7/10

Not long ago, a Hyundai would be beige 

and so would its driver. The stylish i40 

has changed all that. Estate is the pick.

I40

1.7 CRDi Pre’ est £25,655 10.6 124 134 240 62.8 119 7/10

Want to avoid a BMW X6 and associated 

impressions of drug related violence? 

The QX70 is an option. 

QX70

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

5.0 V8 S Prem’ £54,750 5.8 155 390 368 21.6 307 6/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4870x1930x1540, 90-litre fuel tank, 
410/1305-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 9 models in total.

5.0 V8 S Prem’ £54,750 5.8 155 390 368 21.6 307 6/10

A crossover SUV thing that’ll separate 

you from the BMW X3 and Freelander 

herds. Will anyone ever buy it off  you?

QX50

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0d GT £38,445 7.9 137 235 406 33.2 224 5/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4650x1800x1500, 80-litre fuel tank, 
340/1175-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

3.0d GT £38,445 7.9 137 235 406 33.2 224 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4790x1820x1450, 74-litre fuel 
tank, 400/500-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

Q50 2.2d SE £28,650 8.5 140 170 295 65.0 114 5/10

Q50 Hybrid £40,695 5.2 155 364 402 43.0 144 5/10

More sharply styled but otherwise anony-

mous saloon from Nissan’s lux wing. This 

time aimed at the BMW 3-Series.

Q50

Q50 2.2d SE £28,650 8.5 140 170 295 65.0 114 5/10

JAGUAR
TopGear on Jaguar: 
Gorgeous Callum design and a raffi  sh demeanor get you so 
far. Over-powered engines take you the rest of the way.

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4960x1880x1460, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 540/923-litre boot, 5 engines, 6 trims, 19 models in total.

Starting to slip off  the pace, but XF is still 

a judo chop to Jerry’s solar plexus. Does 

luxury, dynamics and dares to be diff erent. 

XF

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

XFR-S S’brake £82,495 4.6 186 550 502 22.2 297 7/10

2.2D 163 Lux’ £33,445 9.8 130 163 295 57.6 129 7/10

3.0D S PL’ est £51,995 6.6 155 275 443 46.0 163 8/103.0D S PL’ est £51,995 6.6 155 275 443 46.0 163 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5120/5250x1890x1490, 82-litre 
fuel tank, 520-litre boot, 3 engines, 5 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

XJ L 3.0D Port’ £67,870 6.4 155 275 443 47.0 159 8/10

 XJ L 3.0 SC Por’ £73,450 5.7 155 340 332 30.0 224 8/10

Zoinks. The XJ is rapid, refi ned and just 

plain beautiful. The interior is so special 

we invented an award for it. 

XJ

XJ L 3.0D Port’ £67,870 6.4 155 275 443 47.0 159 8/10

Lacks the charisma of the Panda and the 

sheer polish of the Up! but actually, if 

you don’t care about cars, buy this one.

I10

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 S £8,705 14.9 96 66 69 60.1 108 8/10

1.2 SE £10,270 12.1 106 87 88 57.6 114 8/10

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3665x1660x1500, 40-litre fuel 
tank, 252-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 7 models in total.

1.0 S £8,705 14.9 96 66 69 60.1 108 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4470x1920x1300, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 196/315-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 V6 S Coupe £60,250 4.9 171 380 339 31.8 213 8/10

5.0 V8 R AWD £85,025 3.9 186 550 501 25.0 269 8/10

3.0 V6 S Conv’ £67,520 4.9 171 380 339 31.0 213 7/10

5.0 V8 S Conv’ £79,985 4.3 186 495 460 25.5 259 7/10

Over-priced Cayman rival, or cut-price 

911 alternative? Who cares, when the 

F-Type is this sodding good?

F-TYPE

5.0 V8 R AWD £85,025 3.9 186 550 501 25.0 269 8/10

→ Old Infiniti Q70 3.0 V6 diesel 37.7mpg, 199g/km
→ New Infiniti Q70 2.2d diesel 57.6mpg, 129g/km

DATA IN NUMBERS: DIESEL DO

Ford’s fl agship seven-seater off ers extra 

headroom, but is otherwise upstaged by 

the livelier and more desirable S-Max. 

GALAXY

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TDCi Tit' £29,145 9.5 126 163 250 49.6 152 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4770x1880x1660, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 285/2000-litre boot, 5 engines, 3 trims, 13 models in total.

2.0 TDCi Tit' £29,145 9.5 126 163 250 49.6 152 7/10

At last, a muscle car to call our own. 

Mustang now here in right-hand drive, 

still feels very American. Also large.

MUSTANG

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.3 Ecoboost £28,995 5.8 155 314 320 35.3 179 7/10

5.0 V8 GT £32,995 4.8 155 418 387 20.9 299 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4784x1916x1381, 61-litre fuel 
tank, TBA-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 4 models in total.

5.0 V8 GT £32,995 4.8 155 418 387 20.9 299 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a LxWxH in mm: 4672x1850x1416, 47/56/63-litre 
fuel tank, 450-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0T SE £26,995 7.7 147 200 206 37.7 179 8/10

2.0D 180 SE £30,275 7.8 140 180 317 67.3 109 8/10

3.0 V6 S/C S £44,870 5.1 155 340 332 34.9 194 8/10

Forget the F-Type, this is actually the most 

important Jaguar of the last decade. Needs 

to banish all memory of the X-Type. Oops.

XE

2.0D 180 SE £30,275 7.8 140 180 317 67.3 109 8/10

A car engineered for accountants. It’s a 

great all-rounder but deeply boring with 

it. There are few more reliable SUVs.

CR-V

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 i-DTEC EX £27,570 9.6 125 160 258 55.4 133 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4570x1820x1685, 58-litre fuel 
tank, 589/1648-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

1.6 i-DTEC EX £27,570 9.6 125 160 258 55.4 133 6/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4990x1890x1480, 73-litre fuel 
tank, 493-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.8 V6 £47,995 6.5 149 308 293 25.9 261 5/10

Like prog rock, a bit of a relic. Over-

blown, thirsty and laughably expensive. 

Fails to rock us: where’s the progress?

GENESIS

3.8 V6 £47,995 6.5 149 308 293 25.9 261 5/10
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JEEP
TopGear on Jeep: 
Oblong-obsessed 4x4 experts still trading off  WWII heroics. 
Don’t mention the Italian and German oily bits underneath.

LAND ROVER
TopGear on Land Rover: 
A genuine UK success story with the whole range                     
as at home on a fi eld as the red carpet.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3890/4640x1790x2020, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 1600/2300-litre boot, 1 engine, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.2D XS 110 £33,005 14.7 90 122 265 25.5 295 8/10

Still going, still a workhorse farmer’s 

cart, where practicality and toughness 

outweigh, well, everything really. 

DEFENDER

S 110 £33,005 14.7 90 122 265 25.5 295 8/10

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4830x1880x1890, 84-litre fuel 
tank, 280/2560-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 SDV6 SE £41,595 8.8 112 256 443 35.3 213 9/10

The best practical SUV on sale. Massive 

inside, thoughtful design, astonishing 

ability. Revised once again in 2014. 

DISCOVERY

3.0 SDV6 SE £41,595 8.8 112 256 443 35.3 213 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5000x2070x1840, 85/105-litre fuel 
tank, 909/2030-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

5.0 SC Autobi’ £98,455 5.1 140 510 461 20.5 322 8/10

3.0 TDV6 Vogue £71,320 7.4 130 258 442 37.7 196 9/10

3.0 Hybrid SDV6 £98,425 6.9 135 340 517 44.1 169 8/10

4.4 SDV8 Vge SE £84,740 6.5 135 340 517 32.5 229 9/10

This is not an SUV. That’s too common 

a badge. Instead, think go-anywhere 

luxury car. Or GALC. Hmm, catchy. 

RANGE ROVER

£71,320 7.4 130 258 442 37.7 196 9/10

Murcielago replacement doesn’t disap-

point. A hint of Audi has crept in, but 

the Aventador is still bonkers. 

AVENTADOR

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

LP 700-4 £265,865 2.9 217 700 509 17.6 370 8/10

LP 700-4 R’ster £294,665 3.0 217 700 509 17.6 370 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4780x2030x1140, 90-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

£265,865 2.9 217 700 509 17.6 370 8/10

KIA
TopGear on Kia: 
Seven year-warranty-backed range of whitegoods with 
barely a duff er among ’em. We’re as surprised as you are.

A Kia cracker. Latest Picanto looks 

good, drives well, costs little and is 

warrantied to the max.

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3600x1600x1480, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 200/870-litre boot, 2 engines, 7 trims, 11 models in total.

PICANTO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 1 3d £8,345 13.9 95 68 70 67.3 99 7/10

1.25 2 5d £10,745 11.0 106 85 89 65.7 100 7/101.25 2 5d £10,745 11.0 106 85 89 65.7 100 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4310x1780x1470, 53-litre fuel 
tank, 380/1318-litre boot, 3 engines, 5 trims, 18 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 CRDi 4 £22,095 10.5 122 126 192 65.7 112 7/10

1.6T 3d GT £20,700 7.4 143 201 195 38.2 171 7/10

Still a white goods car, but now it’s white 

goods by John Lewis. Build quality is a 

rival for VW now, as is much else. 

CEE’D

1.6T 3d GT £20,700 7.4 143 201 195 38.2 171 7/10

A Range Rover for a younger, more 

stylish, more urban audience. One for 

fashionistas, not farmers. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4360x1960x11610, 60/70-litre 
fuel tank, 550/1445-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 12 models in total.

RANGE ROVER EVOQUE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 Si4 Dy L 3d £46,660 7.1 135 240 250 36.2 181 8/10

2.2 eD4 Pure £29,205 10.6 112 150 280 56.3 133 7/10

SD4 4WD Dyn £38,805 9.5 124 190 310 49.6 149 8/10SD4 4WD Dyn £38,805 9.5 124 190 310 49.6 149 8/10

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4440x1860x1650, 58-litre fuel 
tank, 564/1353-litre boot,4 engines, 6 trims, 9 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.7 CRDi 2WD 2 £21,200 11.9 107 114 188 54.3 135 6/10

2.0 CRDi KX-4 £28,200 9.4 120 181 282 46.3 158 6/10

One of the best-looking compact SUVs, 

but weird habits stop it being as good to 

drive as it is to look at.

SPORTAGE

1.7 CRDi 2WD 2 £21,200

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4820x1940x1760, 93-litre fuel 
tank, 782/1554-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.4 V8 SRT £60,720 5.0 160 461 460 20.0 328 6/10

3.0 CRD O’land £46,405 8.2 126 237 405 37.7 198 6/10

Jeep may be under Fiat's control, but 

no-one appears to have told the Grand 

Cherokee. Big, thirsty, pricey. 

GRAND CHEROKEE

3.0 CRD O’land £46,405 8.2 126

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4850x1983x17800, 80-litre fuel 
tank, 784/1761-litre boot, 6 engines, 6 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

5.0 SVR £93,460 4.5 162 550 502 22.1 298 9/10

3.0 SDV6 HSE £59,995 6.8 130 292 442 37.7 199 9/10

3.0H SDV6 Hyb’ £81,550 6.4 130 345 517 44.1 169 9/10

A prettier RRS would be a contradiction in 

terms, but the new one defi nitely comes 

with less thuggishness. 

RANGE ROVER SPORT

£59,995 6.8 130 292 442 37.7 199 9/10

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4623x1859x1669, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 714/1267-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 CRD 140 £25,495 10.9 116 140 258 53.3 139 6/10

2.0 CRD 170 4x4 £29,995 10.3 119 170 258 48.7 154 6/10

After a leave of absence, the Cherokee 

is back to do battle with the Freelander. 

It’s priced well and looks... interesting.

CHEROKEE

2.0 CRD 170 4x4 £29,995 10.3 119

→ Aventador Roadster price £294,665
→ Price premium over Coupe £28,800

DATA IN NUMBERS: THROUGH THE ROOF

LAMBORGHINI
TopGear on Lamborghini: 
The supercar for those who don’t care about lap times.       
Or The Green Party. Or visibility. But like hexagons.

Lambo’s riposte to the 458 and 650S. 

Smoother, slicker, but is still essentially 

Gallardo v.2.0. 

HURACAN

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

LP 610-4 £181,875 3.2 202 610 413 22.6 290 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4459x1924x1165, 80-litre fuel tank, 
TBA-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

LP 610-4 £181,875

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4599xTBAx1724, 68-litre fuel 
tank, TBA-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.2 SD4 SE £32,395 9.8 117 190 310 46.3 162 8/10

2.2 SD4 9sp HSE £39,395 8.4 117 190 310 44.8 166 8/10

Freelander gets a new name, and much 

more besides. Not cheap, but is what 

yummy-mummys will be driving this year.

DISCOVERY SPORT

2.2 SD4 9sp HSE £39,395 8.4 117 190 310 44.8 166 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4236x1805x1667, 48-litre fuel 
tank, 351/1356-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 Sport £16,995 11.9 111 112 112 47.1 141 6/10

1.4 MJet Longi’ £19,795 10.9 112 142 170 47.1 140 6/10

Meet the Fiat 500X’s Yankee cousin. The 

styling’s a bit yee-hah, but it drives with 

Euro sophistication, with added fun.

RENEGADE

1.4 MJet Longi’ £19,795 10.9 112

Basic price £95,150

Engine 5000cc, V8, 543bhp, 

502lb ft, 21.7mpg, 298g/km

Performance 0–62mph 4.7secs, 162mph

Weight 1,415kg

Colour Estoril Blue (£0)

Wheels 22-inch 'Style 108' (£2,400)

Trim Ebony leather, carbon trim (£1,550) 

Standard equipment Xenon Headlamps, 

Adaptive Cruise Control, Heated Seats

Options  Privacy Glass (£750), Auto-

dimming Mirrors (£185), Park Assist 

(£900), Traffi  c Sign Recognition (£600), 

Surround Camera (£700), Blind Spot 

Monitoring w/Wade Sensing (£750), 

Head-up Display (£1,000), Meridian Hi-Fi 

(£4,000), Dual View (£600)

TOTAL PRICE £108,585
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LOTUS
TopGear on Lotus: 
Overlook shaky economics and turnip farmer jokes            
and you’ll fi nd sports cars close to driving nirvana.

Updated in 2012 with a much improved 

interior. Brilliant as ever to drive. Down-

sides? Porsche’s latest 911...

EVORA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.5 Standard £52,819 4.9 162 276 258 30.3 217 8/10

3.5 S £62,039 4.6 172 345 295 28.7 229 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4340x1850x1220, 55-litre fuel tank, 
160-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 4 models in total.

3.5 S £62,039 4.6 172 345 295 28.7 229 8/10

Still a joy, the current Elise off ers vis-

ceral driving thrills in a relatively usable 

package. This is steering feel. 

ELISE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 Standard £28,889 6.0 127 134 118 45.0 149 8/10

1.8 S £36,965 4.6 145 220 185 37.5 175 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3790x1850x1120, 44-litre fuel tank, 
112-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

1.8 S £36,965 4.6 145 220 185 37.5 175 8/10

LEXUS
TopGear on Lexus: 
Angular luxo-Toyotas reverting back to hybrid slumberland 
after mad, intoxicatingly awesome LFA supercar.

Latest version of Lexus’ 5-Series wan-

nabe that’s famous for coming in high-

tech hybrid guise. This is expensive.

GS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

GS 300h SE £31,495 9.2 119 184 163 60.1 109 6/10

GS 450h F Sport £51,495 5.9 155 349 254 45.6 145 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4850x1840x1460, 65-litre fuel 
tank, 465/547-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 7 models in total.

GS 450h F Sport £51,495 5.9 155 349 254 45.6 145 6/10

3-Series drive too well for you? Then buy 

this, it’s worse. In other areas, IS gives the 

Germans a much tougher time.

IS

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4670x1810x1430, 66-litre fuel 
tank, 450/480-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

IS 250 SE £26,495 8.1 143 205 185 32.8 199 7/10

IS 300h SE £29,495 8.3 125 220 163 65.7 99 7/10IS 300h SE £29,495 8.3 125 220 163 65.7 99 7/10

MASERATI
TopGear on Maserati: 
Ferrari’s moody cousin. Every model beaten in every way  
by German opposition, save for cachet, cool, and style.

Maserati builds a BMW 5-Series. It’s 

available with a diesel engine. Well, they 

think it’s a good idea. 

GHIBLI

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 V6 £52,290 5.6 163 330 369 29.4 223 6/10

3.0 V6 TT S £63,435 5.0 177 410 405 27.2 242 7/10

3.0 V6 Diesel £48,835 6.3 155 275 442 47.9 158 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4970x1950x1460, 80-litre fuel 
tank, 500-litre boot, 3 engine, 2 trims, 3 models in total.

3.0 V6 TT S £63,435 5.0 177 410 405 27.2 242 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5050x1900x1440, 90-litre fuel 
tank, 450-litre boot, 2 engines, 1 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 TT V6 £80,115 4.9 177 410 405 26.9 244 7/10

3.8 TT V8 £108,185 4.7 190 530 523 23.7 278 7/10

Noooo – what have they done? The old 

one was soul personifi ed, this looks a 

bit... meh. Still, at least it drives better. 

QUATTROPORTE

3.8 TT V8 £108,185 4.7 190 530 523 23.7 278 7/10

MAZDA
TopGear on Mazda: 
Remember when every single Ford was the best to drive      
in its class? Well, Mazda’s nicked that mantle.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4060x1695x1495, 44-litre fuel 
tank, 280/950-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 SE £11,995 12.1 106 75 100 60.1 110 7/10

1.5 Sport Nav £17,395 8.7 124 115 109 56.5 117 7/10

The last 2 was a sleeper – it never set out 

to be sparky, but somehow achieved it. 

Same again. Just with a hint more polish.

2

1.5 Sport Nav £17,395 8.7 124 115 109 56.5 117 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4870x1840x1450, 62-litre fuel 
tank, 489-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 165 Sport £23,495 9.1 134 165 154 47.8 135 6/10

2.2D Sport £25,595 7.8 129 175 309 62.7 119 7/10

Handsome mid-size saloon with some 

clever engine tech underneath. Drives 

well, possibly a bit middle management.

6

2.2D Sport £25,595 7.8 129 175 309 62.7 119 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4880x1920x1350, 86-litre fuel 
tank, 260-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.7 460 Sport £90,810 4.8 185 460 383 19.7 331 8/10

4.7 MC Stradale £110,135 4.5 188 450 376 19.5 337 8/10

4.7 GranCabrio £98,340 5.2 177 440 361 19.5 337 8/10

Muscular, pretty coupe that's more GT 

than sports car. Nothing wrong there 

and the MC Strad has bite if you need it.

GRANTURISMO

4.7 MC Stradale £110,135 4.5 188 450 376 19.5 337 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4465x1795x1450, 51-litre fuel 
tank, 364-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 17 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 SE £16,695 10.8 113 100 110 55.4 119 6/10

2.0 Sport Nav £21,620 8.2 130 165 154 48.7 135 6/10

2.2D SE £19,245 8.1 130 150 280 68.9 107 7/10

The 6’s design language moves to the 3. So 

does the handling verve. After that we’re 

less sure why you’d have one over a Golf.

3

2.2D SE £19,245 8.1 130 150 280 68.9 107 7/10

Lotus’ track car has grown up and got 

heavier. But don’t worry, this makes it 

more usable. Deliriously good to drive. 

EXIGE S

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.5 V6 Standard £54,389 4.0 170 345 295 28.0 236 9/10

3.5 V6 Roadster £54,389 3.8 145 345 295 28.0 236 8/10
Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4050x1800x1150, 40-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

3.5 V6 Standard £54,389 4.0 170 345 295 28.0 236 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4275x1765x1535, 48-litre fuel 
tank, 350/1260-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 SE £17,595 9.0 119 120 151 47.9 137 8/10

1.5D SE £18,995 10.1 110 105 199 70.6 105 8/10

Because the Nissan Juke doesn’t have 

enough rivals already. CX-3 is pretty 

and likely to drive well, though.

CX-3

2.0 SE £17,595 9.0 119 120 151 47.9 137 8/10

Bit heavier than we hoped, but roaring 

V8 is sure to give BMW’s M4 a few 

headaches. Good thing, too.

RC F

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4705x1845x1390, 66-litre fuel tank, 
366-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

5.0 V8 £59,995 4.5 167 450 384 26.2 252 7/105.0 V8 £59,995 167 450 384 26.2 252 7/10

→ Lexus RC F kerbweight 1765kg
→ BMW M4 Coupe kerbweight 1497kg (-268kg)

DATA IN NUMBERS: WEIGHTY ISSUE

Curious, Lexus sees the need to cross 

an SUV with a sharp object in a not 

altogether happy alliance.

NX

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4630x1845x1645, 56-litre fuel 
tank, 475/1785-litre boot, 1 engine, 5 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

NX 300h SE £31,495 9.3 112 200 152 54.3 121 5/10NX 300h SE £31,495 9.3 112 200 152 54.3 121 5/10

TOPGEAR TOP TEN

Mitsubishi 
Shogun LWB

36.2mpg

5

Audi A8 
4.2 TDI

38.2mpg

4

Mercedes-Benz 
CLS 400

38.7mpg

3

Mercedes-Benz 
SLK 350

39.8mpg

2

Mercedes-Benz 
E 400

40.9mpg 

1

Subaru Forester 2.0i 
Lineartronic

33.2mpg

4

Volkswagen Sharan 2.0 
TSI 200

32.8mpg

3

Volkswagen Tiguan 2.0 
TSI 4MOTION

32.8mpg

2

Ford S-Max 
2.0T 240

34.0mpg

5

HIGHEST MPG OVER 3.0 (NO HYBRIDS)

LOWEST MPG UNDER 2.0 (NO HYBRIDS)

Audi 
S1

32.8mpg

1
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MERCEDES-BENZ
TopGear on Mercedes-Benz: 
Dusted off  Audi’s niche-o-matic cannon; dreaming up   more 
letters combos than a bath of alphabet soup.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4920x1850x1470, 580-litre fuel tank, 
520-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 11 models in total.

One of the most competent cars in 

Merc’s range. It no longer defi nes cool 

like the fi rst one, but it's all top drawer. 

CLS-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

CLS 350 BTEC £49,950 6.5 155 265 457 52.3 142 8/10

CLS 63 AMG SB £87,010 4.2 155 593 590 28.0 235 9/10CLS 63 AMG SB £87,010 4.2 155 593 590 28.0 235 9/10

Despite the bulbous drunkards nose,  

this is a conventional hatch. Watch the 

spec or you'll muck it up. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4290x1780x1430, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 341/1157-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 17 models in total.

A-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

A 250 by AMG £29,375 6.6 149 211 258 44.1 148 5/10

A 45 AMG £38,195 4.6 155 365 332 40.9 161 8/10

A 180 CDI SE £21,790 11.3 118 109 191 76.4 98 6/10

A 200 CDI AMG S £25,110 9.3 130 136 221 64.2 116 6/10

A 45 AMG £38,195 4.6 155 365 332 40.9 161 8/10

Ooh, fancy nose! Better than the A-Class's. 

Merc's big exec has got its mojo back. Self-

confi dent, relaxed and refi ned. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4870x1850x1470, 59-litre fuel 
tank, 540-litre boot, 7 engines, 6 trims, 24 models in total.

E-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

E 63 AMG £75,905 4.2 155 557 531 28.8 230 9/10

E 220 BT SE Est £36,060 8.8 136 177 295 60.1 124 7/10

E 350 BT AMG £41,210 6.4 155 258 457 53.3 139 7/10

E 63 AMG £75,905 4.2 155 557 531 28.8 230 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4360x1790x1560, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 488-litre boot, 5 engines, 3 trims, 17 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

B 180 CDI SE 5d £22,575 11.6 118 109 184 68.9 108 6/10

This Volkswagen Golf SV rival remains 

oddly proportioned but has plenty of 

tech inside. Not to mention space. 

B-CLASS

B 180 CDI SE 5d £22,575 11.6 118 109 184 68.9 108 6/10

McLAREN
TopGear on McLaren: 
Hyper-clinical British outfi t spinning ever more baffl  ing 
model choices off  its bi-turbo V8 and carbon tub. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4560x1840x1710, 56-litre fuel 
tank, 503/1620-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 2WD SE-L £21,595 9.2 124 165 155 47.1 139 8/10

2.2D 2WD Sp’ £25,695 9.2 126 150 280 61.4 119 8/10

2.2D 4WD Sport £27,695 8.8 129 175 309 54.3 136 8/10

Mazda says the design is radical. It isn’t. 

But much else is. Clever engines, good 

dynamics and lots of space inside. 

CX-5

2.2D 4WD Sport £27,695 8.8 129 175 309 54.3 136 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4700x2000x1110, n/a-litre fuel 
tank, 120-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

P1 £866,000 2.8 217 916 664 34.0 194 10/10

Same carbon tub as the 12C, same base 

V8; but fi ve times the price. Yin to the 

LaFerrari's yang. Well done, Ron.

P1

P1 £866,000 2.8 217 916 664 34.0 194 10/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4546x1939x1287, 85-litre fuel 
tank, 285-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

GT £97,200 4.0 189 462 443 30.4 216 8/10

GT S £110,500 3.8 193 517 480 30.1 219 8/10

AMG gets serious about hammering Por-

sche. Doesn’t quite have a 911’s fi nesse, 

but boy does it make you feel good.

AMG GT

GT S £110,500 3.8 193 517 480 30.1 219 8/10

Perhaps the best all-round, usable hard-

top convertible on sale today. Practical, 

fast, excellent quality and dynamics. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4530x1830x1320, 80-litre fuel tank, 
235/339-litre boot, 4 engines, 2 trims, 4 models in total.

SL-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

SL 500 £81,920 4.6 155 435 516 31.0 212 8/10

SL 63 AMG £112,520 4.2 155 537 590 28.5 231 8/10

SL 65 AMG £170,825 4.0 155 630 737 24.4 270 8/10SL 65 AMG £170,825 4.0 155 630 737 24.4 270 8/10

Third-gen SLK still hasn't got the 

dynamic talent it needs. Gadgets galore, 

including a roof which changes opacity. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4130x1810x1300, 66-litre fuel 
tank, 225/335-litre boot, 5 engines, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

SLK

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

SLK 350 AMG Sp £44,610 5.6 155 306 272 39.8 167 6/10

SLK 55 AMG £55,350 4.6 155 421 398 33.6 195 7/10

SLK 350 AMG Sp £44,610 5.6 155 306 272 39.8 167 6/10

Latest M-Class does nothing to lift it 

above rivals, except look a bit strange. 

Which is hardly encouraging for buyers. 

M-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

ML 250  £48,190 9.0 130 204 369 46.3 159 7/10

ML 350 BlueTec £51,335 7.4 139 258 457 39.2 189 7/10

ML 63 AMG £86,995 4.8 155 525 517 23.9 276 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4840x1930x1800, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 690/2010-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

ML 250  £48,190 9.0 130 204 369 46.3 159 7/10

The GL is basically the even bigger, seven-

seat version of the ML. Able to change 

weather systems as it drives along.

GL-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

GL 350 AMG Sp’ £60,755 7.9 137 258 457 35.3 209 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a LxWxH in mm: 5100x1920x1840, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 360/2200-litre boot, 2 engines, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

GL 350 AMG Sp’ £60,755 7.9 137 258 457 35.3 209 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4512x1910x1199, 72-litre fuel 
tank, 145-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

650S £195,250 3.0 207 650 500 24.2 275 9/10

650S Spider £215,250 3.2 207 650 500 24.2 275 9/10

Not a facelifted 12C, says McLaren, but an 

all new car. Has a P1 nose, more speed, is 

the car the 12C should have been.

650S

650S Spider £215,250 3.2 207 650 500 24.2 275 9/10

On paper little more than a pointless cu-

riosity, but in reality a rather well judged 

crossover. Better than the CLA at least.

GLA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

GLA 45 AMG £44,600 4.8 155 360 332 37.7 175 8/10

GLA 250 4Matic £30,295 7.1 143 211 250 44.1 150 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4417x1804x1494, 50/56-litre fuel 
tank, 481-litre boot, 3 engines, 8 trims, 23 models in total.

GLA 45 AMG £44,600 4.8 155 360 332 37.7 175 8/10
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Loads of tech, loads of power, loads of 

class, quite a bit of cash. New coupe is 

good enough to justify it all. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5027x1899x1411, 80-litre fuel 
tank, 400-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

S-CLASS COUPE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

S 500 £96,195 4.6 155 455 516 30.0 219 9/10

S 63 AMG £125,605 4.3 155 585 663 27.9 237 9/10

S 500 £96,195 4.6 155 455 516 30.0 219 9/10

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4685x1810x1447, 66-litre fuel 
tank, 480-litre boot, 8 engines, 5 trims, 98 models in total.

What we know about the new C: it has 

a nice cabin, it has to beat the BMW 

3-Series. Not an enviable task.

C-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

C 200 SE £27,270 7.5 147 184 221 53.3 123 8/10

C 220 BT AMG L £33,270 7.7 145 170 295 70.6 106 8/10

C 350e PHEV £37,875 5.9 155 293 258 134.5 48 TBA

C 220 BT AMG L £33,270 7.7 145 170 295 70.6 106 8/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

Meet the car that has single-handedly 

saved the luxury car class from the SUV 

incursion. Sublime in most ways.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5110/5250x1900x1490, 70/80-litre 
fuel tank, 510/530-litre boot, 7 engines, 5 trims, 21 models in total.

S-CLASS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

S 400 L Hybrid £70,935 6.8 155 333 272 44.8 147 9/10

S 500 L £88,400 4.8 155 455 516 31.7 207 9/10

S 350 L BlueTEC £66,910 6.8 155 258 457 50.4 148 9/10

S 500 L £88,400 4.8 155 455 516 31.7 207 9/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4546x1910x1188, 72-litre fuel 
tank, 145-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

675LT £259,500 2.9 205 675 515 24.2 275 TBA

The Ronseal 650S: 675bhp and a longer 

tail, by 12mm. Trade descriptions might 

want to have a word. 

675LT

675LT £259,500 2.9 205 675 515 24.2 275 TBA
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Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4110x1790x1520, 47-litre fuel 
tank, 330/1080-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 7 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

Cooper S £22,350 7.4 137 190 192 47.1 139 4/10

Another car we didn’t ask for, from a 

fi rm with seemingly few ideas. What’s 

the Paceman for, Mini? 

PACEMAN

Cooper S £22,350 7.4 137 190 192 47.1 139 4/10

MG
TopGear on MG: 
Chinese-backed resurrection. Sells fewer cars annually    
than Ford shifts in the time you’re reading this.

MINI
TopGear on Mini: 
New hatch uglier but more sorted. Pointless Paceman       
and two-seaters soon to die. Good riddance.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4505x1810x1481, 55-litre fuel 
tank, TBA-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

Evo FQ-440 MR £50,915 TBA TBA 440 412 TBA TBA TBA

Technically, the Evo IS dead. Apart from 

these 40 special models. Pricey? Yes. 

Fast? You’d better believe it. 

EVO FQ-440

Evo FQ-440 MR £50,915 TBA TBA 440 412 TBA TBA TBA

No-nonsense seven-seat SUV. Fair to 

middling. Plug-in hybrid version off ered 

too. No one will buy that one either. 

OUTLANDER

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 PHEV GX3h £33,304 11.0 106 163 245 148.7 44 6/10

2.2 DI-D GX2 £23,984 10.2 124 150 280 53.3 138 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4660x1800x1680, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 550/1755-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 7 models in total.

2.0 PHEV GX3h £33,304 11.0 106 163 245 148.7 44 6/10

MITSUBISHI
TopGear on Mitsubishi: 
Hard to care now Evo is dead, but electro-Outlander actually 
Britain’s top-selling EV. Nope. Still not fussed.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4010x1500/1720x1220, 50-litre 
fuel tank, n/a-litre boot, 4 engines, 6 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 Plus 4 £36,290 7.5 118 154 148 40.4 164 6/10

4.8 Plus 8 £85,200 4.5 155 367 370 23.0 282 7/10

The only car to look like a restoration 

when actually new. The reasonably new 

Plus 8 is a fearsomely fast thing.

CLASSIC

4.8 Plus 8 £85,200 4.5 155 367 370 23.0 282 7/10

Eccentric and impractical, but for putting 

a smile on your face, nothing this side of 

a Tiger Moth competes. 

3WHEELER

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 Bespoke 2d £30,000 4.5 120 110 100 n/a n/a 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: n/a, 40-litre fuel tank, n/a-litre boot, 
1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

2.0 Bespoke 2d £30,000 4.5 120 110 100 n/a n/a 8/10

MORGAN
TopGear on Morgan: 
Idiosyncratic British sports cars designed to give you wood           
and a healthy exposure to the elements. Poop poop.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4120x1770x1200, 57-litre fuel 
tank, 227-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.8 V8 Coupe £99,950 4.5 170 367 370 23.0 282 8/10

4.8 V8 S’sports £126,900 4.5 170 367 370 26.0 256 8/10

Some ash still lurks in the frame of this 

sports car. Creaks a bit, but otherwise 

not as antiquated as you might think.

AERO 8

4.8 V8 Coupe £99,950 4.5 170 367 370 23.0 282 8/10

Euro NCAP          LxWxH in mm: 4018x1729x1507, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 285-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 VTi-TECH £8,399 10.9 108 106 101 48.7 136 5/10

After the startling success of the MG6, 

MG unleashes a supermini on the world. 

World can hardly believe its luck. 

MG3

1.5 VTi-TECH £8,399 10.9 108 106 101 48.7 136 5/10

→ Claimed EV range of Outlander PHEV 32.5 miles

DATA IN NUMBERS: ELECTRIC RANGER

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 3821x1727x1414, 40/44-litre
fuel tank, 211-litre boot, 6 engines, 6 trims, 12 models in total.

Yes, it’s bigger, and no, that isn’t neces-

sarily a good thing. Apart from that, the 

new Mini is predictably excellent. 

MINI HATCH

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

One £13,750 9.9 121 103 133 61.4 108 7/10

Cooper £15,300 7.9 130 136 162 62.7 105 8/10

Cooper S £18,650 6.8 146 192 206 49.5 133 8/10

Cooper D £16,450 9.2 127 116 199 80.7 92 7/10

Cooper S £18,650 6.8 146 192 206 49.5 133 8/10

See above. And remove good looks. Not 

the nicest in profi le, but handily bigger 

and only £600 more. Fills a(nother) gap.

MINI 5-DOOR

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

Cooper 5dr £15,900 8.2 129 136 162 60.1 109 7/10

Cooper SD 5dr £20,050 7.4 140 170 266 68.9 109 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3982x1727x1414, 40/44-litre fuel 
tank, 278-litre boot, 6 engines, 6 trims, 12 models in total.

Cooper 5dr £15,900 8.2 129 136 162 60.1 109 7/10

→ Paceman Cooper S, 0-62mph 0.6secs slower than Hatch

DATA IN NUMBERS: OFF THE PACEMAN

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4651x1827x1472, 62-litre fuel 
tank, 498/1379-litre boot, 1 engine, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.9D S £13,995 8.4 120 150 258 61.4 119 4/10

Recently facelifted. Marginally better 

cabin, but sorely lacking everywhere 

else. Despite being cheap, best avoided. 

MG6

1.9D S £13,995 8.4 120 150 258 61.4 119 4/10

TOPGEAR TOP FIVE
SUPER ROADSTERS

1 PORSCHE BOXSTER
Price £39,553
Specs 265bhp, 206lb ft, 0-62mph 
5.8secs, VMax 164mph, 34.4mpg, 
CO2 192g/km

It’s hard to think of many ways in which the Boxster 
could be bettered. A V8 maybe? Or perhaps wings? 
Even in base trim, brilliant doesn’t begin to cover it.

5 MERCEDES SL500
Price £81,920 
Specs 435bhp, 516lb ft, 0-62mph 
4.6secs, VMax 155mph, 30.7mpg, 
CO2 214g/km

The consummate professional. Have it in AMG spec for 
maximum daftness or regular and relax into one of the 
world’s best all-rounders.

2 FERRARI 458 SPIDER
Price £199,007
Specs 562bhp, 398lb ft, 0-62mph 
3.4secs, VMax 198mph, 21.2mpg, 
CO2 307g/km

Worse than the 12C? That’s a tough call, but unlike 
the McLaren, this Spider isn’t as stiff  as its coupe 
counterpart. But in every other area it’s a divine thing.

 3 MCLAREN 650S SPIDER
Price £215,250 
Specs 625bhp, 442lb ft, 0-62mph 
3.1secs, VMax 204mph, 24.2mpg, 
CO2 279g/km

No-one could accuse the baby Mac of being 
dispassionate anymore. Lunatic speed from 650S, with a 
ride and handling balance to shame the best. Simply epic.

4 JAGUAR F-TYPE V6S
Price £67,540
Specs 375bhp, 339lb ft, 0-62mph 
4.9secs, VMax 171mph, 31.0mpg, 
CO2 213g/km

Do not mistake this for a GT. Voluptuous bodywork and  
front engine disguise a two-seater that’s poised, precise 
and fun. V8S a hooligan, base V6 a touch sensible. 
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NOBLE
TopGear on Noble: 
Yes, it’s from the home of pork pies. Yes, the engine’s from a 
school-run bus. Doesn’t stop Noble being a supercar force.

PAGANI
TopGear on Pagani: 
The greatest exponents of artistic Italian pageantry            
and Hulk-spec power the world has yet seen.

PEUGEOT
TopGear on Peugeot: 
Chassis bods have refound their mojo with 208 GTi and    
RCZ R. Design needs to be more Onyx, less ordinary.

Powered by a twin turbo Volvo XC90 

V8, the old school M600 is epically fast 

and amazingly supple. Major want.

M600

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.4 V8 T 650 £200,000 3.0 225 650 604 n/a n/a 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4360x1910x1120, 68-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

4.4 V8 T 650 £200,000 3.0 225 650 604 n/a n/a 9/10

The name is what you exclaim when 

you nail the throttle in this twin turbo 

V12’d, active aero’d hypercar. 

HUAYRA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.0 V12 £990,000 n/a 230 730 811 23.5 300 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4610x2040x1170, 85-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

6.0 V12 £990,000 n/a 230 730 811 23.5 300 8/10

The fi rst mass-produced leccy car. It’s 

impressive, but our infrastructure needs 

sorting before it really makes sense. 

LEAF

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

EV Visia £26,490 11.9 90 109 206 n/a 0 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4450x1780x1570, no fuel tank, 
330/680-litre boot, 1 electric motor, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

EV Visia £26,490 11.9 90 109 206 n/a 0 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4670x1895x1370, 74-litre fuel 
tank, 315-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.8 V6 550 £78,030 2.8 196 550 466 24.0 275 10/10

3.8 V6 Nismo £125,010 <2.7 TBA 600 466 TBA TBA 10/10

Cheap at twice the price, the GT-R is an 

uber-techy, violently capable, ruthlessly 

rapid speed machine. Drive one.

GT-R

3.8 V6 550 £78,030 2.8 196 550 466 24.0 275 10/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4135x1765x1565, 46-litre fuel 
tank, 350/1181-litre boot, 6 engines, 5 trims, 17 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 94 Visia £13,620 12.0 104 94 103 47.1 138 5/10

1.6 Nismo £21,650 7.0 137 218 207 39.2 165 6/10

Clever little SUV crossover that looks 

like... well, looks like nothing else we can 

think of. Very nice, if a little odd. 

JUKE

1.6 Nismo £21,650 7.0 137 218 207 39.2 165 6/10

NISSAN
TopGear on Nissan: 
Bizarre Addams family of geriatric hatches, cash-cow 
crossovers and the mind-scrambling GT-R freak show.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4250x1850x1320, 72-litre fuel 
tank, 235-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.7 V6 Standard £27,445 5.3 155 326 269 26.9 249 7/10

3.7 V6 Nismo £37,585 5.2 155 344 274 26.6 248 7/10

Z still looks great, but where’s the fi re-

breathing manliness of the old one, Nissan? 

GT86 has highlighted its shortcomings.

370Z

3.7 V6 Standard £27,445 5.3 155 326 269 26.9 249 7/10

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4100x1695x1536, 41-litre fuel 
tank, 325-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 DIG-S £14,625 11.7 112 98 108 65.7 99 5/10

New nose, same commodious cabin. 

Otherwise precious little to tempt  

Doris out of her Jazz.

NOTE

1.2 DIG-S £14,625 11.7 112 98 108 65.7 99 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4370x1800x1595, 65-litre 
fuel tank, 430-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 19 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 DiG-T Visia £18,265 11.3 114 115 140 50.4 132 8/10

1.6 DiG-T n-tec £32,200 9.1 124 163 177 48.7 138 8/10

1.6 dCi n-tec £24,700 10.5 118 130 236 64.2 115 8/10

Nissan started the Qashqai craze, so the 

new one is predictably safe. It’s better 

than ever for, you know, family stuff .

QASHQAI

1.6 dCi n-tec £24,700 10.5 118 130 236 64.2 115 8/10

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4387x1768x1520, 46-litre fuel 
tank, 360/1307-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 DiG-T £15,995 10.8 118 115 140 56.5 117 3/10

1.5 dCi 110 £17,595 11.5 115 110 192 78.5 94 3/10

Years spent sorting its crossovers mean 

Nissan has lost its hatchback touch. 

Pulsar is gloriously sub-average. 

PULSAR

1.2 DiG-T £15,995 10.8 118 115 140 56.5 117 3/10

The X-Trail used to be a rufty-tufty 

thing. Now it’s been emasculated. As a 

result, we think it’s better. Fickle, us?

X-TRAIL

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 dCi 130 Visia £23,195 10.5 117 130 236 57.6 129 8/10

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4643x1820x1695, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 135(550)/1982-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 14 models in total.

1.6 dCi 130 Visia £23,195 10.5 117 130 236 57.6 129 8/10

Now more refi ned and comfortable. 

Can be had with a 1.2. Have the 1.0. 

That’s the one Toyota made. 

108

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 69 Access 3d £8,245 14.3 99 69 70 68.9 95 6/10

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3475x1615x1460, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 196/780-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 12 models in total.

1.0 69 Access 3d £8,245 14.3 99 69 70 68.9 95 6/10

TOPGEAR TOP FIVE
1 LAND ROVER DISCOVERY 

3.0 SDV6 SE TECH
Price £47,500 Specs 252bhp, 442lb 
ft, 0-62mph 8.8secs, VMax 124mph, 
35.3mpg, CO2 213g/km

Getting better and better with each generation. Seven 
seats, off -road ability, comfort and just enough luxe 
make this the thinking man’s Range Rover. 

3 DACIA DUSTER ACCESS 
1.6 4X4
Price £11,495 Specs 104bhp, 
109lb ft, 0-62mph 12.8secs, VMax 
99mph, 35.3mpg, CO2 185g/km

Britain’s cheapest four-wheel drive, and no less 
brilliant because of that. Not much in the way of 
standard kit, but then who cares for £11k?

2 LAND ROVER DEFENDER 
90 STATION WAGON
Price £25,530 Specs 120bhp, 
266lb ft, 0-62mph 15.8secs, VMax 
90mph, 8.3mpg, CO2 266g/km

Aged workhorse of the Land Rover stable, but not 
quite ready for the knackers yard yet. An icon, and 
one that will be extremely hard to replace.

4 MERCEDES G-CLASS 
350 BLUETEC
Price £86,445 Specs 208bhp, 
398lb ft, 0-62mph 9.1secs, VMax 
108mph, 25.2mpg, CO2 295g/km

Along with cockroaches, probably about the only 
thing capable of withstanding nuclear fallout. Epic 
off-road, very suspect on-road. 

UTILITY SUVS

5 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER
Price £48,355
Specs 208bhp, 310lb ft, 
0-62mph 11.0secs, VMax 
109mph, 34.9mpg, CO2 213g/km

Looks expensive, until you remember how long it will 
outlive you by. There’s a reason that Toyotas are used 
in the most inhospitable bits of the planet, you know.  
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Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4290x1850x1350, 55-litre fuel 
tank, 309-litre boot, 4 engines, 3 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 THP 200 GT £26,900 7.6 146 200 206 42.1 155 7/10

RCZ R £32,000 5.9 155 270 244 44.8 145 7/10

2.0 HDi 163 GT £26,350 8.7 137 163 240 53.2 139 7/10

Peugeot’s stunning coupe marks a 

renaissance. Good-looking, fun to drive, 

tolerable value. Now go buy an Audi TT.

RCZ

RCZ R £32,000 5.9 155 270 244 44.8 145 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4830x1853x1456, 72-litre fuel 
tank, 473-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 17 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 HDi Active £22,445 10.8 130 140 236 61.4 119 5/10

Peugeot’s replacement for the 407 is 

actually quite nice in an average sort of 

way. Just been facelifted. 

508

2.0 HDi Active £22,445 10.8 130 140 236 61.4 119 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4530x1837x1638, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 679/2506-litre boot, 6 engines, 3 trims, 13 models in total.

Large seven-seat MPV that looks pretty 

good and does everything a family might 

want, although it’s less brilliant to drive.

5008

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 HDi Active £23,450 10.0 121 150 251 53.3 138 5/102.0 HDi Active £23,450 10.0 121 150 251 53.3 138 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4160x1740x1560, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 360/1172-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0-62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 VTi Access+ £12,995 13.5 105 82 87 57.6 114 5/10

1.6 e-HDi Feline £19,445 10.4 117 115 199 70.6 106 6/10

High-rise supermini that's increasingly 

popular in the wake of the Juke. A little 

mash-up which just about works.

2008

1.6 e-HDi Feline £19,445 10.4 117 115 199 70.6 106 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3970x1740x1460, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 285/1152-litre boot, 9 engines, 7 trims, 43 models in total.

Congratulations Peugeot, it’s only taken 

you 25 years to reimagine the 205. 208 is 

light, likeable and French. In a good way.

208

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 VTi Ac’ve 3d £12,695 12.2 109 83 87 62.8 104 6/10

1.6 THP GTi £18,900 6.8 143 200 202 47.9 139 7/10

1.6 e-HDi Allure £16,445 12.2 115 92 169 74.3 98 6/10

1.6 THP GTi £18,900 6.8 143 200 202 47.9 139 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4253x1804x1457, 53-litre fuel 
tank, 470/1309-litre boot, 9 engines, 4 trims, 23 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 THP Allure £20,150 8.4 132 156 177 48.7 134 8/10

1.6 e-HDi Active £19,095 10.2 121 115 199 76.3 95 8/10

Well, knock us down with a feather, out 

of nowhere, Peugeot gives us a hatch 

good to drive and own. Gobs smacked.

308

1.6 e-HDi Active £19,095 10.2 121 115 199 76.3 95 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4380x1800x1300, 64-litre fuel tank, 
150/425-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.7 275 £39,694 5.7 165 275 213 34.4 192 8/10

3.4 325 S £48,783 5.0 175 325 273 32.1 206 9/10

3.4 GTS £55,397 4.9 177 340 280 31.4 211 9/10

3.8 GT4 £64,451 4.4 183 385 309 27.4 238 9/10

The 911’s poor relation? Only if you’re a 

social climber. The Cayman is the purer, 

more satisfying driver’s car. 

CAYMAN

3.8 GT4 £64,451 4.4 183 385 309 27.4 238 9/10

PORSCHE
TopGear on Porsche: 
Irritatingly great to drive, even when it’s a 4x4. There’s a 
reason every sports car is dubbed ‘911-fi ghter’…

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4370x1800x1280, 64-litre fuel 
tank, 130/280-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.7 265 £38,810 5.8 164 265 206 34.4 192 9/10

3.4 315 S £47,035 5.1 173 315 265 32.1 205 9/10

3.4 GTS £52,879 5.0 174 330 272 31.4 211 9/10

The best sports-roadster on sale, bar 

none. Don’t shop anywhere else if you 

can aff ord it. S betters Jaguar F-Type...

BOXSTER

3.4 315 S £47,035 5.1 173 315 265 32.1 205 9/10

Styling is evolutionary and cabin shared 

with Panamera, but this is Porsche prov-

ing it's the world’s best sports car builder. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4490x1800x1300, 64-litre fuel tank, 
135-litre boot, 6 engines, 10 trims, 20 models in total.

911

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.8 Carrera S £83,545 4.5 188 400 324 29.7 224 9/10

3.8 C4 GTS £95,862 4.4 188 440 324 28.5 233 9/10

3.8 GT3 £100,540 3.5 196 475 324 22.7 289 10/10

3.8 Turbo S £142,120 3.1 197 560 552 29.1 227 8/10

3.8 GT3 £100,540 3.5 196 475 324 22.7 289 10/10

Four-door, four-seat family Porsche. Very 

fast, quite hard to fall in love with, apart 

from the rather outrageous GTS model.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4970x1930x1420, 80-litre fuel tank, 
445/1263-litre boot, 8 engines, 8 trims, 9 models in total.

PANAMERA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

4.8 V8 GTS £93,391 4.5 179 400 368 25.4 260 7/10

4.8 V8 Turbo S £131,152 3.8 192 570 552 27.7 239 6/10

3.0 V6 Diesel £65,289 6.8 150 250 405 43.5 172 6/10

E-Hybrid £89,327 5.5 167 338 325 91.0 71 6/10

4.8 V8 GTS £93,391 4.5 179 400 368 25.4 260 7/10

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Quite possibly the most complex car in 

the world. But it all works, and is mind-

bending. Also quite fast. 

918 SPYDER

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

918 £659,775 2.8 211 885 801 85 79 10/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4643x1940x1167, 70-litre fuel tank, 
110-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

918 £659,775 2.8 211 885 801 85 79 10/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

TOPGEAR TOP TEN
FASTEST MAX SPEED 3 ROWS

Mercedes-Benz 
GL 63 AMG

155mph

Volkswagen Touran 2.0 
TDI 170

132mph

Audi Q7 
4.2 TDI

150mph

Tesla 
Model S P85

130mph

Ford S-Max 
2.0T 240

146mph

Toyota 
Land Cruiser V8

130mph

Volkswagen 
Sharan 2.0 TSI

Seat Alhambra 
2.0 TDI CR 170

Ford Galaxy 
2.0T 203

135mph

Range Rover 
Sport S/C

155mph

3 8

2 7

4 9

5 10

1 6

137mph 130mph
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RADICAL
TopGear on Radical: 
Super-fast, super-intense range of Nürburgring-humbling 
race cars. Wait – what, they’re road-legal? Oh my.

Few are as extreme, and few cope as 

badly with British roads. A car for dry,  

smooth, clear tarmac. Such as a track. 

SR3

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 245 Std £69,850 3.4 160 245 265 n/a n/a 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4100x1790x1130, 50-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

2.0 245 Std £69,850 3.4 160 245 265 n/a n/a 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5830/6090x1990x1640, 100-litre fuel 
tank, 460-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.75 V12 EWB £357,875 6.1 150 453 531 18.9 349 9/10

6.75 V12 D'head £352,745 5.8 150 453 531 19.1 347 8/10

6.75 V12 Coupe £333,155 5.8 155 453 531 19.1 347 8/10

Luxury British land-yacht which man-

ages to drive as well as it soothes. Cars 

come no more opulent than this. 

PHANTOM S2

6.75 V12 EWB £357,875 6.1 150 453 531 18.9 349 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4855x1939x1705, 100-litre fuel tank, 
670/1780-litre boot, 7 engines, 7 trims, 7 models in total.

Sporting SUV that’s very capable and 

now better to look at. It no longer has a 

ride that ruins your spine, either. 

CAYENNE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

S E-Hybrid £61,529 5.9 150 422 435 83.1 79 7/10

Turbo £92,628 4.5 173 527 554 25.2 261 6/10

S Diesel £61,474 5.4 156 383 626 35.3 209 8/10S Diesel £61,474 5.4 156 383 626 35.3 209 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a LxWxH in mm: 5399/5569x1948x1550, 82-litre fuel 
tank, 490-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.6 V12 £181,865 4.7 155 571 576 20.8 327 9/10

6.6 V12 EWB £207,105 4.8 155 571 576 20.6 329 9/10

A car for the junior plutocrat, since his 

boss will clearly be in a Phantom. Wave 

at him - he needs your pity.

GHOST S2

6.6 V12 £181,865 4.7 155 571 576 20.8 327 9/10

RENAULT
TopGear on Renault: 
Still a pervading sense of fl imsiness about Renaults. We 
hope the ageing RS Megane isn’t the end of an era.

God knows what’s got into us, but we 

badly want a Twizy. Mainly to sneak up 

on other cars in electrical silence. 

TWIZY

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

13kW EV £7,595 n/a 50 17 42 n/a 0 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 2340x1240x1460, no fuel tank, 
31-litre boot, 1 electric motor, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

13kW EV £7,595 n/a 50 17 42 n/a 0 7/10

It’s lost the fat arse, which is a good 

thing. Build quality is much improved, 

driving manners are above average, too. 

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4300x1810x1450, 60-litre fuel                
tank, 372/1162-litre boot, 8 engines, 6 trims, 42 models in total.

MEGANE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

R’Sport Nav 265 £25,935 6.0 158 265 266 37.7 174 9/10

Trophy 275 £36,430 5.8 158 275 266 37.7 174 9/10

1.5 dCi Exp’ £18,245 12.1 118 110 192 80.7 90 6/10

Trophy 275 £36,430 5.8 158 275 266 37.7 174 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4120x1780x1560, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 377/1235-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 10 models in total.

Renault's take on the Juke that's, 

perhaps unsurprisingly, more style than 

substance. Clio for us, please. 

CAPTUR

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

0.9 TCe Exp+ £14,295 12.6 106 90 99 56.5 115 7/10

1.5 dCi Exp+ £15,995 12.6 106 90 162 76.4 95 7/10

0.9 TCe Exp+ £14,295 12.6 106 90 99 56.5 115 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4370x1850x1660, 60-litre 
fuel tank, 470/1870-litre boot, 5 engines, 2 trim, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 dCi XMOD £21,395 12.5 112 110 191 68.9 105 6/10

1.6 dCi Dyn’ Gr £23,715 10.3 121 130 236 64.2 114 6/10

The XMOD is a Scenic with extra off road-

erishness. They’ve tried this before with 

the RX4. It didn’t work then, either.

SCENIC/XMOD

1.6 dCi Dyn’ Gr £23,715 10.3 121 130 236 64.2 114 6/10

This could be the point where electric 

cars start to prove themselves. The Zoe 

looks great and costs little.

ZOE

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

EV Expression £18,443 13.5 84 88 162 n/a 0 6/10

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4090x1730x1560, no fuel tank, 
328/1225-litre boot, 1 electric motor, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

EV Expression £18,443 13.5 84 88 162 n/a 0 6/10

ROLLS-ROYCE
TopGear on Rolls-Royce: 
Wheeled pleasure yachts that’ve seen off  the challenge of 
Maybach and off er more charm than Bentley. 

Now here’s a trick: Radical’s second 

road car has much more power and a 

roof, but is far tamer to drive. 

RXC

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.7 V6 £94,500 2.8 175 350 320 n/a n/a 8/10

3.5 V6 Turbo £107,500 2.6 185 454 500 n/a n/a 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4300x1960x1127, 50-litre fuel tank, 
n/a-litre boot, 2 engines, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

3.7 V6 £94,500 2.8 175 350 320 n/a n/a 8/10

If the Grand Tour still existed, this is how 

the aristocracy would get to Vienna. A 

majestic symbol of Britain.

WRAITH

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.6 V12 £235,000 4.4 155 624 590 20.2 327 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 5269x1947x1507, 82-litre fuel tank, 
470-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

6.6 V12 £235,000 4.4 155 624 590 20.2 327 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4060x1730x1450, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 320/1200-litre boot, 4 engines, 6 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

0.9 TCe Dyn Nav

1.2 GT-Line £17,725 9.9 124 120 140 54.3 120 6/10

1.6T RS 200 £19,145 6.7 142 200 177 44.8 144 7/10

£14675 12.2 113 90 99 62.8 104 7/10

1.5 dCi Exp+ £14,975 12.0 112 90 162 88.3 83 6/10

A return to form for Renault. Clio 4 is 

good-looking and drives well. Just avoid 

the gutless lower-powered 1.2 petrol.

CLIO

1.6T RS 200 £19,145 6.7 142 200 177 44.8 144 7/10

→ Radical RXC Turbo 0-62mph 2.6secs
→ LaFerrari 0-62mph 2.9secs

DATA IN NUMBERS: RADICAL V FERRARI

→ Rolls-Royce Phantom EWB length 6092mm
→ Number of Renault Twingos fit alongside it 2

DATA IN NUMBERS: LONG AND SHORT

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 3595x1646x1554, 35-litre 
fuel tank, 188/980-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 SCe 70 £9,495 14.5 94 70 67 62.7 105 5/10

0.9 TCe 90 £11,695 10.8 103 90 99 65.7 99 7/10

Rear-engined, rear drive, it’s a mini-911! 

Only it’s actually a cheeky little city car. 

Turbo is only one with any nous, though.

TWINGO

0.9 TCe 90 £11,695 10.8 103 90 99 65.7 99 7/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4684x1923x1624, 65-litre fuel 
tank, 500/1500-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

Porsche’s Range Rover Evoque is a tidy 

looker that has image by the bucket-

load. Thus, soon to be everywhere...

MACAN

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

S £43,300 5.4 157 340 339 32.5 204 8/10

Turbo £59,300 4.8 165 400 405 31.7 208 8/10

S Diesel £43,300 6.3 142 258 427 46.3 159 8/10

Turbo £59,300 4.8 165 400 405 31.7 208 8/10

TOPGEAR TOP TEN

Toyota 
IQ

32 litres, 64.2mpg

5

BMW 
i8

30 litres, 113mpg

4

Westfi eld 
Sport

28 litres, n/a mpg

3

Volkswagen 
XL1

10 litres, 313mpg

2

BMW 
i3 REX

9 litres, 470.8mpg

1

Porsche Cayenne 
Turbo S

100 litres, 24.6mpg

4

Porsche Panamera 
Turbo S

100 litres, 27.7mpg

3

Range Rover 
V8

105 litres, 20.5mpg

2

Mercedes-Benz 
GL 63 AMG

100 litres, 23.0mpg

5

SMALLEST FUEL TANKS (WITH MPG)

BIGGEST FUEL TANKS (WITH MPG)

Range Rover 
Sport SVR

105 litres, 22.1mpg

1
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Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4260x1780x1460, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 380-litre boot, 7 engines, 5 trims, 37 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TSI ACT FR £20,000 8.0 134 150 184 54.3 109 7/10

1.8 TSI FR £21,040 7.5 140 180 184 47.1 139 8/10

2.0 TSI Cupra SC £27,210 5.8 155 280 258 42.8 154 7/10

2.0 TDI FR £22,820 7.5 142 184 280 67.3 109 7/10

Seat seems to have upped its game 

with the all-new Leon. Just as well, VW 

doesn’t like a failure. 

LEON

1.8 TSI FR £21,040 7.5 140 180 184 47.1 139 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4030x1690x1430, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 284-litre boot, 9 engines, 5 trims, 34 models in total.

Looks sharp, and pricing is good, but 

hasn't quite made the leap that the 

Leon has. Ride could be better.

IBIZA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 TDI Eco S 5d £14,380 13.9 107 75 133 80.7 92 6/10

1.4 Cupra SC £18,980 6.9 142 180 184 47.9 139 7/10

2.0 TDI FR 3d SC £17,085 8.2 130 143 236 60.1 123 6/10

1.4 Cupra SC £18,980 6.9 142

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4850x1900x1720, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 267/2297-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TDI Eco’ S £25,630 10.9 120 140 236 50.4 146 7/10

One of the very best MPVs around. If 

you don't want an S-Max, this is a worthy 

alternative. Lots of seats, lots of space.

ALHAMBRA

2.0 TDI Eco’ S £25,630 10.9 120 140 236 50.4 146 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4222x1793x1645, 55-litre fuel 
tank, 322/1760-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 31 models in total.

Skoda's SUV-lite is a favourite of TopGear. 

It looks chunky, acts chunky and drives 

chunkily, too. Facelift spoils purity though.

YETI

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 TSI 105 S £16,715 11.4 110 105 129 46.3 142 7/10

1.6 TDI GreenII £18,205 12.1 109 105 184 61.4 119 7/10

2.0 TDI Eleg 4x4 £24,640 8.4 125 170 258 49.6 149 8/108.4 125 170 258 49.6 149 8/10

The fact the name doesn’t sound too 

ironic tells you all you need to know. 

Huge cabin, ace quality, bargain pricing. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4833x1817x1462, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 595/1865-litre boot, 7 engines, 4 trims, 42 models in total.

SUPERB

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.8 TSI SE Est £23,010 8.3 137 160 184 40.9 160 8/10

1.6 TDI S £20,200 12.2 122 105 184 67.3 109 8/10

2.0 TDI Eleg’ Est £27,050 8.7 140 170 258 60.1 122 8/108.7 140 170 258 60.1 122 8/10

SKODA
TopGear on Skoda: 
Supposedly the cheap’n’cheerful arm of the VW Group 
behemoth. So why does it make a £30k barge, then?

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3560x1640x1480, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 251/951-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Green SE 3d £9,420 14.4 100 60 70 68.9 95 7/10

1.0 Gre’ Eleg 5d £10,740 13.2 107 75 70 67.3 98 7/10

Of course you recognise it – the Citigo 

is a lightly altered VW Up. Which makes 

it a very fi ne city car indeed. 

CITIGO

1.0 Gre’ Eleg 5d £10,740 13.2

SMART
TopGear on Smart: 
Best yet execution of a fl awed idea. We’ll have the        
cheaper, mechanically identical Twingo, thanks.

SSANGYONG
TopGear on SsangYong: 
Still mired where the rest of the Koreans languished          
decades ago. Very cheap, for very good reason.

Launched at the same time as the Range 

Rover Evoque but not proving quite as 

popular.  Inexplicable, surely?

KORANDO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0D 2WD SE £14,995 9.9 116 151 266 47.1 147 4/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4410x1830x1680, 57-litre fuel tank, 
486-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 4 models in total.

2.0D 2WD SE £14,995 9.9 116 151 266 47.1 147 4/10

SUBARU
TopGear on Subaru: 
Ex-WRC legend rebuilding its brand with chunky, rugged 
4x4s. Rally heritage lives on in old-skool WRX.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4815x1840x1605, 60-litre fuel 
tank, TBA-litre boot, 2 engines, 2 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0D SE £27,995 9.7 119 150 258 50.4 145 6/10

More of the unfashionable same from 

Subaru, but that’s what owners love. 

New one is handily sized, very capable.

OUTBACK

£27,995 9.7 119 150 258 50.4 145 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4660x1810x1460, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 590/1740-litre boot, 7 engines, 8 trims, 45 models in total.

Skoda, VW's practicality-obsessed arm, 

gives you all the car you’ll ever need. 

Provided you’re slightly dull. 

OCTAVIA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 TSI SE £17,660 9.9 122 105 129 57.7 114 7/10

2.0 TSI vRS £23,755 6.8 154 220 258 45.6 142 7/10

1.6 TDI SE £19,710 10.4 121 105 184 74.3 99 8/10

2.0 TSI vRS £23,755 6.8 154 220 258 45.6 142 7/10

The Scooby turbo is back, minus the 

Impreza name but with the same huge 

wing and heinous thirst. 

WRX STI

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.5T STi £28,995 5.2 159 300 300 27.2 242 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4595x1795x1475, 77-litre fuel tank, 
460-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

2.5T STi £28,995 5.2 159 300 300 27.2 242 7/10
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TopGear on Seat: 
Supposedly the sporty arm of the VW Group behemoth.      
So why does it make a seven-seat MPV, then?

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3560x1640x1480, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 238/951-litre boot, 2 engines, 5 trims, 12 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Eco 3d £9,530 14.4 100 60 67 68.9 96 7/10

1.0 75 Sport 3d £10,380 13.2 106 75 70 60.1 108 7/10

Don’t go expecting loads of Spanish fl air 

here. VW doesn’t permit that. This is 

just a very sensible Up-based city car.

MII

1.0 75 Sport 3d £10,380 13.2 106

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3992x1732x1467, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 330/1150-litre boot, 5 engines, 3 trims, 13 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 S £10,600 15.7 99 60 70 60.1 106 6/10

1.2 TSI 90 SE £13,390 10.9 113 90 118 60.1 107 7/10

1.4 TDI 90 SE £15,390 11.1 113 90 169 83.0 88 7/10

Only 9 per cent of the old Fabia has 

been carried into the new one. So it’s 

91 per cent, better says TG maths.

FABIA

1.2 TSI 90 SE £13,390 10.9

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 3495, 1665, 1555, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 185/975-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Passion £11,620 15.9 94 71 67 67.3 97 6/10

1.0 Edition #1 £13,720 15.9 94 71 67 67.3 97 5/10

Same front end as the car above. 

Concerning. Otherwise, it’s a decent 

city car. But our eyes hurt. 

FORFOUR

1.0 Edition #1 £13,720 15.9 94 71 67 67.3 97 5/10

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 2695, 1663, 1555, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 260/350-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Passion £11,125 14.4 94 71 67 68.9 93 6/10

0.9T Prime £12,415 10.4 96 90 83 67.3 97 6/10

A doddle to park, a delight around 

town, but what on earth was Smart 

thinking when it signed off  the design?

FORTWO

0.9T Prime £12,415 10.4 96 90 83 67.3 97 6/10

H E R O E S
NISSAN GT-R

You can have it bog standard (£78,020), 

spend another £10k on the Track Pack, or go 

all-out with the £125,000 NISMO. Don’t 

do it. The one thing the GT-R doesn’t need is 

even more focus if you’re intending to drive it 

on the road. None of them ride well, and you 

sure as heck don’t need it to be any faster or 

grippier. Save your cash and spend it on the 

insurance and fuel. 

Because after years of Japanese 

conservatism, it showed that buried deep 

in the national pscyhe there’s something... 

bonkers. Point-to-point it’s the fastest car in 

the world: twin turbo 3.8-litre straight six, 

4wd, double clutch gearbox and an ability to 

runkle tarmac and rearrange facial features. 

And those who dismiss the GT-R as all 

electrickery are Just. Plain. Wrong. It rocks.

WHICH TO HAVE?

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?

ENGINE/GEARBOX 3799cc, V6, 543bhp @ 6400rpm, 
466lb ft @ 3200rpm PERFORMANCE 0–62mph in 2.7 
seconds, top speed 196mph, 23.9mpg, 275g/km 
WEIGHT 1740kg PRICE £78,020

SPECS
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VAUXHALL
TopGear on Vauxhall: 
Along with Ford, the bread and butter of British motoring. 
Thing is, Vauxhall forgets to put tasty fi llings in. 

The best Toyota in donkeys (with a 

nod of thanks to Subaru). Light 'n' lithe 

coupe proves that 200bhp is enough.

GT86

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 Primo £22,995 7.7 140 200 151 36.2 181 9/10

2.0 Aero £27,495 7.7 140 200 151 36.2 192 8/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4240x1780x1430, 50-litre fuel tank, 
245-litre boot, 1 engine, 4 trims, 4 models in total.

2.0 Primo £22,995 7.7 140 200 151 36.2 181 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4420x1810x1510, 56-litre fuel 
tank, 351/1216-litre boot, 13 engines, 10 trims, 62 models in total.

Avoid gimmicks such as FlexRide and 

keep it simple with a 1.4 turbo. Watch the 

costs: like Focus, this is no longer cheap. 

ASTRA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4T Sport GTC £19,930 9.0 125 140 147 47.9 139 7/10

2.0T VXR GTC £27,315 5.9 155 280 295 34.9 189 7/10

2.0 BiTurbo £24,220 7.8 141 195 295 55.4 134 6/10

1.4T Sport GTC £19,930 9.0 125 140 147 47.9 139 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4460x1750x1490 (Prius+:  
4635x1805x1775, 45-litre fuel tank, 445/658-litre boot (Prius+: 
505/1425), 1 engine, 4 trims, 6 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.8 Plug-in £33,395 13.1 111 98 104 134.5 49 6/10

1.8 Prius+ £26,145 11.8 105 138 105 68.9 96 5/10

The iconic hybrid is clever, clean and eco-

nomical, especially when it comes to tax. 

Want seven seats? Try a Prius Plus. 

PRIUS

1.8 Plug-in £33,395 13.1 111 98 104 134.5 49 6/10

Latest RAV4 is crisper and sharper than 

before. But it’s still not as funky as it used 

to be. Where did the fun go, Toyota?

RAV4

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.2 D-4D AWD 

Icon

£26,800 9.6 118 150 250 49.6 149 4/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4570x1840x1660, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 550/2080-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 8 models in total.

2.2 D-4D AWD £26,800 9.6 118 150 250 49.6 149 4/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4440x1790x1620, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 178/1693-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 8 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 D-4D Active £19,990 12.7 115 114 199 62.0 119 5/10

Revised in 2013 and does an OK job of 

moving off spring and their snotty gub-

bins, but outclassed by the Ford C-Max. 

VERSO

1.6 D-4D Active £19,990 12.7 115 114 199 62.0 119 5/10

There’s little wrong with the Avensis, 

just like there's little wrong with your 

dad’s M&S jumper. Mmm, woolly. 

AVENSIS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D-4D Icon B’ £21,295 9.7 124 127 229 62.8 119 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4700x1810x1480, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 510/1609-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 26 models in total.

2.0 D-4D Icon B’ £21,295 9.7 124 127 229 62.8 119 5/10

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 100 S/S Slam £14,495 11.5 115 100 96 55.4 119 7/10

They called it the Adam. They should 

have called it the Cheryl. Cute, but 

short of panache. Blame its upbringing. 

ADAM

1.4 100 S/S Slam £14,495 11.5 115 100 96 55.4 119 7/10

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3740x1680x1590, 45-litre fuel               
tank, 170/663-litre boot, 3 engines, 5 trims, 17 models in total.

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4760x1885x1890, 87-litre fuel tank, 
403/1695-litre boot, 1 engine, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 D-4D Icon £47,960 11.7 109 171 302 34.9 213 5/10

Happy in the hands of armed militia and 

jolly farmers from Lincolnshire. One of 

the most robust off -roaders ever. 

LAND CRUISER

3.0 D-4D Icon £47,960 11.7 109 171 302 34.9 213 5/10

A key car for Toyota in Europe. The 

engine choice is reasonable, the Hybrid is 

OK, but it's not as clever as it used to be. 

YARIS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.33 Icon 5d £14,095 11.1 109 98 92 57.6 114 4/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3890x1700x1510, 42-litre fuel 
tank, 347/768-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

1.33 Icon 5d £14,095 11.1 109 98 92 57.6 114 4/10

Dinky three-and-a-half person city car 

designed to take on the Smart Fortwo. 

It wins, if you have half a mate.

IQ

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.33 IQ3 3d £13,100 11.8 106 98 92 57.6 113 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 2990x1680x1500, 32-litre fuel 
tank, 32/242-litre boot, 1 engine, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

1.33 IQ3 3d £13,100 11.8 106 98 92 57.6 113 7/10

An entirely excellent small, sharp coupe 

that's not at all like an Impreza. In a 

good way. Rather like a Toyota GT86...

BRZ

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 SE Lux 2d £23,995 7.6 130 200 151 36.2 181 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4240x1780x1430, 55-litre fuel tank, 
245-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

2.0 SE Lux 2d £23,995 7.6 130 200 151 36.2 181 9/10

Lacks school run glam, but that’s not the 

point - this is rugged transport. Pity the 

240bhp XT Turbo is so ignorable.

FORESTER

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0T XT £26,995 7.5 137 240 258 33.2 197 6/10

2.0D XC £26,995 10.2 118 147 258 47.9 156 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4560x1780x1700, 64-litre fuel tank, 
450/1610-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 6 models in total.

2.0D XC £26,995 10.2 118 147 258 47.9 156 7/10

SUZUKI
TopGear on Suzuki: 
Only the lovable Swift Sport appears to have been fed        
the enthusiasm from Suzuki’s mental motorcycles.

Out with the SX4, in with the S-Cross. 

Same Qashqai-rivalling concept, same 

slight surprise at how decent it is.  

S-CROSS

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 DDiS SZ3 £16,999 12.0 111 120 236 67.2 110 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4300x1765x1575, 50-litre                       
fuel tank, 430-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims,11 models in total.

1.6 DDiS SZ3 £16,999 12.0 111 120 236 67.2 110 6/10

TOYOTA
TopGear on Toyota: 
Maker of many boring things. And the GT86. Which is          
so good, it almost makes up for the rest of ‘em. 

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3850x1700x1510, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 213/562-litre boot, 2 engines, 4 trims, 10 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 136 Sport 3d £13,999 8.7 121 136 118 44.1 147 7/10

1.2 SZ3 5d £12,959 12.3 103 94 87 56.5 116 6/10

By not trying too hard, this no-nonsense 

supermini succeeds in being really rather 

good. The Sport is back, too. Rejoice! 

SWIFT

1.6 136 Sport 3d £13,999 8.7 121 136 118 44.1 147 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4970x1964x1445, no fuel tank,      
745/1645-litre boot, 3 power outputs, 3 trims, 3 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

60kWh £54,955 5.9 120 306 317 N/A 0 8/10

P85 £73,755 4.2 130 422 443 N/A 0 9/10

The most credible alternative to the 

German execs yet launched. Fast, well 

designed and utterly silent. 

MODEL S

P85 £73,755 4.2 130 422 443 N/A 0 9/10

Euro NCAP             LxWxH in mm: 4020x1736x1479, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 285/1120-litre boot, 7 engines, 8 trims, 76 models in total.

Lovely little 1.0-litre turbo, very refi ned 

and vastly improved all round. But it’s 

still a Vauxhall. Need we say more?

CORSA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 Sting 3d £8,995 16.0 101 70 85 52.3 126 7/10

1.0T 90 SE 5d £14,670 11.9 112 90 122 65.7 102 7/10

1.6T 205 VXR 3d £17,995 6.8 143 205 180 37.7 174 8/101.6T 205 VXR 3d £17,995 6.8 143 205 180 37.7 174 8/10

Citroen C1 with added face fungus. Still 

cheap, still good around town. Now 

more capable elsewhere. 

AYGO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 x 3d £8,595 14.2 99 70 70 68.9 95 7/10

1.0 x-cite 5d £11,595 14.2 99 70 70 68.9 95 7/10

Euro NCAP              LxWxH in mm: 3455x1615x1460, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 168-litre boot, 1 engine, 5 trims, 10 models in total.

1.0 x-cite 5d £11,595 14.2 99 70 70 68.9 95 7/10

TESLA
TopGear on Tesla: 
All-electric cars done properly. Model S is so good; you 
could almost use one as your one and only car. Almost.

→ Base-spec Suzuki S-Cross 1.6 120 SZ3 £13,999
→ Base-spec Nissan Qashqai 1.2 115 Visia £18,265

DATA IN NUMBERS: NOT SO CROSS
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No-nonsense Aussie saloon is back. TG 

cheers loudly. Particularly as it now has 

nearly 600bhp... Strewth. 

VXR8

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

6.2 V8 GTS £54,499 4.9 155 584 545 18.5 363 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4940x1900x1470, 73-litre fuel tank, 
495-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

6.2 V8 GTS £54,499 4.9 155 584 545 18.5 363 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4500x1790x1440, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 310/1005-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 EREV £33,750 8.7 100 150 273 235.4 27 8/10

An electric car that’s easy to use and 

doesn’t give you range anxiety (it also 

contains a 1.4 petrol). Best of breed. 

AMPERA

1.4 EREV £33,750 8.7 100 150 273 235.4 27 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4830x1860x1530, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 530/1470-litre boot, 9 engines, 6 trims, 106 models in total.

The Vectra replacement that changed 

its name to avoid incrimination in past 

crimes. Good to drive, smart design. 

INSIGNIA

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.8 T VXR SS £29,824 5.6 170 325 320 25.7 249 6/10

2.0 CDTi Design £19,334 10.5 127 140 258 76.3 98 6/10

2.0 CDTi SRi ST £22,794 9.9 133 163 258 62.8 119 6/102.0 CDTi SRi ST £22,794 9.9 133 163 258 62.8 119 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4600x1850x1760, 65-litre fuel 
tank, 420/1420-litre boot, 5 engines, 5 trims, 22 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 CDTi SRi £26,090 9.1 129 165 280 54.3 137 7/10

Who’d of thunk it? The words ‘Zafi ra’ 

and ‘desirable’ in the same sentence. 

Boomerang eyes are locked on S-Max...

ZAFIRA TOURER

2.0 CDTi SRi £26,090 9.1 129 165 280 54.3 137 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4290x1810x1620, 54-litre fuel 
tank, 400/1500-litre boot, 7 engines, 4 trims, 21 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 CDTi Excl’ £20,645 9.9 122 136 236 64.2 116 7/10

Mini-MPV with rear suicide doors to 

ease child installation and ejection of 

drunks. Like a Black Cab, minus vomit. 

MERIVA

1.6 CDTi Excl’ £20,645 9.9 122 136 236 64.2 116 7/10

The Golf’s mini-me was facelifted for 

2014. It’s safe and solid, and now has a 

(little) bit more soul. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3970x1682x1462, 45-litre fuel 
tank, 280/952-litre boot, 9 engines, 8 trims, 32 models in total.

POLO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 S 3d £11,250 15.5 100 60 70 60.1 106 7/10

1.2 TSI SE 5d £14,360 10.8 114 90 118 60.1 107 8/10

1.8 TSI GTI 3d £18,850 6.7 146 192 236 47.1 139 7/10

1.4 TDI SE 5d £15,425 12.9 108 75 155 83.1 88 8/10

1.2 TSI SE 5d £14,360 10.8 114 90 118 60.1 107 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4640x1770x1480, 68-litre fuel 
tank, 510-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 20 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.2 TSI Design

1.4 TSI Sport £22,430 8.7 126 150 185 48.7 134 7/10

£18,575 10.9 112 105 129 51.4 128 6/10

A sportier Beetle? Does that make this a 

cockroach? Never mind, the retro VW now 

has a smattering of driver appeal. 

BEETLE

1.4 TSI Sport £22,430 8.7 126 150 185 48.7 134 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3970x1682x1184, 10-litre fuel 
tank, 120-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 1 model in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

0.8 TDI Plug-in £94,000 11.9 99 75 103 313 24 9/10

VW has created the world’s fi rst eco-

spaceship. Beam us up Scotty, we’re 

ready for lift-off  at 300mpg.

XL1

0.8 TDI Plug-in £94,000 11.9 99 75 103 313 24 9/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 3540x1640x1490, 35-litre fuel 
tank, 251/951-litre boot, 2 engines, 6 trims, 16 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.0 Take Up 3d £8,765 14.4 99 60 70 62.8 105 8/10

1.0 Club Up 5d £12,370 13.2 106 75 70 60.1 108 8/10

Finally, a VW city car you want to own. 

Neat styling and packaging to shame 

Ikea’s fi nest, we like the Up. A lot.

UP

1.0 Club Up 5d £12,370 13.2 106 75 70 60.1 108 8/10

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4338x1807x1578, 55-litre fuel 
tank, 500/1520-litre boot, 8 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TSI 125 S £20,845 9.9 124 125 148 52.3 125 4/10

VW really has called this the Sports Van. 

It is neither sporty, nor a van. It’s a Golf 

with a bit more. A Golf Plus, if you will.

GOLF SV

1.4 TSI 125 S £20,845 9.9 124 125 148 52.3 125 4/10

The driver likes to pretend he’s an exec, 

when in truth he’s a rep that’s made his 

monthly bonus. Fine car, though.

Euro NCAP                 LxWxH in mm: 4767x1832x1456, 59/66-litre fuel 
tank, 586/1152-litre boot, 4 engines, 5 trims, 26 models in total.

PASSAT

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 TDI S £22,215 10.8 128 120 185 70.6 105 7/10

2.0 TDI S £23,340 8.7 137 150 251 70.6 106 7/10

2.0 TDI SCR GT £27,780 6.1 149 190 369 53.3 107 7/102.0 TDI SCR GT £27,780 6.1 149 190 369 53.3 107 7/10

VOLKSWAGEN
TopGear on Volkswagen: 
Quietly brilliant, thoroughly deserving of every accolade 
chucked its way. Up and Golf particular highlights.

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4260x1800x1450, 50-litre fuel 
tank, 380/1270-litre boot, 12 engines, 8 trims, 29 models in total.

The best done better than ever. You 

need no other hatchback. So don’t 

waste your time looking.

GOLF

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 ACT GT 5d £23,850 8.4 131 140 184 58.9 112 8/10

2.0 GTI 5d £27,235 6.5 153 220 258 47.1 139 8/10

2.0 R 5d £30,805 5.1 155 300 280 39.8 165 9/10

1.6 TDI Match 5d £21,390 10.7 119 105 184 74.3 99 8/10

2.0 GTD 5d £26,670 7.5 143 184 258 67.3 109 8/10

2.0 R 5d £30,805 5.1 155 300 280 39.8 165 9/10

A W A R D S  W I N N E R  2 0 1 4

TOPGEAR TOP FIVE
BABY MPVS

FORD B-MAX 1.0T ZETEC
Price £16,095
Specs 125bhp, 147 lb ft, 
0-62mph 11.2secs, VMax 117mph, 
57.7mpg, CO

2
 114g/km

Essentially it’s a fat Fiesta. But the sliding rear doors and 
lack of a B-pillar make it very easy to load children and it 
drives with a hint of entertainment. Bonus.

HONDA JAZZ 1.4 
I-VTEC EX
Price £15,995 Specs 98bhp, 94 
lb ft, 0-62mph 11.8secs, VMax 
113mph, 50.4mpg, CO

2
 129g/km

Pensioners absolutely adore this thing. And with all that 
clever engineering for not very much money, so should 
everyone else. Except they don’t. Shame.

2 VAUXHALL MERIVA 1.6 
CDTI TECH LINE
Price £17,175 Specs 136bhp, 236 
lb ft, 0-62mph 9.9secs, VMax 
122mph, 64.2mpg, CO

2
 116g/km

How do you make a small Vauxhall people mover more 
exciting? Add suicide rear doors. Just be careful not to 
take them too literally.

4 MERCEDES B180 CDI SE
Price £22,575
Specs 109bhp, 191 lb ft, 
0-62mph 11.6secs, VMax 
118mph, 68.9mpg, CO

2
 108g/km

We never rated the old B. Thankfully this one’s much 
better, and especially useful for those Waitrose runs 
when falafel stocks are running dangerously low.

5 CITROEN C3 PICASSO 1.6 
HDI VTR+
Price £16,230 Specs 90bhp, 169 
lb ft, 0-62mph 13.5secs, VMax 
108mph, 68.9mpg, CO

2
 107g/km

The Picasso reminds us of when French cars were a 
bit weird, in a good way. Here’s a cute little van with 
pretensions - one for families with a sense of humour.

3

1
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PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 T2 SE £22,205 9.2 1118 122 162 51.4 129 7/10

2.0 T5 R-Des L £31,700 6.0 149 245 258 47.9 137 7/10

2.0 D3 150 SE £23,770 7.9 130 150 236 74.3 99 8/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4370x1800x1450, 52-litre fuel 
tank, 335/1032-litre boot, 7 engines, 7 trims, 45 models in total.

Volvo fi nally pulls its fi nger out and gets 

serious about the premium hatchback. 

We actually quite like these.

V40

2.0 D3 150 SE £23,770 7.9 130 150 236 74.3 99 8/10

VOLVO
TopGear on Volvo: 
Far removed from Volvo of old, and far more than just   
boxes on wheels. Even though they are boxy.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.5 T3 Business £22,490 8.1 130 154 185 48.7 135 6/10

2.0 D4 Business £24,045 7.1 143 190 295 72.8 102 7/10

At last, a BMW 3-Series rival that’s actu-

ally a 3-Series size. Good engines, nice 

interior, but no 3-Series to drive.

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4630x1860x1490, 67-litre fuel 
tank, 339-litre boot, 8 engines, 5 trims, 36 models in total.

S60

2.0 D4 Business £24,045 7.1 143 190 295 72.8 102 7/10

Close your eyes and think of a Volvo. And 

here it is – the 21st century incarnation of 

the classic estate. 

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4820x1860x1550, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 575/1600-litre boot, 5 engines, 4 trims, 28 models in total.

V70/XC70

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D4 Business £27,195 8.1 137 181 295 67.3 109 5/10

XC70 D5 AWD £39,540 7.5 130 215 309 53.3 139 6/10XC70 D5 AWD £39,540 7.5 130 215 309 53.3 139 6/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4630x1860x1490, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 495/1455-litre boot, 3 engines, 4 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D4 SE Lux £34,360 7.6 130 190 295 62.8 117 6/10

Mid-size SUV stuff ed with health and 

safety kit. It should come in fl uoro yel-

low with a loud hailer as standard. 

XC60

2.0 D4 SE Lux £34,360 7.6 130 190 295 62.8 117 6/10

Still great looking, but now resting on a 

platform two gens behind the Golf. Mi-

nor facelift isn’t enough to disguise this.

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4256x1810x1406, 55-litre fuel 
tank, 312/1006-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 11 models in total.

SCIROCCO

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TSI 180 £22,775 7.4 140 180 207 47.1 148 7/10

2.0 TSI 280 R £32,580 5.7 155 280 258 35.3 187 8/10

2.0 TDI 150 £23,455 8.6 134 150 199 67.3 109 6/10

2.0 TSI 280 R £32,580 5.7 155 280 258 35.3 187 8/10

An Audi A8, minus the tosspottery. 

Makes you feel special, until you sell it 

for half what you paid six months ago. 

PHAETON

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 TDI V6 LWB £58,115 8.3 147 240 367 33.2 224 4/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 5060/5180x1900x1450, 90-litre 
fuel tank, 500-litre boot, 1 engine, 1 trim, 2 models in total.

3.0 TDI V6 LWB £58,115 8.3 147 240 367 33.2 224 4/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4397x1794x1634, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 121/1913-litre boot, 6 engines, 3 trims, 14 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.6 TDI 105 SE £23,705 12.8 116 105 185 61.4 121 5/10

2.0 TDI 177 DSG £28,350 8.9 132 177 258 49.6 151 5/10

A dull but capable MPV in a marketplace 

where that’s all you need. Essentially a 

big, last-gen Golf with seven seats. 

TOURAN

1.6 TDI 105 SE £23,705 12.8 116 105 185 61.4 121 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4850x1900x1720, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 300/2297-litre boot, 4 engines, 4 trims, 9 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TSI 150 SE £27,635 10.7 122 150 177 39.2 167 7/10

2.0 TDI 177 SE £30,555 9.8 130 177 258 48.7 152 7/10

More VW MPV-ery, this time quite 

good. It’s comfortable, practical, seats 

seven easily and gets decent engines. 

SHARAN

2.0 TDI 177 SE £30,555 9.8 130 177 258 48.7 152 7/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4800x1860x1420, 70-litre fuel tank, 
532-litre boot, 4 engines, 2 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 TSI 210 GT £29,290 7.6 150 210 206 38.7 171 7/10

2.0 TDI 177 GT £29,820 8.6 141 177 258 58.9 125 7/10

Facelifted CC has dropped the Passat 

name, but not the underpinnings. 

Cheap, able alternative to the Merc CLS.

CC

2.0 TDI 177 GT £29,820 8.6 141 177 258 58.9 125 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4519x1809x1703, 60-litre fuel 
tank, 470/1510-litre boot, 6 engines, 4 trims, 15 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

1.4 TSI 4WD S £23,655 9.2 123 160 177 37.2 178 5/10

2.0 TDI Match £27,925 8.9 125 177 258 48.7 151 6/10

A baby SUV that’s more of a family car 

than a rough 'n' tough off -roader. Des-

tined for the school run, and why not?

TIGUAN

2.0 TDI Match £27,925 8.9 125 177 258 48.7 151 6/10

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D4 SE £25,245 7.2 140 190 295 70.6 104 7/10

D6 Twin Engine £49,975 5.8 143 220 325 155 48 7/10

Estate version of the S60, only Volvo 

insists it’s not actually an estate, but a 

‘sportswagon’. It’s an estate, Volvo.

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4628x1865x1484, 67-litre fuel 
tank, 430/1241-litre boot, 6 engines, 9 trims, 36 models in total.

V60

D6 Twin Engine £49,975 5.8 143 220 325 155 48 7/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4850x1860x1490, 70-litre fuel 
tank, 442-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D4 SE Nav £32,220 7.9 140 181 295 70.6 104 5/10

A posh saloon for people who don’t 

want to buy German. It’s comfy and 

well-fi nished, but zero fun. 

S80

2.0 D4 SE Nav £32,220 7.9 140 181 295 70.6 104 5/10

Euro NCAP                LxWxH in mm: 4801x1940x1709, 85-litre fuel 
tank, 493/1555-litre boot, 2 engines, 3 trims, 5 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

3.0 TDI SE £43,415 8.7 128 204 332 42.8 173 6/10

3.0 TDI R-Line £48,215 7.3 140 262 373 42.8 174 7/10

If a large SUV can be inoff ensive, this is 

it. Shares much with the Cayenne, ex-

cept the price and cock-wafting image. 

TOUAREG

3.0 TDI R-Line £48,215 7.3 140 262 373 42.8 174 7/10

FOR ALL THE FACTS AND STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CAR ON SALE IN THE UK GO TO TOPGEAR.COM/REVIEWS

Everything we hoped it would be, and 

more besides. Superb safety systems, 

fantastic tech and practicality. 

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 4950x2008x1776, 50/71-litre fuel 
tank, 397/1951-litre boot, 3 engines, 3 trims, 9 models in total.

XC90

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

2.0 D5 £45,750 7.4 137 228 347 49.6 149 9/10

2.0 T6 £49,200 6.1 143 324 295 36.7 179 9/10

2.0 T8 £59,995 6.4 140 406 295 40.8 59 9/10

2.0 D5 £45,750 7.4 137 228 347 49.6 149 9/10

Euro NCAP n/a, LxWxH in mm: 3800x1870x1130, n/a-litre fuel 
tank, n/a-litre boot, 1 engine, 2 trims, 2 models in total.

PRICE 0–62 MPH BHP LB FT MPG CO2 RATING

E10 £24,995 4.5 135 200 154 n/a n/a 8/10

What do you get when former Cater-

ham chiefs leave to design their own 

car? Um, a 21st century Caterham. 

E10

E10 £24,995 4.5 135 200 154 n/a n/a 8/10

→ Zenos E10 kerbweight 700kg
→ Smart Fortwo 1.0 kerbweight 880kg

DATA IN NUMBERS: SMART STUFF

→ V70 1.6 D2 CO2 (115bhp) 111g/km
→ V70 2.0 D4 CO2 (181bhp) 109g/km

DATA IN NUMBERS: NO-BRAINER

ZENOS
TopGear on Zenos: 
Upstart staff ed by ex-Caterham execs. It shows –            
Ford-engined E10 is admirably well-executed. 

TOPGEAR TOP TEN

Peugeot 
RCZ R

275bhp/145g/km

5

Seat Leon 
280 Cupra

280bhp/149g/km

4

BMW 
740d

313bhp/149g/km

3

BMW 
640d

313bhp/147g/km

2

BMW 
535d

313bhp/143g/km

1

BMW 
330d xDrive

258bhp/137g/km

9

Mercedes-Benz 
S 350 Bluetec

258bhp/148g/km

8

Mercedes-Benz 
E 350 Bluetec

258bhp/136g/km

7

Audi A4 
3.0 TDI

245bhp/149g/km

10

Mercedes-Benz 
CLS 350 CDI

265bhp/142g/km

6

MOST BHP SUB 150G/KM CO2





























NEW RANGE ROVER EVOQUE RS-250

SPORT EDITION

2.2 SD4 - 5DR / £48,875

NEW RANGE ROVER VOGUE 600-LE

LUXURY EDITION

3.0 TDV6 /  £89,875

4.4 SDV8 /  £95,875

5.0 SUPERCHARGED / £124,875
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Project Kahn is the original British automotive fashion house - designing and styling bespoke Land Rover and 
Range Rover vehicles. With over 25 years of experience in the industry, we’re well placed to advise on all aspects 
of vehicle personalisation. Each of our vehicles is tailored to the precise specification of the customer, from the 

exterior styling to the luxury interior, and designed to maximise comfort and quality.

Our in-house creative team of product designers, 3D modellers, graphic artists and material engineers spend 
thousands of hours developing and refining each of our products until they meet our exacting standards of 
craftsmanship. We redefine the spirit and aesthetic of each vehicle, always placing sophistication before 

ostentation, and originality before convention.

Our styling packages are purpose-built for each custom Range Rover and Land Rover vehicle, to ensure that 
each of our conversions augments the residual value of the vehicle. Each exterior component is manually fitted 
and individually adjusted to the specific vehicle. Each inch of the leather interiors we fit is hand stretched and 

stitched in our UK trim shop by our own expert team.

Our ability to truly innovate and push the boundaries of personalisation stems in part from our clientele - we work 
with a select group of discerning individuals who demand not only the highest quality but the most exclusive and 

original features. Finest quality, to the last detail.

 W W W. P R O J E C T K A H N . C O M 

NEW RANGE ROVER SPORT 400-LE

LUXURY EDITION

3.0 SDV6 /  £79,875

5.0 SUPERCHARGED / £104,875



Kahn Laboratories: 240 Canal Road, Bradford, BD1 4SX. T: +44 (0) 1274 749 999
A. Kahn Design Boutique: 385 Kings Road, Chelsea, London, SW10 0LR. T: +44 (0) 207 751 4555

Kahn Automobiles: Kirkstall Road, Leeds, LS3 1LX. T: +44 (0) 113 834 5055
kahn@chelseatruckcompany.com

NEW MODEL LAND ROVER DEFENDER 
CHELSEA WIDE TRACK

CJ300 Specifi cation Jeep 1941 Alloy Wheels 7.5x17” in Satin Black, 4 Slot Chelsea Truck Company Grille, Front Grille Industrial Mesh, Side Wing 
Blades in Carbon Finish, Fuel Filler Cap in Satin Black, Chelsea Truck Company Spare Wheel Cover, Front & Rear Seats in Quilted & Perforated Leather 
with Matching Stitching, Door Entry Sill Plates in Stainless Steel, Vented Foot Pedals in Machined Aluminium, Floor Mats in Toughened Rubber, Brake 
Calipers in Liquid Red, Smoked Headlamps & KAHN Vehicle Branding. 

NEW MODEL JEEP WRANGLER  
CJ300

2.8 Diesel Sahara
 2DR Automatic - £31,875
4DR Automatic - £33,875

Also Available in 3.6 Petrol Derivative at an extra cost.

Wide Track Specifi cation: 1948 Defend Alloy Wheels 8x16” in Satin Black, Front & Rear Wide Wings with Integrated Vents & Bolt Apertures, X-Lander 
Front Grille & Headlamp Surrounds, Bonnet & Side Vents with Mesh. Front Sports GTB Seats & Rear Folding Seats in a Choice of Quilted & Perforated 
Leather with Harris Tweed, Centre Glove Box & Instrument Binnacle in Quilted & Perforated Leather, Roof Grab Handles with Harris Tweed, Rear Door 
Panel, & Handle in Harris Tweed, Rear Passenger Knee Protectors, Vented Foot Pedals in Machined Aluminium, Door Entry Sill Plates in Stainless 
Steel, Single Spoke Steering Wheel - Leather, Rev Counter Facia in Red, Churchill Time Clock, Hard Wearing Front & Rear Cabin Floor Mats & KAHN 
Vehicle Branding.

2.2 Diesel XS
90 2DR Manual - £39,875 

110 4DR Manual - £43,875

Notes: Jeep CJ300/400 Images shown with optional: mud terrain tyres (only for off road use), LED Daytime Running Lights & Diamond LED Military Headlights.
 Defender Chelsea Wide Track shown with optional: 9”x20” Mondial Alloy Wheels in Piano Black and Diamond Cut, Front Bumper Replacement, Sump Guard & Crosshair 
 Exhaust System in Stainless Steel inc. Mudfl aps.

NEW VEHICLE PRICES

NEW VEHICLE PRICES



Factory Sahara Specifi cation: 5 Speed Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, with Auto Temperature Control, Anti-Lock 4 Wheel Disc HD Brakes, 
Automatic Headlight Activation, Brake Disc Ventilation, Cruise Control, Driver & Front Passenger Air Bags, Electronic Stability Control, Hill Descent 
Control, Hill Start Assist, Infi nity Premium Audio, System, Keyless Entry with Immobiliser Split Level Targa Roof & Removable Hard Top.

Factory Specifi cation: 2.2 Litre 4 Cylinder Diesel Engine, 6 Speed Manual Gearbox, Air Conditioning, All Terrain Anti-Lock Braking System, Audio 
System, Driver & Front Passenger Sun Visors, Electric Front Windows, Electronic Traction Control (ETC), Front Axle Two Pin Differential, Front 
Mudfl aps, Halogen Headlamps, Heated Front Seats, Heated Rear Screen, Heated Windscreen, Locking Wheel Nuts, Manual Adjustable Exterior 
Mirrors, Manual Dipping Interior Rear View Mirror, Perimetric/Volumetric Alarm, Power Assisted Steering, Rear Door Stowage Net, Rear Folding Step, 
Rear Mudfl aps, Rear Quarter Windows, Remote Central Locking, Side Runners, Standard Duty Suspension, Station Wagon Roof, Tinted Glass Front 
& Side & Windscreen Wash/Wipe System.

All prices exclude Road Fund Licence and a First Registration Fee at the current rate (Government Charge). Available in Left Hand Drive
All new vehicles are VAT qualifying. Applies to UK vehicles only. Prices correct at time of going to press and may be subject to change.
To view all available vehicles please visit: www.chelseatruckcompany.com

1983 Defend
8” x 18”

1948 Defend
8” x 16”

Mondial Defend
9” x 20”

Jeep 1988
8.5” x 20”

Jeep 1986
9” x 20”




